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ON CONS'TITUTIONAL LAW:

1. The Commonwealth of Australia has established Con-

stitutional Law. See the "Commonwealth of Australia Con-

stitution Act," by the U.K. Parliament, 9. vii' 1900.

2. The "Act" was required by the People, not conferred
by Parliament. i.e. the Parliament of that time was the
U.K. Parliament, and carried out the agreement of the
People for constituting a Commonwealth.

3. The "Constitution" thus derives from the People (The

Preamble opens-"Whereas the People":). The Constitu-
tion is vested in the People: Section 128 provides the only
way it can be altered: Referendum. Thus a referendum is
the only Constitutional basis on which changes of forms of
Government can be made within the Commonwealth of
Australia.

4. Any attempts by Parliaments, or Government-of-the-
day, to abrogate the Constitution amounts to treason
against Constitutional Law. Any change of the Constitu-
tional authorities and safeguards, other than by Referen-
dune, i.e. by war, or revolution, amounts to a defeat of con-

stitutional law, and therefore means a surrender of the Con-

stitution to coercion, compulsion, violence, revolution, or war.

5. The "Powers of Parliament" fall under Section 5L, in-
cluding the powers of State Parliaments to co-operate with
the Commonwealth Parliament. Section 51 is wholly "sub-
ject to this Constitution". So the National Security Act,

f,he Defence Act, and all other Acts, are limited in scope

within Section 51.

6. The "King-in-Parliament" (Section 1), and the Gover-

nor-General, as King's Representative (Section 2), are sub-
ject to the Constitution. The Government-of-the-day (Sec-

tion 61) is required to maintain the Constitution, and all
Courts of Law are required to uphold the Constituiion'

7. Having put its hand to the plough in the realm of Con-

stitutional Law, Australia must find a constitutional basis,

by referendum, for post-war reconstruction.
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THE INTERCEPTION OF CURRENCY!

SEE CHART ON INSIDE FRONT COVER.

This chart was flrst published in June 1938. It was
later redrawn in three colours in order to make clearer the
difference between currency when issued as wages (con-
sumer's credit) to workers as consumers, and the same cur-
rency when spent (as purchasing power) by the workers to
procure their personal needs as consumers (credit cancelled
in the price of products).

An important difference between consurners' personal
needs (products) and producers' goods (Assets, buildings,
plant, public works, etc.) is drawn by the Commonwealth
Royal Commission on Monetary and Banking Systems in
Australia. Paragraph 434c of "The Report" (16 July, 1937)
refers to-"The payments of all factories or organizaLions,
but the prices of the products of only those factories which
produce consumers' goods". Paragraph 434 continues-
"Consumers' goods or products are the commodities (such
as food and clothing) which are purchased by individual
g6nsqmsrs-fhe public-for their own consumptidn or use."

It is abundantly clear that before the public can purchase
products for its own consumption and use, it must have re-
ceived purchasing power or have assurance of doing so. Bad
debts bear testimony to the inclusion in the price of pro-
ducts provision for mistaken ideas about }e solvency or
reliability of purchasers.

It is also abundantly clear that the public is in need of
consumers' goods or products, whether it is doing useful
work or not, and whether or not its work results in the pro-
duction of consumers'goods or products.

The issue of purchasing power to consumers is therefore
the first step in the cycle of currency

I Page265

THE TREND OF BANK CIRCUL^A.TION.

"The Report" touches on the trend of bank circulation
without explaining it. The Royal Commission made no re-
ference to the interception of currency by those legally en-
titled to collect "unearned income" from producers of con-
sumers' goods. The references in Paragraphs 146, 'L47, and
493, however, show that the "Royal Commission" was in
no doubt as to the results arising from the issue of currency
through the banking system. S4ratever securities may have
been issued to the banking system, the currency itself gra-
vitated back to the banks in the forms of increased deposits
or reduced overdrafts. The statements made by the "Royal
Commission" in the paragraphs mentioned are drawn upop
in the following words:

"Para. 746, When the Commonwealth Bank d;iscounts
treasu.rg-bills for the Gouernment, the Bank is lend,ing

funds to the Goaernment, and taking in return short-d,ated,
goaernnxent securi,ties. The Bank's assets and, liabiliti.es
both increase by an equal amount." "When the trading
banks present the (Gouernment) cheques to the Common-
wealth Bank, the deposits uhich they hold, with tlte Com-
monnoealth Bank are thereby ,increased." "The caslt of the
trad,ing banks has been'increased, when the process is com-
pleted,."

"Para. 147. If, for enample, a public loan is floated, in
ord,er to redeem treasury bills" . . . . . The net result of this
process i.s that the d,eposi,ts of the trad,ing banks haae d,e-

creased, (or their ud,oances increased)."

Thus, first, treasury bills increase trading bank deposits:
second, the public (private flnanciers) use the lncreased de-
posits to acquire public debt.

Therefore the public debt is given to private financiers
who use the spent money (deposits) for the purchase of se-
curities which have arisen from the issue of treasury-bills
to be replaced by inscribed stock or bonds.
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"Parct. /t93. If the whole busi.ness of the trading bamks

were concentrated, i,n a si,ngl,e bank." "In this way th'e

nxoneA ad,uanced,, ba the bank wi,lt tend' to return to the bank

i,n the form of d,eposi,ts. The i,ncreased deposits proaid'e a

source from whi,ch further o"duances can be mad'e, and' the

general tend,ency of an etcpansi,on of ad,uances i's to incres'se

the d,eposi.ts."

Parliament and the Note Issue.

Given the general trend by which currency returns to the

banks in the forms of repayments as reductions of over-

drafts, restorations of deposits, or the making of new de-

posits, it should be possible to trace through the agency of
the chart the intercepti,on ol currenca-

Parliament is limited in its powers by the safe-guards of
the Constitution, and particularly against repudiation,

which is guarded against by Section 105a (State Debts,

Financial Agreements). This Section 105a is clearly the

establishment of the basis of agreement free from political

interference. The Section 105a, even places the "Financial
Agreements" beyond the powers of any Parliament, or all
Parliaments, within the Commonwealth, and the "Financial
Agreements" operate notwithstanding anything in the Con-

stitution of the Commonwealth or of any State' The trend

by which currency returns to the banks, whether Govern-

ment controlled, or privately incorporated, is therefore the

result of the prevailing debt-theory of money embedded in
the constitution and general legal sanctions of existing law

and practice.

Only in exhaustive testing of the theory in the light of
recognised facts in the economic realm can the people of the

commonwealth hope to ffnd the true explanation of this
peculiar trend by which the more the banks issue currency

lh" *oru their deposits grow. Only by finding the true ex-

planation is it likely that the Parliament of the Common-

wealth will be able to devise an Act of Parliament for sub-

mission to the people by referendum to introduce the new

sections necessary to correct the constitution of the com-

I
j
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Parliament. Chart I. Page 267

monwealth, and of the States, to give a reasonable alter-
native to the perpetuation of debt now established in Section
105a.

As the prevailing theory involves the private ownership of
,financial "securities", and the private appropriation as per-
sonal incorce, of the charges made against producers in the
guise of rent, interest, debt-service, taxes, depreciation,
flnancial gains, etc., the new theory will, of necessity, pro-
vide for the conversion of "property', to rights of posses-
sion as stewardship, and for the conversion of ,,financial
claims" to a trust basis by which "spent money,, will return
to the banking system for cancellation instead of for per-
petuation as deposits.

Changes of such far-reaching effects and of such deep-
seated prejudices will require a well-informed and ex-
tremely tolerant public opinion, so that the period of tran-
sition will be accepted in the nature of education and ex-
periment.

This tolerance will be the more easily adopted because the
change-over will be accompanied by the issue of personal
credits to all men, wornen, and children, for the purchase of
what is necessary for a reasonable standard of, tiving. The
basis of this social credit will be the recognition that no-one
is entitled to more than what is reasonably necessary until
everyone has what is reasondbly sufficient. This very
equality of rights (in person, in service, in opportunity)
will add zest to the change-over, and will do more to pre-
serve individual initiative (private enterprise) than can be
hoped for by any conservative resistanee to reality.

i. Interpreting the Chart: (See Inside Front Cover) :

Parliament has Constitutional powers over the note issue,
"subject to this Constitution", which means that Parlia-
ment is required to use its taxing powers to provide debt-
service. The core of the monetary and banking systems at
present in operation in Australia is the theory of "Bankers,
Debts and, Debt-controlled, Currency." While bankers per-
sist with their belief and practice that they receiae deposits,
and make adt)ences, they will resist the evidence of the

':i
-.i., ,:.'!. ,. lrr
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chart, that withdrawals disguised as advanc6s, or as draw-
ings on credit accounts, are, in reality, effective as money,
only when they are used for the issue of purchasing powert
(wages in some form) to potential consumers who become
the market (demand) for consumers' goods (products).

Given, however, the general truth that money is issued as

wages (purchasing power for consumers), bankers will
come to admit that the deposits arise after the consumers
have used their purchasing power, which means that de-
posits are either "spent money" intercepted on its way back
for cancellation, or mere transfers between clients of the
banks. In either case "deposits" are quite ineffective as
money, and represent the results of former cycles of pro-
duction, distribution, and consumption.

Therefore, the prevailing theory must lose its hold in the
light of the evidence that the appearances of banking pro-
cesses are illusions, and that the debt-theory is the delusory
agent that misleads bankers, capitalists, economists, finan-
ciers, and investors, to tveaL the "depositors" as the source
of wealth, and the producers as debtors.

ii. Claimants and Possessors.

Financiers, Landlords, Goverament Departments, and
Owners (whether cornpauies or persons-firms or indi-
viduals), appear on bbth sides of the bank ledgers: some-
times they are the two sides of ttre same transaction: other
times they are subsidiary to one another: often they are
parallel interests: occasionally they are diverse, merely
counting on changing their positions from those of debtors
to those of creditors.

It is clear that "Claimantsl' rely mainly on legal claims to
"intercept currency". If this interception occurs before the
currency has been used for the purchase of consumers'
goods (products), it is a mere transfer which clouds without
altering the principle that only currency issued to consu-

mers can function as money. There are many instances of
this "preliminary" interception of currency, which involve
the re-issue of the curency through a different channel.

't.. . 
,

i ai'-:r,
a"iJ:.:

..";lii:

Chart II. III. Page 269

e.g. a landlord "intercepts" rent frorn a wage-earnet, and.
"re-issues" \Mages to other workers in ho,using and invest-
ment.

Possessors, on the other hand, rely upon the income-pro-
ducing eapacity of the property in their possession, or upon
their personal earning powers, or .'financial claims,, to meet
the charges levied on thern as "possessors,, by themselves or
others as "claimants". The net result is that currency re-
turns to the banks as "repayments', to restore or increase
deposits, or to reduce overdrafts.

iii. Resuscitation?
The voluminous column of results of industry indicates

clearly that these results arise from the work of consumers
and not from the financial manipulations of ,,financiers,
landlords, governments, and owners". Any transactions be-
tween claimants and possessors with respect to the results
of industry are mere transfers of legal rights in the forms
of deeds of possession or claims to income. They, of them-
selves, play no part whatever in the sustenance of consumers
and the replacement of products for consumers. It is true
that "Claimants" and "Possessors" play a most important
part in determining the channels through which currency
shall reach consumers, and, therefore, to some extent deter-
mine the practical outcome of industry. Nevertheless, the
principle remains that the results reaching the .,Claimants,,
and "Possessors" are the results of work done in th6 differ-
ent divisions of labour. The who,le column of results of in-
dustry outside the production of consumers, goods (pro-
ducts) could be destroyed without destroying the funda-
mental relationship between consumers as demand, and pro-
ducers as supply.

The prevailing theory of money, therefore, fails insofar
as it relies upon the results of former cycles of industry, as
"security" for the issue of new currency for new cycles of
industry. The "results" of industry gravitate into the keep-
ing of those with legal claims and rights of possession,
while the new cycles of production continue to be carried on
by those working in the productive divisions of industry.
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The attempt to "Rresuseitate" industry by the linking of
"real estate", "tax franchise", and -publie debt", with the
"security" of banking is doomed to failure, resulting in de-
pression, class-struggle, \rar, and revolution.

iv. Consumers' Personal Needs.
Demand is fundamentally related to the needs of men,

wornen and children as consumers from the cradle to the
grave. No system devised by experts, or by the ignorant
exploiters of legal claims and false rights of possession, can
satisfy the demands of consumers except in the supply of
sufficient consumers' goods (products) to meet the reason-
able needs of meq women and children.

Failure to equate production of products with normal re-
quirements of men, women and children brings the divisions
at home and conflicts abroad.

v. Workers.
All are workers! Potential, active, or retired! Any'ap-

pearance of unemplo;rment, or unemployables, is evidence
of social sickness, invalidism, or injustice. Injustice breeds
the criminal. Intemperance on the part of clairnants and
possessors breeds intemperance in the social vices, and in
the commercialising of the social poisons. God is no re'
specter of persons, and the criminal is a child of God giving
evidence of injustice on the part of the self-righteous.
Faith in God, and obedience to conscience, point the way to
understanding the fundamental God-given relationship be-

tween consumers and producers-their work, the results of
their work, and their leisure.

vi. Producers.
Bearing in mind the reference in Paragruph 434e of the

banking "Report", to products as commodities for personal

consumption and use by the public as consumers, and the
stinging indictment of Patagraphs 423 and 467a that "There
are always some people in the community who have not
enough money to buy what is necessary for a reasonable

standard of living", it is possible to interpret the relation-
ship between consumers and producers to'show the equation

between supply and demand.

i

i

I

Chart IV. V. VI. Page 27i

All that enters into the personal consumption and use by
the public as consumers is designated as products, and all
that does not enter into the personal eonsumption and use

by consumers is designated as results by names other than
products: It is clear that the supply of consumers' goods
(produets) is provided by workers in primary and second-
ary industry.

These workers are taken to include Ll divisions of a total
population of 66 divisions. It is at once established that
these lL divisions of primary and seoondary producers are
required by nature to produce sufficient consumers' goods
(products) for the whole 66 divisions of population. Fail-
ure to do so sets up adjustments within the natural checks
and baiances by which economic pressure is immutable and
inexorable.

Demand, therefore, is measured in consumers, and supply
is measured in producers. The relatively small divisions
of L1 primary and secondary producers represent precisely
the same output of consumers' goods (products) as the total
inclusive divisions of 66 consumers. Expressed in terms
of economic reality 11 COST-units (producers) represent
66 PRICE-units (consumers). There can be NO PROFIT-
units in the natural order till the 11 producers produce suffi-
cient for 66 consumers, and the 66 consumers have sufficient
currency to purchase the 66 consumer-units of output.

If 66 consumer-units of output are the same volume as L1
producer-units of output it is seen to be true that a con-
sumer-unit of price, is something quite different from a pro-
ducer-unit of cost.

If 11:66, the 66 must be smaller units. If the 11 are
larger units than the 66, then the difference in volume of
each of the 11 producer-units of output and of each of the
66 consumer-units of output explains the difference between
the financial cost-of-production and the flnancial price-of-
consumption. It is a difference in the volume of the unit of
output, by which the producers count cost and the consumers
pay price.
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This means that the OUTPUT from the industry of 11

divisions of primary and secondary producers is divided into
66 divisions of output for distribution to 66 divisions of
population including the 11 divisions of producers. The
currency issued, fo producers represents the COST-of-pro-
duction, but the same currency when spent by the producers
as consumers, represents only 11/66ths, of the PRICE-of-
consumption.

vii. Uneconomic Activities.
These divisions of population are engaged in useless

effort, destructive agencies, or the commercialising of social
poisons putting a premium upon vice.

Even where the prevailing theories accept these divisions
as inherent in human nature and therefore an inescapable
part of any social order and its economic structure, the
truth remains that these agencies cannot be carried on with-
out the issue of currency to their workers as consumers.
These workers in their turn are part of the market for con-

sumers'goods (products), and their spent currency enables

the producers to bear the charges of excess drawings by
claimants to income. Thus, the issue of the wages in these

uneconomic activities actually provides the flnancial source

from which the excess financial drawings are derived.

The results of these uneconomie activities do not enter
into the "Consurners' Personal Needs," but rather take the
place of the products that could and would have been pro-

duced by these workers had they been employed in primary
or secondary industry.

The results are seen in the "Resuscitation ?" column as

"Vested Interests, and Excess Exports". Had the 5 divi-
sions of "uneconomic activities" been engaged in primary
or secondary industry for the production of consumers'
goods (products), the results of their work would have been

30 divisions of consumer-output. They would have pro-

vided enough products for themselves and 25 other divisions,

and these 25 other divisions, in their turn, could have and

would have provided 150 divisions of public assets or public

facilities in the forms of public works and social services.

,f, I

Chart VII. VlI. Page 273

These relative proportions are based on the capacity of
11 divisions of producers to produce sufficient products for
66 divisions of population.

It is abundantly established, therefore, that the immigra-
tion problem, and the population basis, depend for solution
upon the proper ratio being established and maintained be-
tween those in primary and secondary producers' divisions
and those in other divisions of population.

The export of "Products" amounts to diverting "pro-
ducers" from producing for consumers, to maintaining the
false claims of "overseas claimants", who, by the very in-
sistence on "favourable trade balances" (excess exports)
deny their claims to be "creditors". If local industry can
export more than it imports, there is no consideration for
overseas debt-service, and as the presence of excess exports
demonstrates beyond cavil that local industry also provides
its own requirements in capital goods (assets), there is also
no consideration for local debt-service: Where there is ex-
cess output there can be no debt except in the false legal
sanctions that have allowed "claimants" and "possessors"
to intercept the currency that measures the contribution by
workers of work in the different divisions of population
and industry.

viii. Public Facilities and Public Works.
These divisions of population receive their curreney from

or through Government Departments, and, in general, the
public facilities result in the return of the currency to Gov-
ernment accounts by reason of the charges imposed on pro-
ducers as taxes, though it is clear, even in this phase, that
taxes imposed on the workers themselves in these divisions
are mere cross-entries bolstering the records of cost of
assets without providing purchasing power for the market-
ing of products. The test of the utility and justiflcation of
public facilities arises in the proportions between the re-
sults of their work and what they could have produced in
primary and secondary industry. The B divisions of public
facilities, therefore, should provide 18 divisions of results
to compare with the 66 divisions of output by the 11 divi-
sions of producers.
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These public facilities, chiefly, depend upon the distribu-
tion of purchasing power for their effective enjoyment by
the population. The tendency of the prevailing theory of
money is to restrict the facilities available to the poor, and
to enlarge the facilities available to the rich, the difference
between poor and rich is seen to be almost entirely one of
legal claims and rights of possession to the exclusion of the
mass of workers. The test of the results of public works,
however, lies in quite a different quarter. It appears to be

the case that public works require public debt: but only as

the workers as consumers purchase the products they re-
quire, can the producers pay their taxes to the Government.
These taxes, instead of returning to Government accounts
to off-set the issue of currency to the workers, are side-
tracked through the public-debt, as debt-service to financiersT
including all those who draw from industry more than they
require as consumers. These taxes, therefore, result in can-
celling the currency issued by Governments for public
works, but perpetuate the "interception of currency" in the
guise of debt-service. The financiers, therefore, actually
"finance" the Government from its own taxes, and these
taxes could not be paid by the producers if the Government
failed to issue wages to workers on public works. The debt-
service, therefore, is not the source of borrowing, but the
result of taxing unearned income to offset the cost of public
works in the price of products consumed by the workers.
Its financial effect is to return to the flnanciers the currency
apparently released by them to Governments, and to add to
the debt, because the currency "returned" to the financiers
is given to them as though it were consideration for "loans"'

The reason why Governments are proverbially short of
money is that they restrict their issue of money to what the

"money-market" can provide, and the money-market de-
pends upon the spending of purchasing power by con-

sumers.

The "release of credit" eases the Government financing
but adds to the "interception of currency", and therefore to
the snowballing of public debt.
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ix. Sustenance and Pensioners.
Those on sustenance and pensions are likewise part of the

market for products. The taxes to off-set these are charged
into the price so that producers are able to pay the taxes
when the consumers spend their purchasing power. The
prevailing theory prevents these potential workers from
contributing to the results of industry, because the active
workers are expected to provide for dependents, and there-
fore reject the plea of those who cannot produce the nor-
mal standard of output not to be considered as under-
cutting the active worker. As all are consumers, the active
workers are reduced to consuming what is left after the pen-
sioners and others have had their prior claims satisfled on
the market.

Where the taxes to offset pensions and sustenance are im-
posed on the wages of workers instead of in the price of
products, the effect on Government accounts is a mere cross-
entry with a swollen record of eosts.

The 8 divisions of sustenance and pensioners could con-
tribute up to 48 divisions of output according to the efficien-
cy with which they could be trained to work, or tend mach-
inery, or to supervise younger workers.

x. Investment Industry.
The 4 divisions of population given as engaged in invest-

ment industry, spend their purchasing power to procure the
products they require as consumers. This spent money en-
ables the producers to pay their rent to landlords. This
"tent'l is therefore a mere contra in the price of products.
It is true that unless the producers can pay their rent, the
landlords cannot maintain investment industry, but the land-
lords are, in nature, stewards not proprietors. The pay-
ment of flnancial rent is evidence that producers have both
produced and disposed of products to other consumers who
could not have bought from the producers if currency had
not first been issued to them. Therefore, the issue of wages
precedes the collecting of rent, and the results of the work
in investment industry clearly become a stewardship on
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behatf of the workers who have done the work and the pro-
ducers who have supplied their consumers' needs (pro-
ducts). The financial results of investment industry are the
diversion to private landlords of the 24 divisions of private
assets, which are, in reality, public assets, and to the extent
to which they are "unreal" or personal, they represent a

loss of products that could have been produced by the wor-
kers in investment industry if they had been employed in
primary and secondary industry.

xi. Servants.
This is the division of population that degrades service

to the receiving of wages from personal masters and mis-
tresses. The servants are consumers and their purchasing
power returns to their masters in the guise of unearned in-
comes collected from producers. The masters enjoy the re-
sults of personal service to the detriment of the potential
output of products by those now serving, often unwillingly,
the dictates of the false claimants of unearned income.

xii. Disemployed.
The prevailing theory,of money discharges from pay-rolls

those whose useful work has no immbdiate contribution to
make to industry. This disemployment, more often than
not, arises from the capacity of the workers to improve the
standards of output, and the incapacity of the flnanciers to
use a price mechanism that will adjust prices to the new

standards quickly enough to provide a ready market for the
increased output. There are occasions when the new out-
put is truly surplus for which there is no demand, even

from those with purchasing power. In either case the sever-

ing of any worker for any part of his active or potential

employment in useful work, within the prevailing theory,
results also in his severance from the receipt of currency as

a consumer. The market result is that the normal pur-
chases by that worker fail, and the market falls away to that
extent instead of rising to the saturation point of consump-

tion or use of the new goods. Instead of dismissing the dis-
employed, they should be transferred to disemployment
bureaux through which they should receive their normal
purchasing power, besides remaining eligible for"dividends"

,r'.- |
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from the division of industry in which the increasing output
led to their disemployment. The practical result of this
false conception of "employment" being essential to "con-
sumers" is that the market existing is diminished by the
"savings" of the workers against probable "disemployment",
so the total output, and therefore the efficiency, of producing
industry is limited to the wages issued throughout industry,
subject to deferred spending of "savings". The natural
order would be to continue the issue of currency to the dis-
employed during disemployment, and to issue "proflt-shar-
ing" dividends to the workers, as consumers, so that indus-
try might be stimulated to the full capacity of men and
machinery up to saturation point of the respective items in
the regimen of products within the living standard. The
truly "disemployed" could then voluntarily transfer to divi-
sions of public works or services, or to establish new divi-
sions in primary and secondary industry for the adding of
new products to the regimen of the living standard.

The 4 divisions of disemployed thus act as abrake on the
output of products, and prevent the measuring of potential
demand, and so restrict the potentialities of supply. The
direct loss in "disemployrnent" is comparable to 24 divisions
of output in the propo,rtion that the 11 producers bear to
the 66 divisions of output of products. The indirect loss is
computable only in terms of mechanised efficiency to im-
prove the ratio of consumption.

xiii. Householding and Schooling.

These divisions of the population present, perhaps, the
most sordid indictment of the false prevailing theory of
money which presumes to dictate to workers in controlled
divisions of industry that they must provide consumers'
goods (products) for their own "dependents" (wives, chil-
dren, invalids, etc.).

No count is taken of the physical impossibility of a wor-
ker building a bridge, or laying a road, or erecting public
buildings, to contribute anything at all to the production of

''. 
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the products needed by his wife, children, and other depen-
dents.

No count is taken of the mathematical impossibility of
"breadwinners" providing for "dependents" when the
theory of "equal pay for equal work" extends to "bread-
winners" with or without families, and does not extend to
families without "breadwinners".

The financial effect of the "family wage" is merely to add
to the financial record of costs, and to issue to "bread-
winners" regardless of dependents, a false remuneration as

wages, salaries, or skilled earnings, which wage-earners'
without dependents can divert to the demanding of labour
and its results from their fellow workers chained to the
grindstones of necessity to share their earnings with depen-

dents. This effect arises from the mathematical relation-
ships between a "Family wage" without a family, and a
family without a "family wage". Where the family wage

is said to provide for 4 dependents besides the breadwinner,
the mathematical result is to make the "basic wage" one-

fifth of the family wage, and so the "breadwinner" without
dependents enjoys flve basic-wage units, where the fellow
worker divides his family wage among five consumers. The

inevitable tendency is for the "breadwinner without depen-

dents" to become a market for the results of the labour of
the "breadwinner with dependents" and thus to divert many

of the "potential breadwinners" from producing products

to rendering personal service or providing private assets'

The human result being that householding and schooling in-
stead of being the chief functions of an enlightened society,

become deficient in social and educational values, with dis-

illusionment in their train.

xiv. Products.

The middle of the three columns under the caption "Con-
sumers' Personal Needs", must of necessity be brought to
equal the right hand column headed workers, because all
persons are consumers, and, notwithstanding the system in
vogue, nature requires a distribution r-'f products to every
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man, woman and child from the cradle to the grave. The
restrictive philosophy of high-finance rooted in scarcity and
exploit makes some sort of provision for everybody accord-
ing to their capacity to earn, beg, borrow, or steal, within
the false standards of debt-money, and subject to the com-
mercialising of vice and war. There is a clear shortage
against potential output to offset those divisions of the popu-
lation that are left without money except what they can ex-
tract as dependents.

xv. Price.

The left hand column illustrates the price-mechanism by
which the "interception of currency,, is legally established
pnd protected, and which can be changed only by a healthy
public opinion bringing Parliament to enact for a referen-
dum to change from a debt-economy to a credit-economy.

The 11 Divisions of producers use their currency to pro-
cure 11 divisions of output of products produced by them_
selves, but representing only lt/66ths of their output. The
other 55 divisions of output of products then represent sup-
ply to meet the demand of the remaining bb divisions of
population through the breadwinners represented in the
right hand column. The breadwinners as given, include
only 37 divisions of population: there is a lack of purchas-
ing power equivalent to Zg/Gltlns of the population, and a
corresponding loss in short supply which is ,,overlooked,,

within the philosophy of high-finance.: (scarcity and exploit
being the ruling masters).

Clearly to lift the volume of output from the haphazard,
supply of 37 divisions of output of products to the regular
production and distribution of the 66 divisions of output of
products needed by the population involves the using of a
price-mechanism that will prevent the new markeb leading
to a larger interception of currency.

The clearest analogy within the false prevailing theory of
money is the "sales tax',, which, however, should be im_
posed direct into the price of consumers,goods (products),
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and not either directly or indirectly into the cost or price of
any other results of industry or divisions of population.

Concurrent with the imposition of a "sales tax on con-

sumers' goods (products)", diminishing stability must be

given to existing claims to income to prevent chaos and re-
pudiation and yet to avert the further accumulation of false
claims.

The chart makes clear the relationship between 11 pro-

ducers and 66 consumers, to make a result of the produc-

tion of 66 consumer units of products at a price that will
cancel 66 units of currency issued to consumers. It is essent

tial that the cost of products be recorded in a COST-unit,
and the price of products be reeorded in a PRICE-unit.
When the 11 producers can produce more than 66 consumer

units of output there comes the need for a PROFIT-unit to
distinguish the "profit-sharing dividend" from the'wage cur-
rency.

As the proportions given show 66 consulner-units of pro-

ducts produced by 11 producers, a comparative valuation
of the results of other divisions of industry and population

leads to the recognition that 55 workers, outside producing

industries, provide the price equivalent of 330 consumer-

units of output.

The 11 workers in primary and secondary production,
produce sufficient products for 66 consumers: 2 producers,

therefore, provide sufficient products for L2 producers, so

a false claim on 2 consumer-units giving control of 2 pro-

ducers is enough to give exploiters of finance command of
all the labour and the whole output of 66 divisions of popu-

lation.

xvi. Summary.

The conclusion of the discussions on this chart is that
the wealth of the wealthy comes not from their riches but
from the command of the labour of the drawers of water
and the hewers of wood.
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If the false claims on unearned income, excess drawings,
debt-service, and rent, provide financiers, landlords, ruling
classes, and owners, with purchasing power over "labour"
they are in the astonishingly abnormal position of being
able to control the issue of wages, the division of labour,
the disposal of the results of industry, and to recover in
their legal charges the currency after it is spent by the
wage-earners.

In the proportions of 11 producers to 66 consumers it is
possible for financiers, having the command of the labour
of 2 producers, to dictate to all producers, to all govern-
ments, and to impose their will on entire populations to
whom a mere pittance in the way of sustenance is allowed in
order to build up the dependent service, the private assets,
and the public debt claims on the public works and facilities,
besides keeping "international" relationships under domina-
tion, and relying on the disaffected disemployed, the under-
nourished mothers, and the under-nourished children, to pro-
vide the inexhaustible reservoir from which to command
further labour, or to maintain armies, navies, and airfleets,
for the protection and even the extension of the false phil-
osophies to benighted neighbours in unexplored and only
partly developed territories throughout the wo/ld.

xvii. Solvent Remedy.

The giving of a name to the cost-unit of account, with an-
other name to the price-uni,t of account, and a third name
to the profit-unit of account, will enable mechanism to be

set up that will provide consumer credit for every person
(man, woman, and child) within the Commonwealth, every
week, from the cradle to the grave, for the purchase of a
reasonable standard of living, and yet allow complete free-
dom to the person to choose the division of population and
industry in which to work, or train for work, or to express
those faculties of being with which nature has endowed the
individual.
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TAXATION AND THE PRICE.FACTOR.

L IntroductoryRemarks.

Taxes and taxation have played a great, part in the poli-
tical history of the Anglo-Saxon pebples. "No taxation
without representation" has been the cry of all classes of
English society. Taxation has led to civil war and Reform
Bills: in America it caused the Revolutionary War of Seces-i
sion from Great Britain. Some writers claim that taxa"
tion led to the formation of Parliament itself, at least of
the House of Commons, burgesses and others being called
thereto to assess their contribution to national needs. For
centuries now the initiative in regard to taxation has lain
with the House of Commons.

But the political effects of taxation have not been conflnedr
to English and American people: we all remember the se-
cession of Israel fr,om Judah owing to excessive taxation,
and the spending of the taxes in Judah ! It reminds one of
the separation of Victoria from N.S.W. for a sirnilar reason !

as also of New State movements in N.S.W. and Queensland,
and the unsuccessful secession movement in W.A.

Modes and methods of taxation both depend upon, and
affect, the organisation of communities of all sizes : they es-
pecially affect the personal and political freedom of the tax-
payer, hence the demand for representation in Parliament,
in the taxing body.

The military origin of most states (as of England after
the Norman Conquest) makes exploitation a characteristic
of government (compare Germany to-day); such exploita-
tion is in course of time mitigated by the substitution of
law for violence and arbitrary seizure of person and goods,
but the law is so made as to benefit the ruling class which
is representative of the original conquerors: law limits the
right of exploit but it does not abolish it. From the time
of the Conquest the English people have been engaged in a
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struggle (not yet completed) for increased freedom: in spite
of Magna Charta, the Petition of Right, the Civil War, the
Glorious Revolution, they have not yet secured" freedotn and
security for all. Lords and slaves became successively lords
and serfs, landlords and tenants, masters and men, employ-
ers and employees and citizens-a change in status, but
with the greater share of land and produce going to the
employing class. How difficult it is to escape from this his-
torical feeling of status is evident in the method of applying
relief stamp taxation-the employer is made responsible for
the payment by his employ6, indeed the employer by lawr
must buy the stamp and deduct its value from the employ6's'
wage: there could not be a plainer indication of the exis-
tence of a condition of status as between the employing and
the employed classes. Through all developments the chiefs,
the lords, the masters, the employers, the Government, grant
maintenance to the worker whether elansman, slave, serf,
wage-slave, or wageslave-citizen, but takes the surplus: and
under all administrations the workers resent it ! Armed
with the ballot the worker, if he knows how, can secure free-
dom and security for himself and for all. This little pamph-
let aims at showing how !-by the proper use of taxation.

Most of the thinking done on taxation has been done with-
in a double monopoly-the monopoly of land and the mono-
poly of money-within a system which permits the legal
conversion of land values into money values, into legal ten-
der. The thinker does his thinking with these monopolies
(private ownership of land and of money) as the back-
ground of his thought, but most often he does not perceive

that the result of his thinking is governed by these condi-
tions. Even w[ere an original thinker, such as Henry
George, recognises and attacks the monopoly of land claim-
ing that the rent of the land belongs to the people, he yet
accepts the monopoly of money which is even more impor-
tant. Those who accept the private ownership of land, and
the privatei ownership of money, must also accept the in-
evitability of debt, of the iron law of wages, of the preva-
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lence of usury, and probably of the idea that labour is a
commodity, instead of an agent, and have certainly forgot-
ten that "Ths land is Mine". Henry George rightly said

that the rent of the land belonged to the people, but he did
not recognise that they actually Set it. It is on the rent of
the land (the surplus above the maintenance of the land-
workers) that they live: unfortunately the distribution of
that rent is unfair (owing-to the historical development of
society) so that a sense of injustice prevails leading to all
sorts of social friction, and all sorts of ill-thought-out reme-

dies, as fascism and Russian communism. In our own

country proof of unjgst distribution is plain from the
plight of the indebted primary producer, and of the unem-
ployed, the demands for child endowment, for widows'pen-
sions, for higher wages, for equal pay for equal work, for a
"New Order" aftet the war.

Taxation is a mode of distribution (see Table I). Its im-
position is practically always by or through the authority
of governments: taxation is of great importance in internal
politics, and through tariffs, quotas, and embargoes in ex-

ternal affairs also. Errors in taxation are punished by
social discontent, strikes, riots at home, and by war abroad.

Methods of taxation are not a matter of indifference: there
are natural and inevitable results of all ways of imposing:
taxation.

Taxes were originally paid in kind and in labour: it was

so in ancient Egypt (see the story of Joseph in Genesis), and

in the early days of the feudal system. Payment in kind and

in labour ties the labourer to soil and lord,either as a slave

or a serf. When money became common, serfs and towns
bought their freedom from their lord, but at the price of
insecurity-tenancies and unemployment followed. Men

desire both freedom and security-the absence of either
irks intolerably.
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The totalitarian thinks security the more important and
worth the price of status, the democrat that freedom is best
qven at the price of insecurity. The present international
civil war is due to this clash of feeling and opinion within
and without the nations. Monopoly is the necessary enemp
of freedom, security is impossible without rights to a share
in the produce of land, and to money. Unless we changer
our theory of money it is impossible to achieve botlt, free-
dom and security.

Payment of taxes in money led to the rise of a business
class, the middle class. Where taxes were farmed out by
governments to soldiers, to adventurers, to business men,
new nobilities, military or financial, arose: where taxes in
monetary terms are collected by eivil servants we get a
bureaucracy-the "New Despotism" of a Lord Chief Justice
of England-government by regulation.

How taxes are imposed is clearly of primary importance
to the freedom, the security, the welfare and the happiness
of the community. If taxpayers are satisfied with the jus-
tice and necessity of their assessments they may even
queue up in their eagerness to pay them, as, for instance the
English people once did at the time of a national crisis ! In
a properly taxed community evasion by fraud or by smug-
gling becomes infrequent.

Book v of Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations gives an illu-
minating account of ancient and modern taxes, while

,Weber's General Economic History relates their results. In
Genesis the story of Joseph in Egypt dernonstrates enslave-

ment by debt. Thierry's "Conquest of England by the
Normans" opens one's eyes to the meaning of conquest and

its long-continued. qffects.
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II. Labour.

II. The Division of Labour.
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Our society is built on division of labour: it is because we

are all doing different things and all producing very differ-
ent results, that the problem of distribution arises: some

are producing, all are consuming: all must be fed, clothed
and housed, and warmed: all must have education, recrea-
tion and leisure. Human beings are diverse from one an-

other, with different gifts, different skills, but all necessary

to their community. The social problem is the problem of
securing a fair exchange between all classes of workers.

There is an inescapable division of labour, that of the sexes

and generations, a division which persists, and must persist

from the earliest to the latest times. Within a single family
a fair distribution of the fruits of their combined labour
may be easy, but when dealing with men, women and child-
ren massed in their millions and engaged in thousands of

different occupations, individual consideration such as is
given in a family is impossible. A just distribution depends

on the discovery and adoption of the principles which un-

derly a fair exchange between individuals, families, oom-

munities and nations. Nothing is mgre certain than that

an unfair distribution will lead to social unrest, even to civil
wars. :

There are 3 main classes of workers:-

I. The static worker, who keeps things going: the bearing

and rearing of children (mothering, nursing, doctoring,

teaching, etc., etc.). The maintenance of the home and the

family. This is the aim and object of all other work.

Under present conditions all this work, 'as much other

(transport, law, government, police, soldiering, sailing, trad-
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ing, etc.) is consumptive of goods. It produces and main-
tains and improves the nation, but it uses up products and
raw materials without replacing them.

As consumption is the object of production, the workers
in this fleld have a prior claim on production. Think of how,
a family revolves around "His Majesty the Baby" !

II. The Productive worker-a) The grower of food, the
producer of raw materials. The grower of food is the foun-
dation of the supply of the nations, for none, whatever the
work, can work without food. From him comes not only his
own maintenance, but also that of everybody else. He has
to give up so much of what he grows, that from patriarchal
days to the present day governors of communities have
thought compulsion necessary to secure plenty: the grower
has been a slave, a serf, a wage-slave, and now he is a debt-
serf. No one has yet tried a fair exchange, the giving him
of something else that he wants for his surplus. We know
that man does not live by bread alone, and that the grower
fike other people desires more than his meals, so that it is
easy to offer him welcome exchange for his surplus.

b) The craftsman-the man
who works up by hand with simple tools the raw materials
supplied by others.

III. The mass-productive worker. In his work the mach-
ine supplies the power, so that, in proportion to human
effort, great quantities of goods are produced.

Other than the static work described above, there is an-
other class of consumptive work, that is, parasitic work such

as that of gambling, and of the liquor trade: but as this
parasitic blight on the nation is largely the fruit of an in-
iquitous financial system it can be ignored at the moment.
Soldiers likewise are consumptive workers: they are often
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destructive also. But whether a productive or a consump-
tive worker, all workers are dependent on each other: it is
by the organisation of society tlnat each is provided for, so
that anyone (even women and children !) who is doing worh
necessary for the existence, the growth, the improvement
of society, is equally entitled with anyone else for an hon-
ourable maintenance, to freedom and security.

The only way in which workers in such widely differentr
,groups can supply each other is by exchange. To-day we
exchange things for things (our money is a commodity-
money, as shown by its origin in barter and by the use of the
price-index and the market-basket of commodities as a guide
in issuing money) : so that the consumptive worker, par-
ticularly the mother and child, is left without income be-
cause they have no things to exchange: while the mass-
productive worker (or his employer!) gets his share for far
less work than the grower or craftsman: part of the work
of one man is exchanged for the whole of the work of an-
other, thus accounting for the Marxian surplus values.

The only fair exchange between workers of such different
character is the exchange of work for work. Without work
there is nothing, no life, no family, no society. Without a
fair exchange there is discontent, social friction and univer-
sal distrust, as is inevitable in a society built on exploita-
tion one of another.

Our religion teaches us that all the nations of the world
are one huge family and of a single origin, so that all
humanity should live as a family. The Old Testament is
full of critieism of cheating, of unjust balances, of false
weights and standards, of the desperate plight of the widow,
the orphan, the stranger within the gates, and of the con-
demnation of usury. To this exploitation one of another the

I
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prophets attributed war. Moses drew up a remarkable

economic constitution for the Hebrews (see chap. xxv
Leviticus) enjoining fraternity within the nation, allowing
for the effects of time, forbidding usury and advocating
gifts, distinguishing between ownership within and without
the city, and between public and private property. "The
land is Mine". The technique has been lost and it is evi-

dent frorn the prophets that it was not a permanently suc-

cessful one. Jesus said that it was built on the two great

commandments. In the choice of a correct technique we

must aim at an automatic and just exchange of the fruits
of labour between the different classes of workers. In our
political communities exchange is largely made through

taxation imposed by the Government: hence the necessity

for understanding the principles behind taxation.

Table II summarises some of the history of the family'

through the ages. The family has greatly altered in the

course of millenniums: instead of consisting of several

generations living together, a self-sufficient joint family on

its own land, producing for itself with something over for

exchange (barter) with other families, it now consists of

father, mother and dependent children working or pro-

ducing for the market not for itself. No family nowadays

is self-sufficient. The large joint family on the land was

well able to look after its young, its old, and its unfit'

Divorced from the land and shrunken in size the modern

small family cannot bear these charges, hence governments

have had to shoulder them, as with state education, old age

and invalid pensions. In primitive days children were early

put to work, herding, milking, etc., etc. The early industrial

system massed together and displayed the evils of the cus-

tomary child labour, flnally enforcing Factory Acts, etc.

l
I l .,

I
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Within the family distribution has been by custom, by
tradition or by need: outside the family it has been by
violence, by exploit, by cunning, by barter. The family pro-
duces for itself, each member going shares in the result-
in other words, the members of a family exchangb work for
work. If a nation is to live as a family, it also must ex-

change work for work.

The ancient joint family was apt to be hostile to other

families, and war was frequent. Warlike families seized

the goods and lands of others: they enslaved their captives:

a slave group was added to the "familia": in certain cir-
cumstances a slave might inherit, and some were given great

responsibilities, as-Joseph in Egypt, and Abraham's stew.

ard. The practice of war led to the approximation of the

position of the free wife and child to that of the slave wife
and child. Paternal tyranny and slavery were both the

fruits of war.

Barter was an advance on theft with violence, just as

slavery was an advance on cannibalism. Money arose from
barter. Money has individualised the family: just as it freed

the serf from soil and lord, so it freed the adult child from
the parent: but at the price of distrust: for using within
the family a money designed for use between strangers or
enemies must tend to disrupt families as it disrupts states.

It is by the exchange of work for work that families live
together fruitfully and happily now as in the past. Only by
adopting a money permitting the exchange of work for work
can a nation live as a family. Such a fair exchange will
encourage prociuction and be more successful than the com-

pulsion of the past or of the present day.
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il. Summaries.

A study of these tables and comments may help the reader
to grasp the suggestions made in the next section for the
adoption of the price-factor as the means of taxation, as

the mode of securing a Fair Exchange, of work for work,
thus obtaining freedom and security for all.

Table I.

from The Monthly Miracle No. 13.

GOVERNMENT AND TAXATION.

THE KING in Parliament-the Gouernmenf-is responsible
for:-

I.-DEF ENCE.-Army, Navy, Air Forces.

II.-JUSTICE.-Legislation. Judges. Police.

ru.-PT]BLIC WORKS_

(a) Transporf.'Roads, Bridges, Railways, Canals, Locks,
Harbours.

(b) Communicati,ons: Post Office, Telephone, Telegraphs,
Wireless.

( c) E d,ucatioru-Public H ealth.

(d) Erchange.' Money, Banking, Insurance, Civil Ser-
vices, Subsidies, Pensions, etc.

IV,-TAXES-Federal, State, Municipal, Board.

Di.rect: Stamp Duty, Registration Fees, Poll Taxes, Tolls,
Income, Amusement and Relief Taxes, Death Duties,
Water and Municipal Rates, Railway and Postal
Charges, etc.

Ind,i,ract: Customs, Excise, Primage, Sales Tax, etc.

Land,: Taxes,

t..

':ffi

. lijl 'r. :r,;, 
I

:{t'
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1.-A nation exists as a going concern through division
and subdivision bf labour: the greater the nation, the great-
er the subdivision of labour.

2.-Much necessary national work (as listed above) is
purely consumptive of goods.

3.-The object of taxation is to insure these consumptive
workers a share of the real commodity income of the nation,
the wherewithal of life.

4.-Taxes used to be paid in goods and services (as in
,garly feudal days) : now by money.

5.-Indirect taxation is paid in the price. Evasion leads
to smuggling.

,6.-Direct taxation requires honesty and a sense of justice

.in the payer. Evasion by fraud.

7.-The rate of taxation is determined by the ratio of con-
sumers to producers; the latter producing enough for all,
give up part to maintain the consumptive workers.

S.-The whole object of taxation is a fuir euchange be-
tween all classes of the community. Under the present
monetary system this is never attained. Unfair taxation
leads to change of governments, riots, rebellions, secessions,
civil wars.

9.-The problem of taxation is solved by the adoption of a
eurrency which permits the emchange of ',u;ork for work,
thus insuring a fair exchange between all members and all
classes of the nation.

10.*By the recognition of the price-factor (the ratio of
consumers to producers) all taxation is absorbed into price.
The problems of government are enormously simplified !

s"
l,

' ,,i;:



I.-COMMUNITY FAMILY:*(a) Matriarchal; (b) Pat-
riarchal. ',

(a) Peasant: (b) Self-contained villages. l

III.-MODERN FAMILY:-(a) Part-self-sustaining, o+
land but producing for market; (b) Divorced from
land-ttt6wnsman". -r . .''r;..".
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Table II.

from The Monthly Miracle No. ra.

THE FAMILY IN ECONOMICS.

1. Ttre family is the historical and actual basis of the 
,

nation. 
,:: 

,i

2. Its organisation, and that of the nation, react on .r.fn't'"i
other. i:i '

3. Note the change from the ancient self-sustaining large "
community family, under a tyrannical paternal power (and
often hostile to other families) to that of small interdepen-
dent families, whose self-sufficiency is lost, but whose indi-
vidual members are free.

4. Family life in all its forms retains two ancient char-
acteristics:-

(a) Internally, e*ehangehasbeen that of work for work

-all members of the family carry out their particu-
lar task, and share the result, according to their
needs: no one fit is idle.

(b) Externally, with other families, exchange has been
by barter, or by exploit. ("Barter" is said to come
from a word meaning deceit or cheating.)

i,,

't-

'r'o
.;s
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5. Money derives from barter: it is still an exchange of
goods for goods: such an exchange between individual per-
sozs (especially when divorced from the land) leads to un-
fair distribution.

6. The nation has taken on many of the functions of the
communal family (the training of the young, the provision
for the old and unfit, roads, communications, defence, jus-
tice, etc.), but while recognising individual rights, it main-
tains a system of exchange (money) among individuals,
which was originally designed for, and only fit for,'exchange
between self-Sustaining communities.

7. The consequent clash between the economic welfare of
the individual family and that of the nation is shown by the
Iimitation of families in an empty country, and by unem-

'ployment and insufficient doles: a clash inevitably disastrous
Ito the physical existence of a nation.

8. Christianity teaches us that men are a brotherhood,
sons of the one Father. Only a rnoney representing work
(such as Wice Currency), permitting the emchange of work
for work, will enable the nation to live as a family, and thus
practise its religion.

9. The exchange of work for work (whether the work be
static, productive, or mass-productive) will give the proper
pre-eminence to the family, and end the antagonism between
individual and national welfare.

It'will solve most of our present-day problems-class-
feeling, involuntary idleness, under-feeding of our people,
etc.-and open the door to a aonsideration of the higher
spiritual problems of life, that are now excluded from most
minds owing to their preoccupation with economic diffi-
culties.

1r.S.
. !r:

,.. ;i!:..'tf,*i,'
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Table III.

from The MonthlY Miracle, No. 19.

WICE CURREN]CY, ADVENTURE, WAR.

Record,ed, hi,story i,s targelE th,at of one war after another'

Th,e marlc of war is emploit-"spoi'l,s to the t)'ictor".

Causes of War: I.-Economic:-

l_.Food,_.as raids from the hills on the plains: and trib-
ute in corn (to Rome).

T-Wiaes-as the RWe of the Sabines.

T-Workers-slave raids : ransoms : reparations'

U-Lo'nd,, or territory-as Hebrew invasion of Palestino'
Norman Conquest.

S-Markets-Opium War, against China, Great War!

i-Tacces-civil war, revolution,
America, etc.

England and

II.-Other causes (often fundamentally, though not

superficially economic):-

7-Raci,al,jealousies and hatreds: as Fronce and Germany'

Z-Retigious differences.' as England, and
Thi,rty Years' War in GermanY.

T-Dunastic ambitions : Wars of the Roses. Love of power

affects demo,cracies, as well, e.g., ancient Greelt states'

l.-The lrure of sport: the man-hunt appeals to many in-
dividuals.

Waging of War, depends on:-

l-Treasure chests. Money is the s'inews of war'

The

Table III. Adventure: Page 297

2-Stores of food, clothing, equipment, munitions, and ar-
senals, etc., for army, navy, and airforce.

3-Munition makers, transport services, surplus products
to exchange abroad. Civilians produce for the com-
batant services and for themselves.

4-Services-army, navy, airforce, ordnance, hospitals,
nursing, and medical. The industrial side of war is
of overwhelming importance. The only limits to w.ar,
or adventure! are the productive power of the nation,
and the civilian and military morale.

Results of War:-
l-Destruction of life, property, and land fertility.

2-Change of ownership. Changes of dynasty or govern-
ments.

3-Mixing of peoples and of ideas.

4-Demoralisation of peoples. Violence. Dictatorship.

5-Debt ! e.g., U.S.A. is now a creditor, and Great Brttain
a debtor nation, as a direct result of the Great Wan
The irnmense war debts reduce the peoples to poverty.-
Heavy taxation leads to political disturbances, even to
revolution.

Wice Cu,rrenca mobilises all labour, whether for war or ad-
venture. It permits the utmost limit of production with-
out debt, and would give victory to the nation preferring
it to our present false rnoney.

More important still ! it would prevent war ! for it gives
a fair exchange between individuals, nations and countries,
so doing away with all economic causes of War.

Adventure can be more honorably and more successfully
gratified in exploration, research, and discovery!



,
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ry. Taxation and The Price-Factor.

The basis of taxation is the real physical dependenee of
consumers on producers. Food, clothing, shelter, fuel are

daily physical needs of all members of the community: what-
ever their age, sex, occupation or health: while education,

recreation, leisure are moral and spiritual needs: all these

derive from work of one kind or another. Food is the in-
escapable necessity for mere existence apart from the ability
to work. The grower of food, the producer, is the ultimate
founder of societlr: on whose efficiehcy depends all subse-

quent division and subdivision of labour.

Consumers are much more numerous than producers-
both can be numbered-there is therefore a ratio, both re-

cognisable and measurable, between consumers and produ-

cers-a ratio which may be called the price-factor: so-called

because distribution to the consumer is nowadays made

through price. For a fair distribution, the price-factot
must be both known and aPplied.

The object of taxation is to secure adequate distribution
of the income of a community amongst all its members:
government, whether local or central, should secure not
merely an adequate but also a fair distribution. We have

seen that the taxing technique employed by governments has

its own unintended effects (as serfdom, a military or a flnan-

cial nobility, etc.), while insufficient distribution leads to
malnutrition, and unfair distribution to social friction'
Taxation is a rnode of distribution, of going shares in the
production of the community organised on the lines of a

division, subdivision and resubdivision of labour. Its whole

object should be a fair exchange between all classes of the

community. Under the present monetary system this is

never attained. The problem of taxation can be solved by

the adoption of a currency which permits the exchange of
work for work (Wice Currency) thus insuring a fair ex-

IV. Price-Factor. Page 299

change between all members and all classes of the nation.

Taxation provides for the consuming worker. Table I
summarises the classes of workers for which governments
are directly responsible, besides listing many common taxes.
Governmental tasks involve not only personnel, organisers
and overseers, but buildings, etc., etc., hence the civil ser-
vices, government buildings, records offices, etc. Some re-
sponsibilities are borne by the central govenlment, some by
provincial or municipal bodies, others by specially appointed

' Boards. All are consumptive labours-the workers consume
without producing. Like mothers and children they are
doing work necessary to the existence of the nation, but they' are using up goods without replacing them. The greater
the nation the greater the division of labour, and the greater

'' the proportion of consumptive work. Great nations have, great cities: cities, great or srnall, are all dependent on the
Workers on the land. The relation between city and country-

. r .Side is so interdependent that where there is an unfair ex-
r'.r:tehange between country and city both parties suffer-if the'eountry gets too littte for its surplus (as now with our debt-

burdened primary producers) then the city suffers from un-
' : employment. Poverty in the country entails poverty in the

city.

In ancient days much government expenditure was met
by services and by payment of goods in kind, and by ,,pre-

sents", not nearly so much by monetary taxes; here too the
consumer was dependent on the producer, though far more
of the workers were then partly productive, than now. To-
day nearly all taxes are taken in money, except in military
conscription or training, or forced labour camps as in Ger-

',.,*,,,.
Most taxation is unpopular, but with the gror,l'th of hon-

esty and of the understanding of Government difficulties,
willingness to pay taxes has increased, merely a fair assess-
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ment and an easy method of payment (as payment by instal-
ments) being demanded.

The art of taxation is to secure the tax without the tax-
payer feeling or at least resenting the tax. Much resent-
ment is due to the fact that the taxpayer is allowed to re-

ceive and regard as his own what later the Government de-

mands from him-what has been given is taken away. The
proper way to tax is to prevent the taxpayer receiving what
he may not keep. Where taxes are included in the price the
taxpayer often does not realise that he is being taxed-he
thinks rather that prices are high. Customs duties, the pete

rol tax, and amusement taxes and sales tax are paid in this
way. He can in these cases avoid the tax by going without'
Taxes for which he gets an obvious immediate reward, such

as postal charges, wireless licences, car registrations, etc,,

are paid reasonably cheerfully: they likewise can be avoided

by going without. '

Through the use of money as a means of payment of
taxes, taxation has changed its character from that of
early days: and to those who recognise that taxation is a

mode of distribution, it becomes clear that "taxation can-
gels currency issued for government and social purposes'

It is not the raising of money, as it is now supposed to be.

Taxation within the limits of fair exchange adjusts the
price-level to correct the relationship between producers and

,consumers". (see The Monthly Miracle No. 13.).

The Government's task of defending the country from
without and maintaining order within, and undertaking
pubiic works, and maintenance of the sick and the old and

educating the young, is carried out through great groups of
workers, all of whom are more or less under its control: but
the work is done by the workers. Those workers must be

fed ! They cannot feed themselves, but must buy their food
(their living) by means of legal tender money supplied to

them by the Government.

Price-Factor. Page 301

How does the Government get its legal tender? and what
is used as legal tender? As we know that payment of wages
by "truck" enslaves the worker as much as payment of
taxes in kind enslaves the taxpayer, it is clearly important
to examine our mode of paying taxes and of paying wages.

Parliament has authorised the issue of a legal tender note
thro4gh and by the Note Issue department of the Common-
wealth Bank, but it has not defined its unit of money. We
know that the notes are issued through the banks in some

urcertain sort of relationship to the price-index and market-
basket of commodities: so that though on the face of it a

legal tender note is pure legal tender it has not got away
from the idea of being a commodity. It is inde'ed the idea-

of-a-cbmmodity: it therefore keeps at least some of its en-

, slaving powers ! That it does so is evident from the fact
that these notes are issued as debt to the primary and secon-

dary producers, and not only are they debt from these re-
cipients, they are likewise debt from the Government to the
banks. No wonder the country is under the control of finan-
ciers !

In the progress of taxes from payment in kind to pay-
ment in money, the masters of society have passed through
corresponding phases: the feudal baron gave place to the
master and landlord, the master and landlord to the capi-
talist (the owner of goods and rnoney), the capitalist to the
financier. If the financier is to give place to the citizen, the
citizen must understand money, and change it, so that he

ean release himself from the money-tie. Much current
teaching is nonsensical-for instance that exports enrich,
and imports impoverish a country: that a primary-produc-
ing country, such as Australia, cannot maintain itself with-
out being financed from abroad (it is worth noting that the
more Australia exports the more she is in debt*see The

i,
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Monthly Miracle No. 24) : that business must have an ex-
panding market if it is to be successful (the consequent

commercial rivalries attendant on the search for foreign
markets are a fruitfut cause of war!): that bankruptcies
are a necessary part of an economic system: that the price-

index is a just way of regulating wages (regardless of its
ruthless exploitation of the worker!). Such opinions are

due to thinking within the limitations of a debt-commoditv
money. The patent contradiction (due to the practice of
such beliefs), at the heart of both foreign and doniestic

tradle is due to the unfair exchange between producer and

consumer, between town and country, between industrial
and agricultural states, and gives rise to ill-feeling between

town and country, and to cries for secession, for lebensraum,

and for war. It ends in restriction of production, and de-

struction of what has been produced, to say nothing of the

waste and destruction of war. ' *', ,

That Australia cannot feed, clothe and house herself with-
out finance from abroad is wrong. We know that she could

do so under feudal conditions-the tie to lord and soil' Her

apparent dependence on outside finance is due to the money-

tie, result in its turn of the use of a commodity-money'

There is a fallacy in our system of exchange, our methods

of distribution and our modes of taxation. It is time to
give thought to it.

In wartime men are diverted to the work of destruction,

so that there are fewer producing the day-to-day needs of

the entire community, whether'soldier or civilian: the rati'o

of consumers to producers is altered, the price-level neces'

sarily rises. Governments are forced to impose new taxes

and to demand new loans, all of which affects prices, so that
watching the prices controller is tike watching a dog chas-

ing its tail. Ur,lu.t producers become immensely more effi-

cient, producing muah more per head than formerly, prices

],i
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must inevitably rise whatever monetary system be em-
ployed, despite a price-controller or no price-controller. Only
by dictatorship can even proflts be regulated. Our existing
monetary system enslaves us, and will go on doing so unless
we alter it.

We can release ourselves from the money-tie, both at
home and abroad by adopting a work-time money (Wice
Currency). Indeed the flrst step to doing this was taken in
1933 when a pure legal tender note was issued in Australia.
It is necess ary to define the unit of legal tender in work-
time terms, and to give distinct names to the four separate
phases of money (the medium, the measure, the standard,
the store). Money would then be accessible to all workers,
whatever their age, sex, or work, instead of only to the ow-
ners of goods and land (and even to them mostly as a debt !).
Credit-money would replace debt-money. At present the
banker in his advances to growers debits the grower with
al'Iegal debt, and true to the idea of a commodity-money
credits the crop. With a work-time money he would credit
the grower with a real credit (exhausted by use) and debit
the crop-the debit would be merely a contra showing what
the grower had done with his credit; there would be no debt.
As money, like everything else human, begins on the land,
an important step to a credit economy would have been

taken. The indebted primary producer would be a thing of
the past: crop failures would not lead to hopeless indebted-
ness as they do norv.

Using a work-time money bankers would soon realise
that money is merely a record in monetary terms: that all
workers would be eligible for money. Money would always
be accessible to governments without sacrifice of the free-
dom either of themselves or of their people. Automatically
the Government worker, the soldier, the grower, the crafts-
man, the mass-producer, the woman, the child, receives each
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his (her) week's payment and can buy his share of the pro-

duction of the nation. There would or could be a complete
mobilisation of labour, with no fear of strikes, unless the
workers were overworked. Governments would organise
work and workers instead of taxing them ! In time of war
such mobilisation is urgent: in victory or defeat, the pay-
ment of reparations or war debts becomes easy, for these

payments would merely give the consumer more or less for
his money. The victorious nation could receive a tribute
without ruining itself ! and could pay its war debts : neither
of which is possible under our existing system. Money at-
tached to the human being, instead of to the thing he has

made, releases all workers for the work necessary to the
existence of the community, either in war or in peace.

' Governments from time immemorial have taken from the
producer to provide for the consuming worker (sometimes

for the consuming idler!): this action by governments is

known as taxation ! The rate of taxation is necessarily de-

termined by the ratio of consumers to producers: the latter
produce enough for a1l and give up part to maintain the
consumptive workers. No one is independent of everyone

else, being at the very least dependent on the organisation
of society for his rights and security, and often for his very
bread. A just distribution amongst all classes and indi-
viduals of the community depends on a fair system of ex-

change. We exchange through money, anil the money \Me

pay for anything is called its price: so that price is the

modern means of distribrition. A fair price cannot be

achieved without a knowledge, and an application, of the
price-factor, of the ratio between consumers and producers !

The PRICE-FACTOR is the key to taxation, even to
practical politics, and government in general. Its compre-

hension and correct application are the first duties of re-
sponsible statesmen.

Price-Factor Equation. Page 305

As the cost of anything is the amount of work put into
its production, while the price is the sum which must be
charged to enable all to share, the price-factoy (consumers/
producers, C/P) must be applied. It will become clear that
the more efficient producer will get a profit as compared
with the less efficient.

Price:Cost x Price-Factor

:Cost x Consumers/Producers

-Cost x C/P

An examination of the price-factor equation makes it
plain that cost and price are different ideas. The business
man deals in costs, prices and proflts, but the banker and

ri accountant record only S.s.d.: they do not recognise that
lhe cost-unit and the price-unit are different units and
should bear different names. It is because the same mone-
taty name and monetary symbol are given to costs and
prices that primary producers cannot understand why the

ur nominal price received by retailers is so much greater than
,i ' the nominal return of the growers. The grower measures

in cost-units, while the retailer measures in price-units: con-
fusion of mind can only be avoided by using distinct names
for each unit. The purchase of a price-unit of goods by a
cost-unit legal tender note cancels the note: they have been
exchanged the one for the other, and that transaction is at
an end. Once this is understood it is clear that the accoun-

' tant's debit is a contra, and not a debt!

Only a fair price can insure a fafu distribution, hence the
importance of the price-factor.

"i The employment of Wice Currency, a work-time money,
' permits the banker to record all work, all costs, and to de-
termine the price-factor: he would know the difference be-

. tween costs and prices, the entries in the books would cancel
each other, and there would be no monetary debt. Every
producer would know his costs, and will multiply them by
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the price-factor (advised to him by the banker) so getting

the price of products to the consumer. Wice Currency uses

separate monetary names and symbols for the standard unit
(wice, W), the cost-unit (basenwice, B), the price-unit

(standanwice, S) and the proflt-unit (freowice, F), so that

the banker and bookkeeper record costs, prices and Prqfits

in their own names and symbols, and so are able to offset

the price-factor against the legal tender spent by consumers.

The total costs of the community are equal to th.9 totlt
prices of the community, but individual prices anil costs

vary i, individual places and markets' A fair exchange

takes place between individuals and communities alike'

whilealltaxationisabsorbedintopr1ce!Supp1ywouldbe
dependent only on the efficiency and number of the workers;"- 't'

and the raw materials and tools available. Everyone, man, .ff ',

woman or child, would receive his week's wage, his bas-ict',,'.':. I

wage representing his claim on the produce of the cornlrru.n-:1,,).;;',;:, .'..,

ity: each is maintained by his work' Each has free choice

of work. The change to a work-time money not only gives ,,iil*
a complete record-a sort of perpetuai census-of national

activities, but it gives a fair distribution, absorbing all tax'

ation into price, so doing away with social friction intern-

ally, and ultimately war externally' Even the most perman-

ent tax of all-financial rent, interest and proflt-will disj ' r,,:

appearintoprice.Theworkerreceiveshisfairshare,an'd.....
is not asked to disgorge any of it-all sense of injustice is

lost: the problems of Government are enormously simpli-

fied: its task becomes that of organising work and worke?s

instead of acting as tax-gatherers' The citizen will np

longer say, and practise, that "religion is religion, but busi-

ness is business" but will obey the second great command-

ment of loving his neighbour as himself, and to his great

surprise, will find that both he and his nation are free !

t

.f,

i;''11-1 '
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To live one must work, or else exploit the work of some-' one else. Conquest, force, is the historical method of exploit-
ation as one now sees on the great scale in Europe, and in
one's own history dating from the conquest of England first
by the Anglo-Saxons and Danes and then by the Normans.
Law and money mitigated the effects ,of conquest but still
exploited in favour of the ruling class. Our commodity-
money exploits us all-an insufficient basic family wage, a
ruthless price-index, unemployment, doles, malnutrition,
gambling, drinking, dishonest speculation, the indebtedness

, of primary producers who flnd themselves bossed by dicta-
torial Boards, the legalisation of usury, the search for pro-
fits (proflts taking the place of spoils!)-in other words',
wage-slavery and dictatorship in political terms, moral

,'ii;1,9*3o-* 
and scepticism in religious terms.

, " '.:;;,
" 't'' With the adoption of a work-time money (Wice Curren-

cY) all workers receive a living wage, all taxation disap.
,rliirears into price, and most of our social problems are solved
, so far as money can solve them. The current demands for
',,,. childhood pensions, widows'and mothers'pensions, for equal
,i' paX/ for equal work, for a rise in the school-leaving age, for

new hospitals, etc., etc., can all be met. All work becomes
vbcational. "Seryice" is the order of the day.

L
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As we are all dependent the one on the other, and gov-

^ d,: erned through our need for money, we must demand an in-
i quify into the nature and effects of our debt-commodity' rroney, and the feasibility of substituting a work-time

mo.ney for it: an inquiry into paragraph 487 of. the Report
of-the last Royal Commission on Money and Banking in Aus-
tralia, which referred to Wice Currency as outside its terms
of reference because it entailed an entire reconstruction of

, the economic structure. As no self-respecting Royal Com-
.;r;;;:rr mission would have said such a thing of a foolish sugges-
,,'' tion the need for a new Royal Commission to deal with the

theory of money is urgent.
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- The reader will perceive that the introduction of a work-

time money not only solves the taxation problem, put it
offers:-

To the worker-the choice of work, self-respect, and a

To the citizeh-freedom with security, for the first time
in history.

To the religious-obedience to the two great command-

ments, a fair exchange, not only with our neighbours

but with our enemies, so making an end to the wir
possible, without exploitation one of the other,: the

dawn of the new dispensation foretold by'?ll-Qi,
great religions.

', ,, i.
the statist-a perpetual census. ,,],1.:,,,

i .',n r-;"
the banker and, economist-an understandingi''o1
money as a record; a stable unit, entirely calculable
in its effects.

the militarist-easy mobilisatiop of men and mUni-
tions, and a successful end to the war. ,,'';,

,,,,,
the politician-freedom from financial and oversea

domination; payment of either reparations or war
debts. The questioh of what should go'into the pricg-
factor will be a main political interest. ;i

To men, women and children it offers an extraordinary
opportunity of spiritual development enabling the'
practice of one's beliefs and ideals.

To

To

To

To
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"\lllrite the vision,
and make it Plain uPon tables,

that he may run that readeth it"'

So plain, that having read, the reader

may run in the course made clear'

"Declare Ye among the nations, and

publish, and set uP a standard;
publish, and conceal not'"

THE WORK IS DEDICATED.

To the brotherhood of man, manifesting the

Glory of God, with acknowledgments to those

who have criticised, encouraged, and ques-

tioned, and to hundreds of others who have

given some measure of moral and monetary

support.

.,.,,
; )-,1.";;. '.t 1

l'f'$k'(t,'" 
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FOREWORD

,': presents to the Commonwealth of Australia' 
, .'l the opportunity of adopting standards for
' solving the problems of political economy.

Far from being an arm-chair theory, it is' the exposition of causes disclosed by failures
experienced during sixteen years, of the con-
ventional theories in church, in business, in
home. (1918, 1925, lgg2.)

k
The responsibilities of the advocate of the

Jubilee Year Plan, to 19?5, with Wice Cur-
. - rency related to vital statistics at July I"st,'"'' 

+933, were developed in dealing with the
exceptions in which the accepted theories

,' 
t 

., 
'tYo''d 

not work'

'1' : '; '.1'-16ere is no exception to fundamental law.

Theories which do not work out in practice,
are defective at some point, either of inter-
pretation, or of administration.

: . The theories of religion, economics, and

j- marriage, now failing, need revision.

,. 
t., l economig realities may be recognized and
.;. recorded, in the credit economy proposed as" 

the successor to the failing debt system.

r$*

t

,- .t;\|;;;

.rn*d' "i,,.rr.
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ECONOMIC REALITIES AND ROOT CAUSES
(By "The Consultant")

Part I, Section i-The Gallery of Memories 
,

PREFACE TO SECTION ONE.

The reader is asked to pass into the realm of economics

through the gallery of memories. This shows the ways

rvhich led to the responsibility of advocating the standard
of the Jubilee Year Plan to 1975 with Wice Currency inter-
pretation from July 1st, 1933.

A credit economy within and throughout the Common-

rvealth is in conformity with the ideal that actuated, the

Consultant in his work from childhood. (In these notes

"The Consultant" is abbreviated to "T".) i

It has proved very useful to bear in mind the many ways

in which words could be used. Words may record prophecy;

poetry, history; they may disclose law, interpretation, ad-

ministration; their meaning may be symbolic, typical, or

literal.

Words may thus serve to symbolize ideas, tb crystallize

thoughts, or to determine actions.

Itwasprobablytheunconsciousfeelingofthewidenessv
of words that made it possible for T. as the interpreter of

the Jubilee Year Plan toL975, to know as a child of 12ithe
difference between uietd,ing one's self to God with christ as

an example and accepting the doctrine of conversion with

Christ as a Saviour from sin: T. had never regarded hirnself

He could not have used those words years ago' because he

had the prospect of realizing an escape from sin, which:is

the same as being a sinner but for the Grace of God' Norv'

however,heknowsthatit'isnotpossibleforanythingt",i'
occur contrary to God's Will. ,.r

I

I
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Crystallised into words by"experience: God is doing what
Man ought to do. This means that Man is doing what God
l,vills to do. Sin now appears in retrospect, from the recog-
nition of a fuller life. Man has the capacity to become con-
scious of God's Will. When he does so become conscious-
when he knows the better u'ay-he becomes conscious of sin.
In this sense it is the consciousness of God that reveais sin.

It was always a trouble for T. as a child to reconcile the
code of business practised-with the code of ethics preached

-he could not accept the view that there could be no senti-
ment- in business, nor the view that religion and business
could be kept separate. Either there r,vas something wrong.
with the code of business that excluded religion, or there rn as
something lacking in the creed of religion that could not
,expres$ itself in business. T. often wondered whether he
should have the experience of winning souls, or even another
soul, to'Christ. Then he learned that souis are personal
'while the spirit is universal. The spirit of Man made in the
image of God, dwells in the persons of men, and manifests
himself according to the faith of the believer. Faith has
trreen for.T., the putting of beliefs to the test of experiment.
The prime belief including all lesser ideas without in any
way limiting the ultimate idea-is God. The ultimate goal,
without in any way explaining the conception, is-the Glory
of God. .The divine order-the way, the truth, the light-
is the Will of God. The road we travel in the Providence of
God is-natural law. Natural law appears to be that part of
God's Will which has been revealed, and thus put under the
dorninion of Man. Divine law-that part of God's rvill
which has yet to be revealed, and yet to be put under
Man's dominion. There is but one idea big enough to include
thb.scope of Man's imagination-God, the beginning and the,
end. We can learn of God by evolution from the beginning,
or by,revelation from the guide. Evolution looks to the be-
ginning whence the light wanes, but revelation looks to the
goal under the guiding eye of God, whence the light gro\'vs
in Man's consciottsness of God. A W.E.A. lecturer in a pro-
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vincial city referred to Lawreqce of Arabia being more in-

terested in ideas than in objects, and more interested in ob-

jects than in men. The lecturer could not see why Lawrence
put objects before men, though he could see the priority of
place given to ideas. T. suggested that, to Lawrence, objects

were the evidence of ideas while men were merely the instru'
ments. The critic has interest in the landscape, before the
picture, and in the picture before the brush. The artist re-

sponds to the landscape, and uses the brush to create the
picture. What then of the Life that created the landscape,

the artist, the capacity to make the brush and paint the pic-
ture, and that also created the critie? How much more then
of the Giver of Life? There is great difference bet:tryeen

men-the instruments-; Man, the life; and God, the Giver
of Life.

Man the spirit is eternal, but men the persons are mortal.'
It is necessary to see with the eye of imagination, as well as

with the eye of mind, and with the eye of the body. The eye

of the spirit guides us to see what is within the scope of
imagination, which challenges us to focus the eye of the
mind on the idea, till we see the practicability of believing,
which leads to the exercising of our faith in the materialis-
ing of the ideal. Many see literally, some see typically,
others symbolically-the reality is all three. The idea of
sitting does not necessarily involve a chair, but materialising
a chair does necessarily involve the idea of sitting. A seat

may be a chair, a sitting, or a place. The concrete is literal,
the relative is typical, the abstract is symbolic. It is said

to be the basic principle in education, that no person can be

taught that which he has not the capacity to learn' Thus

it may be said that those things which we perceive are ttie
manifestations of the development of our capacity to,ob-
serve. It is necessary to remember that we cannot observe

what is not within our perception, nor can we perceive, what
is not within our imagination. All that we imagine is,:not

within our sight, but all that we see is within our imagina'
tion. Was it a glimmer of this that led T. as a youth to dis-
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I ,l;. : regard the view that money was of this world while faith
. ' was of the world to come? Rather did he see that money

''!{;''':1'- was the expression in this *o"ta, of faith. The world to
i €ome-js to come, here-in this world, in so far as we ex-
' , press in faith our belief in the world to come. As a child T.

'was keen on learning what money was-where it came from
--what it meant to men who taught that God is Love, and
that business is business. What use could he make of money
that would put business into the realm of love?

At -s,chool for three years he kept pocket diaries of smali
money received and spent. After leaving school he kept

r.. " aceouirt of income, expenditure, assets, and liabilities, until
ii they, had grown to very respectable dimensions at a com-

paratively early age, then declined from the peak to the lack
of income, and to the realisation of assets for the discharge

. ;r,.. of, pergonal responsibility, and to the extinguishing of lia-I ' 1,,. bility. . At no time was money either motive or goal-it was
'i,i;,i',.bften evidence of confirmation of faith. For eight years be-", ' 'fore his thirty-fourth birthday his personal income exceeded

eight hundred pounds per annum, and averaged twelve hun-
" ,. dred and fifty pounds per annum. For five years of those:'';' ,' eight, ,his business responsibility comprised the direction and

rrurnagerflent of co-ordinated businesses with a turnover of
rnore than eight hundred thousand pounds annually. A

. total of ab'ove four millions for the period. He withdrew
trom the fallaeious debt system to advoeate fundamental
credit. For the years since that time T. has lived in a credit
€conomlr according to his faith that money is a medium not' a means. Money as a word must be seen in its proper per-
,spective.

He devoted the first year after withdrawal.from the busi-
nejss in which he had been cradled (and of which he had
been*for the period then closed-Managing Director and
Cornmittee of Management), to advocating fundamentals in

-, frnance and capitalisation within the dried fruits industry, in
'hccordance with The Jubilee Year Plan for the vanishing of

. linvestment valuations. He had in September:, 1924, inter-
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preted The Plan to commence the adjustment, tlking 1925-26

as the year of freedom from debt. In that very year to the

very day-March 31st, 1926--events so transpired that al-

though he had used the realisations of assets for the purpose

of meeting personal and household expenses for the year, yet

at the end he had an effective discharge of unsecured liabili-
ties, by the transfer of shares in the businesses from which
he had withdrawn, to the only creditor-the bank-who
aXone could have pressed through its receiver and maiiager
for the recovery of his debt to the business. T. had no other

debts. ,:. .

Not only was this a literal realisation of freedom"from
personal debt, but by the transfer of the shares to the bank,

the liability of the business to the bank, became the liability
of the bank to itself ; this was typical of the general position

of debtors and creditors. As the bank continued to carry onl

the business for some time despite the non-payable returirs
from the markets to the industry, it was also symbolical'of'
the real nature of credit as distinct from debt. :;

The arbitrary depression adjustments of exchange aud

interest .are evidence of T's. correct forecasting of economic

pressure, though they came too late to solve the problem dis-

closed in 1923. Also being arbittaty they are palliativesr

without relation to conscious recognition of principle'

Theconfirmationoffaithbyone'scapacitytoestablisha
TRUST basis in business since 1921, even in the crisis of
failing markets and prospects, accompanied by the"

inevitable approach of lack of personal assets and

income in 1926, was a challenge to greater, and

less personal, faith. In lg25 the common household

assets had been devoted to further evolving the

ideas for the estabiishment of credit as a basis on whioh

T. could find a niche in which to serve his day and generta-

tion. These oommon resources v'ere exhausted within bne

shilling margin, when he was led to challenge the Common-

wealth Treasury to acknowledge its responsibility to provide'n

payable t'eturns, with security of tenure, for efficient pri- 
,
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mary producers. This was done on the afternoon of June
\6th,7926. In the evening of that day T. was engaged as a
staff accountant in a wholesale cycle business-a line in
which his brother E. was trading retail. In L9Z7 T. found
himself executor of E's. estate. Here again it was fonncl
possible for the business to be continued by the simple pro-
eess of transferring the liabilities with the consent of the
creditors to the widow. This was literal meeting of personal
needs-not T's. own, on this occasion. The method was
typical of the need for business to caruy on, and once more
symbolical of the reality of credit distinct from debt.

In 1928 there rvas a challenge to T's. faith in marriage-
after the ratio between primary and secondary industry
became clear-and the necessity for regulating credit accor-
dingly was realised, and enunciated, in a thesis published in
April of that year. The question of personal responsibility
,f,or.disapproving of social poisons arose in October, 1928.
Was T. entitled to remain in the cycle trade if it became
associated with the distribution of "smokes" ? He decided
that Iife-long conviction of the insidious undermining of
mental capacity by nicotine, was part of the guidance given
for his path in life. Therefore, after an unavailing protest,,
he withdrew from the staff of which he had been a member
for twenty-eight months. This left him with no income, no
assets, no liabilities, and no material personal or common
resources in real or personal estate. The prospect open was
to seek congenial appointment as a staff accountant (or
other acceptable engagement), or to establish himself in
private practice as auditor and consulting accountant-he
had secured his licence (by examination under the Victorian
Companies'Acts) in January, 1928. He could wait for none
iirf these openings commensurate with household responsi-
bilities without the confidence of his wife L., whose personal
nionetary resources were in reserve. This was the severest
'test T. had been cailed upon to make. It is not yet finally
determined. He was informed that pride and principle,
must go in the pocket, where bread and butter are concerned,
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and that his responsibility as a husband and father was
more important than his faith. T. could not consider the
one apart from the other. The test put upon his faith was
that provision should be made for wife and children v,'ithout
monetary assistance from L. to T. while he was furthering
his ideals or establishing his proposals in private practice.
T. had to choose between the appearance of marriage within
the fallacies of finance, and the realities of marriage in the
"fulfilling of the law." 

.

Believing that husband and wife-though two persons in
the world-are complementary in the Will of God T.,'ac-
cepted the inevitable divetgenee of personal guidance, in the
faith that the outcome will disclose the Will of God for the
further evolution of unity in church, business, and home.

T. found himself without any outward financial respohsi-
bility in marriage. This, the present position, is once again
the literal absence of responsibility to provide for family
needs despite frequent efforts and readiness to do so. It is
typical of general inability of many thousands of men in the
'debt system to provide for wives and children, but most 

:

important of all it is symbolical of the divine order that God

-through 
proper conformity with natural law-provides

not only for men but for women and children. Literal cases r'

should be considered typically when applied to general states
*typical general conditions should be eonsidered symboli-
cally when seeking principle. It is in discovering principle 

:

that we learn the better way. Debt is breaking down. The ,'l

family wage is giving way to a personal wage. To return to
the way that has run its course would be sin. From the
principle that God is doing what Man ought to do, one de-

duces that what is done is evidenee of God's WilI revealing
itself for the guidance of Man to adapt himself to the dis-'o

covery. It might be said that science-trial snfl s1rsr .

discloses cause, while faith applies remedies. Tradition
challenges imagination. Precedent shows what has been

tried-experience. Trying what imagination suggests &s .,-..
possible is-experiment. Progress, the putting of belief to '

the test of experiment is-faith.
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The recollections to be arrayed in this gallery of memories
are from the mental museum, not from records. The records
would probably impress more definitely the reliance on ac-
curacy, though the mere correctness of dates and details
would also perhaps reduce the interest in the personal hap-
penings.

?Irc gallery displays family, personal, business, and social
occurrences, though there is no attempt to segregate the
events or periods in bays, but rather to preservelne tines of
progress of memory, in the attempt to show the personal
atmosphere, and the reactions or adaptions made in the de-
veloping consciousness, that life was the manifestation of a

' purpose, however dimly it might be discerned or understood.

The exhibits in the gallery are no more than suggestions
i of th6 environments, and impressions retained in memory,, ' some of whieh have been more clearly defined as recollections' ,, because of the association of previous or subsequent impres-
"r -,;"- sionB. Days, dates, and periods where given are likely to be

I'r;'approximately right, though the event or exhibit is to be
considered more relevant than the time of its impression as
the order of its happening.

r; 'rrjj The gallery does not disclose any orthodox evidence of
equipment for economic research. The guidance of the inner
Iight seemed to lead away from data to ideas. The realities
are seldom seen and are more often clouded by records, than
revealed by data. It must be remembered that the general
idea recurring throughout the gallery of memories is that
money ,nas a mystery that should be resolved in its relation
to religious teaching. Early reading attempted in the ortho-
dox field of business, finance, and economics, was ruled out
6f,9rder by this idea as soon as any book disclosed that the
rvriter accepted monetary supply and demand as the con-
troller of prices. Since the crystallising of the definition of
the unit of labour in 1919, reading has been for points of
contact, and evidence of divergencies from principle rather

'r ;'r:'than for facts or data. At what point did writers leave their
',hypotheses? or in what respect did their hypotheses depart

' .:,i:li'

':.:1 .,.h6.
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from the principle disclosed by them ? or at what stage dici

they import an assumption not allowed for in their hypo-
theses? This was fruitful reading but it leaves little or no

evidenceinthewayofexhibitsinthisga1leryofmemor.ies'
The impressions were mainly those of rejection, or of satis-
faction at the continuing need for pursuing the road of pro-
gress disclosed by the inner light. 'Sometimes the contact of
mind with reading matter was the means of stepping forr
ward with more confidence into what always seemed a graYe

responsibility of calling into being a proper recognition of,

the plan and purpose of life in which we live and more and

have ortr being.

Shculd the bpening of this gallery of memories do no more

than show how one treasures recollections of more or less

importance, it will in doing that, perhaps provide sufficient
interest to repay the reader for going through the gallery' '

Should the interest be more than sufficient for that purpose,

then the reader can best show appreciation by discussing .,
The Jubilee Year PIan and Wice Currency proposals, and by :'

supporting the efforts of "The Consultant" to have political

economy brought into line with economic realities and root
causes. Readers should accept these experiences as a chal-

lenge to a test of faith in further'experiment

The gallery of memories includes impressions of flrst-hand
knowledge and experience, also of indirect impressions' One

does not remember one's birth, but soon flnds one's birthday
in its cell of memory. So with many family, business' or
contemporary events or history. One "remembers" things
that occuruecl quite out of personal environment, except that
of current report or even of recent history. Often a wold
must serve as a reminder of some person, place, or event'

Initials rnust serve where names or descriptions would mearr

general identiflcation, though one's personal contacts lose

much of their signiflcance in a gallery of memories if identi-

fication is hidden so that it is misleading or ineffective as a-,

link in the chain of recollections. where identification is

established it is hoped that it wiil be recognised as a part of

' ,i:''
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, personal impressions and not as in any way an implication
of the person identified. There is nothing that can be hid,
therefore it seems quite legitimate to use one's gallery for
the interest or guidance of readers, provided it is done with
the bona fide intention of demonstrating that we none of us
live to ourselves, and that the little thoughtless words, or
unpremeditated encouragements play a great part in the
development of those with whom we live and have inter-
course from day to day. The sower of the wind reaps the
whirlwind, the sower of the mustard seed gives a great tree
to posterity.

The normal memory may be receptive of many associa-
tions and items. Where impressions are associated the order
of their happening is quite likely to be the order of their
being recalled for this gallery. Where exhibits represent
apparently isolated items they may be quite out of order,
and.are likely to appear in the gallery in places related to
events which remind one of the isolated items though not at
the time related to each other. Following the biological pro-
cess of human life all recollections arise between birth and
death, but many move in the memory from the environment
of their happening to the associated ideas which preceded

,.oor followed their happening. Particularly do some persons

look back without preserving any sense of order in the
events that followed decisions which were made without
knowing what their outcome would be. Though events ap-
pear logical in retrospect-the decisions preceding events
were acts of faith, not of reason. ft is convenient, therefore,
to enter this gallery of memories with a skeleton plan only
so far as that will serve to assist in placing as correctly as

',lpossible the exhibits now to be drawn as recollections for the
',better understanding of ideals, and their practical applica-

,tibn.
:' Infancy, early schooling, public school, early occupation,

business and personal responsibilities, leading to recent hap-t
:.penings, make handy lines on which to hang these mental
.:percepts.

th..s j"
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Opening the Gallery of Memories.

Inf uncy: Forehead cut on tank stand; boating picnic-out ;
after midnight-"steering" the boat-'easy right,' 'easy left' ,'. t
-boat 

on sand bank-tired and sleepy-carried home; visit , ,.'9
to S. Aus.-railway cutting across paddock-"horrible" ' "i'

threat when seen in little shirt by host-the swinging gate;
river steamers-electric light in cabins-mosquitoes-fast
5fs2n'rgr-1'eally going opposite way-doubling the speed-
grandfather visited Mildura-made frames-seemed very
old-then 72; picked up a pipe-nasty taste-smoking a
dirty habit; three sisters at school-one brother and father
at office-My. l\l[.-"]![y. Treasure. 

,

State School: T. and E. brothers and playndates; E.
started school at 6-T. cried-peace restored by a,promise,
of going fs-m6rrsur-started school at 4$-sometimes tired*
ar-rd carried part way home on human swing made by sisters 

".r-joining hands to wrists; dreadful dust storms; "played the ''ii
wag"; picked up a pebble in school-totd teacher it *u. a *"lh'
pencil-dunce's cap; went through State School one year
behind E. till his second year in sixth; exemption certificate
at 11-1903; twice took part in schoolboy fisticuffs-both
were school pals-blood flowed freely; did litUe boxing*'ri! 

'

did not like seeing blood; nasty cut on left knee-quite brave
till blood seen; r,isited Melbourne-1901-coach to Swan
Hill-then train-threw rug over sister while changing for
bed on carriage seat; Duke and Duchess ; procession-sitting r

on stands raised above tram top levels-saw all tlams "full,
take next sav"-11;fuy, Tohen empty?-the notice could not be
seen by intending passengers-only turned up by conductot:
when tram was full; Federal blue light-how high r,oould it
be aboae the road if the road' were as high qs hilt betweeh
us a,nd, tlte light,?-as high as it is-because the building
also would be above the road; left overcoat on tram-eldest
brother recovered it from tramways lost property office;
rubbed sand into great right toe at beach-ingrowing:toe-,1r,",
nailfor22yearcafter;eldestsistermedicalstudent-eldesf.l.
brotheratWesley_othersisters,M.L.C.andhome;messagd

t3; i'
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'.", boy after school hours and during school vacations-at office
' -with father and brothers-mother at office during father,s

absence-6d. per week-then 7/--then 1/6-penny a week
at home; half-penny "pulls"-y;as it gambling?-clearly it

::, wa,s when a blank drawn-each lolly stick labelled with num-
'. ber, if a prize drawn; cards and dancing taboo-theatres

also till2L-actually till S0-cards learned at 16 on definite
pledge to brother, never to play for rnoney-he did not r,vant
that on his conscience; drink not admitted to the home-
early joined Junior Rechabites-later transferred to senior

-clearance 
to suburban tent-after aliowed membership to

trapse.

: ,WesleA, 1901-5-6. Under 14 school 100, long jump, high
jumf no firsts-under 14 combined schools 100 and high

. jump-with K.-no places, both knocked same stick; under
''jr,.ii5 events 1906-did not qualify-rival too long in the legs-

;:i np cricket or football-except side turf pra,ctice and. f ,ront

"*,, turf triats without enthusiasm-afraid of toe which re-
.,,, quired daily dressing; 190!-XX.-without "scholarship"-.r' 

passed without distinction-algebra, geometry, and Latin
were new-had done little French (had won an Eiffel Tower

:.. bell as prize for a home test in French 1903)-ran in
McBride Shield flag race winning team; 1905-Form V.-
did some elocution-coinpeted in A.N.A.-came down early
in arithmef,is-"Q"-took coaching in arithmetic by Miss
L.-English by Mrs. B.-Tuesdays and Thursdays-ieave
for these visits as messages for father-took 8 subjects-

. ,trassed matric tests in 5-lost the right for supps. in matric
but not in Junior Public.

'.' lgOO Pass Vl.-took 3 supps, and 2 Senior Public-
.;',;:co,me down in English again twice-did not pass Junior
oPublic-no aptitude for Physics and Chemistry as taught-
:f,ielid not go for Senior Public-left at Xmas.-hoping not to

1's'tlot" but to go into business-blother E. had left at mid-

. .,q,,*, winter, having passed matric at supps. Parents returned
'' i. from England early 1907-glad to have T. at home and in

,; office-books knocked about Senior Boarders' room at Wes-
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ley for years after, locker was broken open when T. did not
show up in 1907; durirrg school years some r,yeek-ends at
relatives made weekly-boarding seem more attraative than
boarding-though the few weekly-boarders were neither
boarders not " dag -s cra,g s" 

-,yv 
21s unfavourably impressed by

the deception practised by senior fellows, in lurking places,
smoking against school rules-also disgusted with common
brawls at football matches-was later duly confirmed ,in
this disgust, by the much deferred prohibition of matches
as a penalty for schoolboy hoodlism-often wondered why
the Head seemed to enjoy the perennial letters to the papers,
and read them to the assembly with apparent acceptapce
that boys tai,ll be boAs; really boys are boys-but they will be
men-and what sort of men will they be if they learn to fight
where they should learn to tolerate, if not to appreciate,
rivalry?; in 1905 was given a 10 hours'"impot" for being
"the nert boy to make a mistake" in declining a Latin verb

-Latin faded from the syllabus as soon as ",intpot" was ad-
vised in the weekly letter home; poor exam results early that
year led to a reprimand by paternal parent as a footnote in
report book-the reprimand was that F. regarded efranxs as
the test of teachi,ng-the episode was kept alive for the rest
of the year because a new report book was provided by the 'r*'
school with footnote "former report'book lost"; T's. failure
at matric was ascribed by the Head to nervousness "as it did
not d,o him iustics"-T. put it down to his bad writing
which would be fatal in English (he has been legible since,
but many of his school notes in Physics and Chemistry taken
at lectures, he could not read for himself) ; occasionally dur-
ing school days T. accompanied his father on business
rounds, when in Melbourne-he liked paying in at the bank,,

and the 10/- cheque he carried in his pocket-book was an

intriguing reserve in the event of pocket money failing to
arrive from home-the cheque went stale; T. tried rorvirtg,'
once; but could not sit the rolling seat-would not persevere

as he went in the boat against his judgment; and was pro- ',!r^

bably averse to running the risk of accident in the dirty :'

lagoon.
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The Gallery of Mernones
1907-1992

, POST-SCHOOL
(By "The Consuitantl')

. 1907-Who was the girl mentioned in E's letter as wait-
ilrg for T to take her part against the teasing of E and h-is
girl ?-such was the interesting query awaiting the evidenee
of' T's return frorn sehool-one of his girl pals had been one
of three sisters, pals of the three brothers-another hadL

been a chocolate sweetheart-T liked chocolates-a third
ha.d been a visitor to the local competitions-this was none

of the three; the local competitions had led to little local
rivalries-this year T entered sections above his age to
make appearances of his brother eligible, where aspirants
w€r€ scarce-T won places in these sections besides winning
an age for age section-this put T into the winners' concert
--he had the opportunity to appear in public with "the girl"
by taking her with him to the concert by right of his tickets
which he thought she "might as well have"; thus started a

courtship of 6 years-followed by one year's engagemeni-
4n. and marriage in 1913.

1907-8-9-T was junior clerk in the office at Mildura-
started at 61- per week on the books with 1/6 pocket money

-three-finger 
typing gave him promotion when typiste left

-Auctions 
gave him a clue to the alphabet in arranging

sgggllnf,s-and to numbers for identifying lots-he collected

rents-watched Insurance premiums-copied letters in the

:olcl hand press-then carbons-journal-daily record-
s.p.q.r.-valued the morning mail-carried keys-strong-
room and mail-sent press telegrams-rain reports-
thought "threatening" was news-klroke an office-door key

i;-Yale-T would pay for it-was let off 6d' for some un-
'expected car.efulness-let off the other 6d. when the cost was

....*.,,. found to be 1/--had expected to pay 10/6-1ack of propor-
":r''r 

tion impressed him;American F1eet-gun metal watch with
,, chain-still using the chain-F bought suburban residence

. Nov., 1908-C's birthday-T foretold telegram "have pur-

lii'

t
)
i
{i
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chased C-" it came " have bought C-"; E went to
Melbourne Office-M.O.-1909-to exchange with T in 1910

-E and T lived with elder brother C from August 1908;
T remained through 19O9-objected to "obeying" C at home, "f
though ready to help when properly asked-despite C hold-
ing F's attorney T demurred to admit that authority in the
home, though recognising it in the office-at home they were
brothers or guest and host, not master and man-at the
office the father's attorney was in charge-The golden key
"please T" bridged the gulf and C and T each respected the
other for the trial of spirit; ever since in their various re-
sponsibilities C and T distinguished their respective nu-
thority fairly satisfactorily; in the rear store house for dvied
fruits T did some hooping-often treading on the iron and
knocking open a shin wound sustained at Xmas, 1"906, on
cement steps at "Risbey's" old lawn-this wound was kept
open for six months and left an ugly scar; the right toe
seemed to be permanently ingrowing on the inside quick- '$
it healed in 1923 ; business developments foreshadowed a : u 

{'#

packing house; T went to M.O. l910-exchanging with E- . '

Collins Street basement-storage for 120 tons-4,800 half-
cwt. boxes-hydraulic lift, poor delivery; Courtship with L.*,
progresses, Ietters exchanged, birthdays remembered-cor-
respondence faded out for 12 months-no dancing or no

courtship-revived on annual visit to Mildura; after exer-
cising discretion in consigning a shipment to client instead

of to sub-agent, T did not overlook the necessity of sending ;

the bill of lading to the sub-agent-even sending it direct
to client would not have been more than indiscreet-this
impression of indiscretion was exorcised by a remark by F l

"you are not such a fool as I thought you were"-sf,1'3ngs 2g-

it sounds that was real encouragement to T after some

months in M.O. with F at the wheel; Tennis, swimmingi'
chess, draughts, S.S., C.E., with W and P at Sandringham;
Thadbeenmuchimpressedinearlyboyhoodbytheweek1y
testimony of women at the Methodist Class meeting-fus'l" i::"' .

wondered-why did women find religion so sustaining at
home, and men no room for it in business?-asked at 19 if

i -X.l

.:*,:'. Page 3Zl

he would preach, he replied flrst to the Circuit Superinten.

* by the local probationer, he replied, ,,my work is not to
ii preach till I can practise what I preach',-the probationer

replied, "you must think us a lot of hypocritss',-f replied,
"No, your work is to preach, mine is to practise,,-f lyss
circuit auditor with H-also treasurer,s assistant in Metho-
dist Centenary; previously at the local semi-jubilee stage T
had contributed 6d. per week and paid up thl remainder of
a 64ieat period on leaving Mildura; he learned the value of
record cards-also columns-the business had grown and

., M,9. .rnoved from Collins Street to T-p - 500 tons
could be stored-U track for trolley from door to door,

. offices at flrst within the U-registered place of inspection_
with false roofed sample room for sealing condemned fruit
if any-"Urubs in fruit not charged for as In ghsgss,,-fhs

ie.;.,.; grub leaves excreta which is the menace to health; brokers,
lu'L{" . or direct selling to distributors ?-a merchant insisted on
8 ,., 'making an order subject to acceptance through a broker

not even known to M.O.; T deferred acceptance-then ac_
cepted the order and moved for the excision of brokers in

*pity sales; T took great interest in A.D.F.A. Conferences,
agenda, minutes and reports-probably the only complete' set from 1907-1923-perhaps not complete-T was substi-
tute for F at 1916 Special Conference-then as Agent to

i. , 1921-Growers representative 7g2Z and 1928-special re-
servation seat 1924-Adelaide 19 18-1920- 7922-1924; visited
Srrilney 1916 to stir up agency fhsrs-v/snt to Sydney, June
1920, to open business there after 10 years representation
b.y sub-agent; F to London 1916-after recognising that Ti }tlad taken a grip of the business as clerk, bookkeeper,
c'ashier, collector, accountant, shipping clerk, delivery clerk,
$blesman, and correspondent, all in one; W.J. came in May,
1916 "for about g 14rssfts"-still in the amalgamated agency

... ,,yhi.h succeeded the family business-J.H. came about Sep-
:,'. tember, 19L6, as cashier, accountant, etc,, is now manager

of the agency-another appointee F.O. joined the staff 1919,
also still going strong.
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F going to U.K., May, 1916, left C and T a board of direc- l': II

tors during the absence of F from Australia-C was Manag- . !
ing Director at Mildura-T was director at Melbourne; i6 'i

W.J. was added to M.O. staff May, 1916-J. H. in Septem- , $. ,t
ber, 1916-both these had called at M.O. without any ap' ' ' ' ['
pointment there in mind-the former was thought to be a' I
temporary job while waiting for another opening-1he latter I

resulted from his call-on S.S. matters, followed by an I

advertisement for applications as accountant of Christian \
character-14 applied-reduced to S-one of these said b'usi- i

ness could not be run on Christian character-T repli'ed,that I

he had yet to learn that business could be run witiout iil:n. {

this appticant appreciated the questionnaire and interview,
but did not procure the appointment-he was evidence that ' , ,i
J.II. was the man; business grew-old offices taken outlgj
new suite erected up one flight across the front of storei,.r-i,.1#,,,*

this increased storage room-quota system of sales which 't t,fu,

followed the 1916 visit to Sydney, also brought up satisfac. #ff
tory proportions in Comrnonweatth Market; in 1919-late--** €;n

a contingency within the ADFA left a packer unrepresented '=' '

-T recommended that this opportunity be regarded as the
most important business prospect for the directorate-I' i

was temporarily back in Australia-T telegraphed C that
either he or T should concentrate on the securing of the

agency-C replied all possible had been fl6ns-'5 would
get the agency-a little later R.E. called on T admitting a

prejudice he could not put into words-T suggested that
R.E. knew him only in ADFA Conferences when matters
were in the melting pot, a time when a man must have the

courage of his convictions-R.8. thought that might be t[e
explanation-it seemed to clear the air-within a few weelis

the agency agreement was signed-it ran with annual r'e-

views for five years-and subsequently merged in the amal-

gamated agency; the new responsibility in 191'9 necessitated

additional staff-F.O. having walked in with satisfactory

references, was appointed; in 1920 th; "*il;; *i'wli'1e,,
sub-agency arrangements came up for attention-T sug-

gested opening in Sydney, showing the advantages of direet

,.,i

I
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"l : contacts with merchants-he was authorised to do so-
. ": j a friendly termination of sub-agency was arrived at-suite
,$,, taken in D- House, on lease-N.S.W. company \Mas regis-
ry , tered on Memorandum and Articles in consultation with
' 'i 1: ' 

,r , H; T was Managing Director at Sydney, Director respon-
', sible for M.O. and in charge of export sales-for a brief
period E took the management of M.O., having been out of

' .the family business for 5 years-in April, Lg21, C visited
i$ydney to advise T of the bank problsru-ysflltle ouerd,raft
f,50,000 or face a receiaer at MaA 15th-C acknorvledged
that the time had come for a change in the flnancial poticy

..*,,,.:.at, Mitdura-perhaps T's oft proffered policy would. meet
the case; T asked two questions in sns-"clre goLL getti,ng
out from Ltnder, or haue you merely reached, the end, of your

'', ,..,r:.1-X: could not be preserved by his policy-T took up the respon-

*fr.. sibility, subject to satisfactory bank arrangements, he was
:ffi ttow Managing Director for Melbourne, Sydney, and Mil-
:l_ #;.i clura-early in May he advised the bank of the changedt ': authority and of urgent commitments respecting bank ac-

., ' 
',, . had said to him-T replied he would tell C the bank meant

what it had said to HIM-the eyes of T and the AGM met
and they understood one another; mid-May saw the ex-
change of cheques for 515,000 between an outside creditor,

" change took place in the bank parlor-this made the new

, own London bills at 90 days confirmed the developing confl-
,. dence-early June a second outside commitment 57,000

' matured-it was met by routine cheque-explained to the
lr., bank as included and disclosed in the early statement of'u urgent requirements-explanation was recognised and ac-

: cepted-(silence gives consent in a going concern)-respon-

,,*r.;:: ., sibiltty confers tacit authority; early August, 1921, brought
, " , the fi.rst annual budget from the Mildura accounts branch,

:: based on questionnaire issued respecting the 1922 require-
,' ments, from April , lg?l-,tinis made neu nloneA essential-
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T submitted budget and policy for bank approval with sus-
pension of payment the alternative-Bank said no new
money available, no hope-very well, T, who is visiting Mil-
dura will stop advances till new money available; the bank
held out no prospect of any decision till an investigation
was completed-probably six weeks-T replied that ad-
vances must be held up for that period-he was told to call
again next Wednesday-the investigator returned to H.O*
with T on the Tuesday-the application for approval of 8

months' budget for L922 A/c., with a limit of 565,000 plzr,s

1922 haruesting,was altered to 585,000 including haruesting

-rather 
than have the matter re-opened at harvest time--

(this was the suggestion of the bank investigator)-T was

then to call again Thursday-B said to T "1 haue been able

to arrange this f or you"-thus the company's account in
August, 1921, was "regular" again, on an 8 months' budget

to April, 1922; Advances to growers ahead of the l9Z2 crop
came out of this L922 account-clearly new money issued

for getting on to the L922 crop; Proceeds of the L921 crop

went to packers and growers as realised-thus the budget

for 1922 protected the equity of agents, packers, and grow-

ers in the 1921 crop; a clear demarcation between market

,proceeds cancelling credit previously created on the 1921

crop, and new credit being created to carry on to the

1922 crop; the old procedure of using a general overdraft
for all purposes was changed by separating advances, mar-
ket realisations, and accounting to producers; The new pro-

cedure was followed, 1921-2, 1922-3, L923-4, 7924-5' (In
1925 a general move was made by the ADFA to have the

whole industry protected through TRUST accounts) '

Towards the end of. l92L the bank asked for a debenture

mortgage-this was given-under the budget the bank was

the only creditor; it was advised by letter to all clients-
growers, buyers, and suppliers; it was a consolidation of
flnanciatr arrangements protecting growers' equities and

normal trade accounts for current supplies; the reception

given to this development caused no ripple or want of confi-

r#'IiN
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dence, but rather stabilised affairs; in March, L922, the
,i Frui,t Trust Account, implied in the budget, was opened, to

fl r-eceive the company's gross proceeds of market realisations
,[ '. of the 7922 crop, inciuding London bills discounted; this

sary-only the issue of account sales could release from ther
Tru,st Aecaunt the proceeds of 1922 fruit against which ad-
Vanees had been **du fro* the 1922 account; this meant
that in the most difficult finaneial erisis of the industry, a
new policy was instituted-recognising ad,uances as neu)

provided regularity and prompitude in accounting for sales
of produce; a TRUST position was established in FACT as

,i, ,a result of its having been recognised as an IDEAL,' this
Trust A/c. was running with the years at 7925.

$ l',i'i14
i&
'iqlr i

The London bills of 90 days involved 4/- per cent stamp' duty-on 5200,000 this represented S400-T suggested a
bank overdraft in London to take up the bille cr,t si,ght-this
could not be arranged at once-the question wss flsfsrrsfl-

I then the bills were drawn on the bank instead of on
the company-at sight instead of at 90 days; as they
reached London they were charged to past clue bills at
London current ,u1"s-proceeds from the London market
were credited to a London general account and progress
retirement of part of past cl,ue bills made concurrently-
this also avoided the loss previously involved between the
Australian discount rates on 90 day bills and the very low
rebate rates in London when bills were prepaid-freights,

: and insurances, exchange, etc., lvere also paid from the Lon-
, don account; the relative savings were, /e/- per cent duty,-

,,,. Zak oaerd,raf t rate red,uction at London compared with Mel-
, heurls-saa l.% difference between discount rate and re-' bate rate where 90 d,ay bills had been discounted and subse-

quently retired before due date,-also exchange on freights

. , and insurances,-and the difference between tlne charges f ot'

. erchange on net and gross remittances; this one change

1;., saved annually practically T's salary for the year-yet he
had rendered no service beyond sensibly interpreting fl-
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nance; The saaings were fi,nancial, they were not econom'ic
'income; The S.O. (Sydney Office) manager, 8.A., had been
selected by T in 1920 from the M.O. staff where he had been
installed after war service, in lieu of resuming his previous
place as chauffeur for F who was out of Australia-8.A.
is now managing the amalgamated Sydney agency; the
typiste appointed at Sydney by T in July, 1920, remained
on duty till the S.O. was liquidatect at T's retirement iu
1925; G.C. came to S.O. looking for an opening, and was
later called in to meet the growing needs-he also remained
till T's retirement in 1925; "London repolts" kept G. C. buslt

-London 
ledger adjustment account (LOLA) was first con.

structed from Brokers'account sales, shipping advices, and
copies of London pass books-this continued till 1925-these
records provided a basis for comparing seasonal and quality
demands and market values; the account sales issued to
growers and packers on these summaries, confirmed the
type-system of grading and classifying products; weekly
cables gave forward advices of London proceeds to mature,
thus due dates in Lond,on released TRUST moneas in Aus-
tralia for prompt account sales; Canada was interested in
Australian currants in the period before T went to Sydney
in 192O-inflated enquiries led to heavy consignments by,

oDer-eager agents-,T however, for his agency, required
confirmation of orders and authority to draw against bills o{
lading- this meant the company had deflnite contracts with,
jobbers, instead of mere prospects for consignments-the
consignmenfs unsold glutted the market but the company2s
bills were taken up-F returned frorn U.K. via Canada and
relieved some overbought iobber of part of his gsnfragf:-
the average returns for the company's shipments that year
rvere much nearer the true market value of normal supplies,
than the prices realised by consignors; the contracts thus
held the price against the temporary glut; Canada has sitrce
become an important buyer.

New York was very interested in raisins in 1920 (sultanas
and lexias)-S.O. sold these fruits to N"Y" up to {55,000 at
high Austt'ali.an values because of the flight of sterling;
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-f,rom dollar-S.O. also bought hoop iron from Neru York:,
and eoiiversely paid high prices at the ruling rate of con=

, version of the gLtrrsngisg-thlts was demonstrated the econo-,
mic exchange of good,s between countries as distinct from

:' the financial exchange of curuencies in each coutntry: S.O.
paid for the hoop iron, and also met the N.Y. brokerage by

r remittances direct from Lond,on proceed,s, thus saving, er-
\ change from Melbourne to New York and from Lond,on, to

Mel,bourne-these were rtnanciat savings mot economic ir"-
come; In Neus Zealand, one merchant had bought through

, .lub-agenfs sultanas to the value of fr10,000 which were
., lalrded in two ports of N.Z. on drafts which were not taken

,:uq-iLirect sales went through satisfactorily: these sultanas
+were export stocks and could not be brought back for sale
''#i Austratia: S.O. took its gruel, re-sold'the line to New

6, York: transhipped'from N.Z. to San Francisco, then by rail
ffi .- to N.Y..' the loss on out-pockets-about f1,000-was shared

Tg. "three ways"-the intermediate broker bore one-third-the
to,..r,1of$u a gent nrud,er'rurote one-third against "ml.rtual acluantage'o

of ,future business with S.O.-5.O. stood, one-third-the
threrrwa,ll syt\it was two on S.O. and one on tlte broker: per-
Iiaps to-day direct shipping and more frequent sailings
r,vould provide a cheaper way out from similar circumstances

-but at the time, time was the essence of the N.Y. orders:
when shipping currants to Canad,u the urgency of space'r' allotments was paramount-it involved more sustainedI effort at M.O. in the way of quick delivery than had been
necessary for coastal purposes, which though urgent were

i telatively small quantities at 'one time: 7. appointed 14
workers to a schedule drafted overnight and himself turned
upi at 7.30 a.m. to supervis e-sovne were put to breaking
the:stacks-s ome to cutting hoops-sorzze to hoopin g-some
to clearing the benche s-some scraping the box marks-
sorue stencilling the Canadicrm system of descriptisrr-ssrus

.-,,;o:ktading the lorries: the work was arranged Ttroportiotmlly
"'rri+Jh€ object achieved-the men elated and none over-

worked: it was about this time T. was advised by the Store-
m,gn and, Packers' (.Jruion of their appreciation of his experi-
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ments to find the proper relationship between work and
wages and efficient industry: during the space rationing
by interstate coastal steamers M.O. suffered at first by
applying only for space for shipments it could deliver-
later the companies found short deliveries by other appli-
cants, and in offering M.O. the additional space, Iearned that
goods were actually held, f or shipment and could be deliubred
as stated-that then meant M.O. lnad the confidence of the
goods superintendents whenever spaee was doubtful either
through actual shortage of space or through others' infl.ated
applications: similarly wholesale merchants at first obi-ected

to M.O. pro rata system of distributing scarce lines*iffi""""
unfairness of any other system led to the official adoption
of pro rata as the most effective : Agents on one occasion

moved for increased selting comm'ission-7. moved for: a

separate comm'ission to couer subugency on export markets

recognise the essential difference between a protected, mar-
ket and a f ree trad,e market in theft effect on financi,al trans-
actions: ?. found himself obliged to advise F. in London
that he regarded as ultra uires the attempt by
the ADFA executive to exercise authority over the
duly constituted London meeting of agents: the
executive could suggest and, recommend but, as con-

stituted, the Lond,on mbeti,ng of Agents was re-
sponsi.ble for decisions as to participating in the- London 

,,

market: 7. himself advised and authorised the "followi,ng 
.

of the market": This, however, did not over-ride the de-

cision of the London meeting to respect the President,
though refusing responsibility: sales were at a standstill

the agreement (regulations) required unanimity-T. per-

sisted against the President's ruling, securing but one siip-
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porter, want of unanimity eaused the ruling to lapse : g d,ays
later the newly constituted ADFA Fed,ersJ co,tt/nci.l eabted
Lond,on "Conference will not dictate minimums,,; tf,te Lon
d,on meeting of Agents decided to foltow the open matket
within limits and the stocks were cleared within three

-ponths-the 19ZS opening market had been in the region
of, 105 /- per cwt., but was a falling market, the with-holding
from participation in the market left unduly disproportion_
ate stocks for the ratter end-the season average was ss/-,
what a lesson !-and to what an extent it has been alrowed to
pags unrecognised: at this time the similarity between com-

.11.r4epet!tion in tl.K. and, N.Z. became evident, with this differ_; ence, Australia had the advantage of freights to N.Z. and
the disadvantage of freights to u.K.-T. could not influence

.1, selling conditions to N.2. buyers till earty in 192/t he had
',,;.. visited the Dominion and returned with flrst-hand confirma-
.$ .,, tion of his theory-this nearly came to grief because the
T"*#r Chairman of the ADFA Board, hesitating to change condi_
I T tions only 6 weeks old, then succumbed to the adage that it
# ,"u. takes a strong man to change his mind-and changed it too

.,,i much: however, the sales to N.Z. went up greatly and ,S.O.+''- quota in N.Z. was proportionate in that Domiruion for the
first time: the kudos for sales to N.Z. during 1921. wenl to' the Commonttsealth E*port Control Board,, which was consti_
luted in 1925-this because Australian fiscal years end. June
30th, and 1925 f.ar exceeded 1924-clearly because N.Z.
bought heavily in the second, hatf of 1gg/r: The Board, ap-
pointed, as Australiam, Representatiaes in N.2., Agents for
Australia's chief competitors there.

. .-.r''

ldi* For 15 years-190f-1929-the resolutions of the ADFA
ft. were required by agreement to be unanimous-i.e., none

i.S ,. dissenting-allowing for the occasional lack of spirit, and

s. the want of interpretation due thereto, the basis was sound
.li61,*.u..* -it gave freedom where agreement had not been reached-
j,g:, it consolidated rules, and practices, where agreement had

.;b.gen reached-it provided executives with clearly deflned
, authority-it made possible the association of all schools
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of thought-it was the key card, in all leads to securing new

affiliations-none could be out-voted unless on questions

where agreement had already allowed stipulated majorities

-it was just the atmosphere for the getting of results when

some change had to be made-the minor'ita had,need, of ex'
cellent cause for d,issenting-on several occasions polici.es

which were propounded by minorities failed to get unah*

imity in advance of problems, but were recognised as the
proper way out in time of trouble-this basis was scuttled

in 1923 on the motion of inexperienced branches recently

affiliated-the change to 80/o majority voting was made

subject to certain reservations which protected f'5. ssrrl;-4.q1v-6':11

panies and group from being subject to regulations:riot 'r
panies and group from berng suDJecr tro regulaLrorls- rroL -"i:;i:.:

agreed to by them: these reservations acted as a sheet ::'"'l
45r Euu Lv vJ 

_ ,,1i .

anchor during the revision of the ADFA regulations, and ,,";:i::;

constitution, for the 8 days of the 1923 conference and therj1 ,,j:,;irt +v4 vr^v :::*

outcome was that after securing the right for Counci'L mem- 
"",.,isr ---:rl-^--! --^+^ m ^.,^ ii.'":;

bers to attend the Board, with voice but without vote, T' sus'bers to attend T,frc UocLrcL wltrn vorce ouu wrLlr-uuL vuue, -t' Dub' 
.,lii'

pended the reservations fo:: twelve months: during that time is:

LLie Gouernment decid.ed that the dried fruits industry which '':"i;'-'

was at least 90/o within th,e ADFA should be organised!
(shades of statesmanship ! l)-and the industry was given

sel)en Boards learning the ropes which are no longer spliced

by agreement: the ADFA has some domestic authority but

is a mere skeleton of what it might have become in the

crisis: Assoc'iation by Agreement is a broad basis on which

all sections can be included with freedom on matters de-

manding initiative and individual responsibility: Associa-

tion, co-ordination, consolidation, and initiative, cannot be

Trails of recollections r.un their course and bring forward

other trails down which we must go for other interests con-

current with business development and executive responsi-,,"-.

bility: the prospects of Canada, New Zealand, London, New 
,'

York, and sundry markets, remind one of South Africa tp

which much shipping space for flour was allotted to enter-
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prising shippers, who in turn bought dried fruits to save
their space-this led to opening direct contacts in several
centres in the Union: then there was Russia to which trial
shipments were made for experimental purposes, of which

, no reports remain in the mental impressions: the near East
'and the East Indies were prospected-the various seasons,
ieasts, and differing years, all had parts in business possi-

:: bilities*chief of the natural differences was the climate-
Several hours, which ran away with the only iunch T.
skipped involuntarily, were given to the determining the
most likely container for the combating of insects-the ex-

t,,,ft:.,&o*ter's travelling representative, just returned from the
,*:1,. East, insisted on hernoetically sealed tins 10 lbs.l net
,:*, weight-it was the only way the contents could be protected

,''*..:i,f$ from the marauding insect life-this led T. to question how

&. ' it had been opened ?-it must be capable of being resealed-
_:;*: airtiglfi-as 10 lbs. was a handy supply and was not in-
qi tended to be used all at once-the- solution was to use a

.;rlgrlrilrrr ,bung-li,d, tin, can-type, nicely printed with chops, etc., for
'native fancies, also describing the contents to satisfy Azs-
trutlian atthorities: this was an improvement on the paper-
labelled tins of similar kind previously used for dried
apricots-for smaller net weights experiments were made
with both hermeticallg sealed and bung-lid tins-also with
labelled botUes-despite the impossibility of meeting the
Eastern markets in price based on world costs, a propor-
tionate business was built up proving the prospects: the

I lduty on tin plate made the costs of fruits exported
rin tins exorbitant, unless a refund of duty could be

, o 'claimed: this was attempted in respect of imported box-
timber, so it may have been done with imported tin-plate:

:. it was at least clear evidence of the folly of looking at tariffs
' merely frorri one side: the intermediaries in building up the

'-.r,..:,.,,-,,,,i Eastern trad,e competed unduly with each other, so a special
.,:.' r,', . gontract was devised by T. on which was allowed a trade

,"discount to protect the wholesale price at the ports of de-
I i 'livery: this enabled M.O. to cater for regular orders, and to
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cut out "pirates," it won its way and was later put into the
Association regulations: for many years the P.11. (packing
house) of which T. was lVlanaging Director (M.D.) 1921-

1925, had given preference to Queenslund, timber-it was
reasonable to continue doing so when the D.F. IndustrA wa$
flghting for export d,rawbick recognition-'P.H. withstood
the internal pressure of box prices till T's. retirement in
1925-T'. could not accept t]ne two'hearled, penny that said'
"head;we get an euport bounty on fruit, tuils we get a
d,raru-back on importecl timber used for export"-the in-
clustry generally wetrt over to imported timber to make the

/irutncia| sau'ing rvhich could not be achieved by the Queeng"yi';"'t

Lunrl milLs-l,hus the tariff which pt'otectecL the D.F. Domes-

t,icmarket,causedtheswingofbusiness,forfinancialcon-
siderations, from Queensland timber to imported timber-
so much for one-sided tariffs, and for one-eyed self-interests .'

of industry: the Commonwealth, is a self-governing unit
within a world economic unit-only this dual recognition
will give light to the blind political-economists : the slump in ' '

London in 1923 clearly dbmonstrated the difference be- 
""

tween the standards of costs in Australia and the standards

of purchasing power in other countries-T's. advocacy in
that year, of the d,ried, fruit dranu-back policy as analagous

to draw-back on actual imports re-exported, was received

r.uith inter"est throughout the industry, btt not with' action-
oh, for a statesmanl-the Prime Minister in April, 192L'

got as far as enunciating the policy of equi'ualent assistance

io exporters-but it took the more recent economic pressure

on a big bank interested in pastoral pursuits to enforce the

arbitrary adjustment since made by divorcing Austra,lian t

currency from Steding.

ii,i is
irt -',-, 6

,,4

)

There are recesses in this gallery of memories which caq,,,'

be visited separately from the trails we have been- follo,wing ""'*'

-they 
are part of the course of the years, and though ap'

prr"rily unconnected with the events, were associated with
the environments and re-actions thereto-what effect for 
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instance would the explosion of a retort in an auction mart,
during an experiment with a bioscope, have upon the mental
museum of a boy looking on-one of the cardinal points on
leaving the Mildura premises was to look at the strongroom

,,t' . ' as a precaution against its being left open in the event of a
,,,';" fire-after the explosion that night T. was asked what he

thought or did when it occurred-he replied, "I ran to look
I 'at the strongroom" : at Sand,ringham, as a youth, he showed

his"palm to a lady visitor, by request-she told him he had
a tendency to a lack of self-assurance which could be over-

... . polr€-was that evidence of want of confldence or was it
't" 

Evid"rr"e of subjective surrender to the authority within?-
it has seemed that T. has never hesitated to take the course

, . $ .. deemed to be right without asserting any will over others
. ,; l,hinking differently-if he persisted till, others came his way

d it was not obstinacy but conviction: his chief tests have
,lu been in the face of personal mis-understanding because he

''', -r,. could not get others to see that he had, no choice in the mat-

; 
.{ 

ter of going where the inner light was guiding him: he had
'"r- .; 16 go that way, or wait-he could not go into the by-

ways unless sure they rejoined the main road: that attitude
sometimes led to assent 'in clef erence to his persona, in cir-
cumstances when those concerned really cliffered, from him-
the inevitable result tvas a failure to get through as a body

on the course set by the agreement: he has had to go for-
ward alone or wait for the next step with what patience he

had, when a frank surrender to a mutual ideal would have

cleared the air: why must people think in terms of personal
'" interests? we are here in the plan of life-life is not our

't'' rninister-we are persons in the service of the magic germ

of vitatity: let us uoluntarily concede that.

The rounding off of these recollections at 1925 necessitates

lT ttre business grew and T's own affairs expanded: his engage-

'' ment for marriage was entered into at midnight ushering
If in his 21st birthctay a,nniuersary-his flancee, L, was theI guest of the family at So,nd,ri,ngham for the occasion-1"he

-'--t
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ring had been selected and made to suit the slim finger-it
was the emblem of hope and confidence for unity in mar-
riage the following year: the packing business at Mi,ldurtt
had been started in 1910 as a Proprietary com4tany-T. was
appointed auditor which meant annual visits to Mild,ura-.
the family agency business was running separ.ately as a fl1m
until 1912-when it was converted to a Proprietary com-
pany-being then under age, T. was allotted some "Good-
toill" shares to become eligible for dividends when he
reached 23-lhe age at which the eldest brother had been
admitted to partnership in the flrm-the drafting of memcig,;,o,,;r;+ *,

andum and articles was a great interest-the creation o, a,''i,.:r "

legal entity under Sta:te statutes was evidence of freed,orn :ijif,,, 
.

under constitutional regulati,on-T. proposed some of the iil[, .

clauses but particularly that which allowed for a future 
"orr- 

., ffi.
tingency instead of tying the company to what might be xd;i' " rr

wished undone-9 years Iater , lgzl , the contingency arose "tt , 
U

which the clause had been devised to meet-the appoint. ' #u l'

ment under seal of a substi,tute Goaeruing-director: ,'i; t

Marriage, in 1913-a year before the rn'ar-eventuated
after the period of engagement-T. was 2 weeks under 22
years of age: at August l*th, 191L, the thrilling event of a
coming son w.as less than a month away-T. gave serious
consideration to personal responsibility for war-he con-
cluded it was Gouernment responsibility-Gouernment
which could declare war, should organise the people in its
prosecution-he suggested to ttre Defence Department t.hat
the whole population should be classed-that from time to
time the class looked to for volunteers should be announced' 'i;

-then 
any conscientious objector could, at least, be expected

to justify himself under pressure of public opinion as to the
part he was playing in the crisis: at the conscri,ption
referenda T. voted yes-not because he believed im uar but
because he believed it was for Gouernment to tell citizen-'','1--1i
what was their duty,-left to his inner guiclance he li'oulci ' :

obey the colnynand-r(tltou shalt n,ot l;i..11,"**or the injunction

-((611s'y 
those that haue the rule ouer yolt": otr this issue

. ',..1 I
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the referendo determined that there was no authority for
rulers to order the ki,Uing of f ellow beings o,broud-perhaps

i,r - the time is not far distant when Goa-ernments will accept
',|$,"r,ii the responsibility for prosecuting peace instead of war-
:;1i( it seems comparatively simple and r:econcilable to con-

\ ' science to suffer deatlt, at the instance of external forces
l' whether natural or human-it is not possible to give com-
.i , ;l^r^ ^^-^^^:^'^rr^--^ -^^^^^-^^.^.1 L^ t-:7t:^^ ^, r^---^^^-- L^:-^^.-'plete conscientious approual to kilting human beings

whether enemy or neutral-this surely indicates the road to
peace-the recognition that no trudition, conuention, or

r ,r.**{. b'oo, which runs counter to the law of preseraation of the
'a' ,'-Wp'ecies, should be allowed to dominate public and personal
":r1:i;r: policies.

( ri;

: i'ii='n\,

. ,tr1i

$', ,"
. " The financing of the war (1914-1918) was perhaps the
.r gieatest lesson that had yet been demonstrated to political-
,l,, economists-but did they see that the money which was

"legally boruotued" to finance the war was not in existence
before the war?-from whom was it borrowed?-the seven
war loans, provide the answer-these wete Goaentment
securities issued to support ne'Lt) money created by the
Goaernment spending on essential services-mostly they
were taken up as the spending progressed-l0/o might
have been found temporarily from existing credits, but even
some of this was probably created as advances by the banks

:,'on old securities-the instalments were clearly the coming
,; to rest of the circulating money brought into existence as

new curuenca, civculated on the neru prices, and capitalised
as debt-will the times bring to leadership a man who can
see the relationship between u)ilges attd, money-between
currencA und circulation-and between cost d,nd price?-

":there is a relationship clearly definable for those with eyes
, to see: T's. war and peace bonds (1914-1918) not only paid

fhemselves off and left the claim to income intacL-i.e., his
income more than kept pace with the instalments on the

' bonds-but they were then used as security for an overdraft

rf: ,.;,,r ii'.;

*.1
.g;l

'ii!ii
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to provide the equity in a house at Sf. Kildu, leaving the
balance, two-thirds, on mortgage to the vendor-when that
overdraft was paid off the proceeds of the bonds on the
money market went to provide furniture at Neutral Bay
and part of the equity in a house there-the equity in the
Neutral Bay house by medium of a substitute mortgage
helped to secure an overdraft in Mild,ura which not only
paid off the Neutrat Bay mortgage, but with the gradual
improvement in the equity made by ttie surplus of rent over
expenses, provided another equity in the house required at
Mitdttra-of which the vendor again was the fid *or!'1,,u-*u,
gagee : when the Neutrat Baa ltouse sold, it cleared f,f1s 6vs1''' ' "'' ",.

draft at Mildura,leaving the equity in the Mild,ura house

for realisation-this equity had been f1,000 when the Mil-
d,wra hoase was bought-it shrunk Lo f,300 less commission
when the Mitctura house was sold-the Neutral Baa equity

had been t750-it shrunk to less than S7-the mortgages,

however, were redeemed at 20/- in f1-i.e., the money

created as mortgages to the bank was held to be real, though

the houses were FACTS and the mortgages fictitious-what
a crazy way of deluding ourselves that money can be issucd

more than once: there can be no more a aeloci,ty of circula'
ti,on in the sense of the number of times moneA can be is-

suecl, than there can be velocity of circulation in the sense

of the number of times a potato can be eaten: money is is'
sued on production, it vanishes at consumption, being can-

celled in the prices of consumable goods and services:._if
circulates once--4lte rest is nothing but a book record, of
ualuations, and that without a standard of valuation: the
solution of the riddle of the ages-what 'is money? can be

answered in four symbols-zo ageunits, produceruntts, con'

sumerun'its, priceunits-a suitable system of banking and

investment can be built on these huma,n f acts: Australia
would earn the blessings of progress if she wbuld but see . "'",$l'
and think about the human nature so readily blamed 1or'- : 'ri:

lack of progress, because it'toitt not t'est uncler i,niustice-
blessings are not given-they are the rewards of obedience. ''o

.t. ,':, ., ,,rr,i.
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d
ffi T's. son A. was born September 7st, 7974, at Hotham St.,

ffi , Elsternwick-he is now a six-footer, took his intermediate'1,,,' at 15, and seems at 1932 to find interest in general business

h[ ,;.^r, which recruited him: in 1915 T was giving evidence before
fi[",I"i' a State Parliamentary committee-his evidence was sub-
d[ ,"j mitted to him for revision as he had out-run the steno-

ffi grapher (one must speak within the recorder's rate if one

?f wishes to be recorded)-he was challenged by the chairman

I on his statement that higher wages mean higher prices-
J the chairman quoted from some evidence at a former en-

I ;*n**- Ouirv in which efficjency was tret{ I l,r:_ttrl lr*n:1,*:ro'1 ":':':''ttry wages-even then T. knew that there was a relation-
ship between wages and prices though it is doubtful that

: . . , - he carried any conviction on the point-now he would say
. that it is impossible to change the uni't without altefing tha

fi, .' ytrod,ucf ; this may be obstract in words-it is very t'eal in
{,,, economic pressure.
i,H,r .

, lf,',' ' T. moved to Nero St., Gardertuale in 1915-A. was quite
concerned one holiday that daddy did not go to the offiee-
if daddy did not go he would-A. started out with red slip-'' 
iperS, red overall, red umbrella, and daddy's attache case-
T. tried to reason him out of the necessity-A. would have,
that someone must look after the office-"what about the

,,' traffic at the cross-roads ?"-A. "would be careful"-fisry
would he reach the station platform?-he "would go up"

,(the ramp)-then the inspiration-"where is your ticket?"
. ',.. 

-"s[, I can't g6"-and back A. g2rns-trs knew he cou]d

, ,.1'' not use daddy's ticket, and he did not know he could buy
one for the day: A's. brother N. was botn Decevnber 22nd,

. 1916-he "beat the fl6gf,e1"-2 feat duly celebrated by put-

" ting the expected reduction allowed from the doctor's fee,

to a wrisUet watch for his mother: these two boys were
present when their Auntie A. visited ?.-the elder was sur-
prised to hear his name given to his Auntie-he asked "can

I call you Auntie 1.!"-"s11, yes, that is my n26s"-s6 fus

got great satisfaction out of greeting his Auntie "hello

Aa,ntis 4"*!he second.boy not to be outdone met the shal-
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lenge by using the greeting "hello AuntiLeN."-using his
nunle, as his brother had done: the third boy R. was born ii"'
at Tennyson St., October t7th, lglg-he has once said he 'rr'

did not like his nurn.--i, rur= tr" "n 
(t;; ;;;;; ;; t' 

,,

the family 800 years bef ore) : in 1918 7. resigned from the ,'$i i

G- Sunday Schoot and other church offices (after 4t; l'i: 
l.

years from Noaember, 1915 as Superintcnd,ent): an lltlaraih {i..

31st, 1918 he had told the school tfrat he could rrot."u-lri*, ,e d'

self voluntarily giving up tJre school and church work as he,
would expect to be eonfronted with the challenge "Quo
Vad,is !"-that very evening he was told that a zealous leader. *,r*r-
had publicly challenged his fitness, owing to a reprimand T: '- .,

had administered that morning on the leader introducing '_*r*

financiat suggestions into an early morning prayer meeting ,jJi I

-T. had thought the church should use business methods ..ylu{.
without going into business-and further that the trurrL'it?*, ' ,S,l
business should be transacted on week-days-considering ,,,'1
himself under censure T. surrendered his offices: later he "'i;- ;
found that the long-continued approval previously given to .i,*i,,,, i

his policy and superintendence had been for the sake of ' "19'i 
I

retaining his personal interest: this was clear evidence that
his light was not yet shining for others in thzrt field-he
moved to ZI. Sf.- 

-co-workers 
being afraid to hurt his

personal feelings seemed a very poor compliment to the
spirit in rvhich his work ' was done: it w4s becoming
impressed upon him that vitality was not very readily
rvelcomed unless it was accompanied by tranquillity: this
was a step towarcls recognising the church as an,instrument, 

_

not as o,n end, in itself-the liaing churclt, may ttot ricle t.tt
anchor in these running seas,

Drri'ing l91g T. received a surnmons to Grand, Jurg seruice
--lre appeared at Court and secured exemption after stating
his case, and his business responsibilities-this impressed
him with the possibility of persevering with the ideal of
raising business standards to pubtic seraice leaels: T. ac-
cepted stewardship at the E- Methodist church for es-
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rr. tablishing a general budget there on the lines so successful

.il , at G- -this went well till the local trust treasurer
;ii:,i opened the envelopes on the day of the church anniversary,
,,#, and emptied them, though printed for the budget, with the
..gi' frust collections on the open plates-T. could not accurately
f''r' state the amount, as the system was voluntary and private

to'the subscribers, perforated corners on the envelopes 
'

#' gerved to check the regularity of subscriptions without
showing the contents except as a total for the steward of
thd budget---the coins were hopelessly. mingled with the open

.l-'' ;f.t*;Olgte contributions-so T. had to estimate the probable

',*, amount, and reclaim it for the budget, which he did ancr.

,{i:: then registered his protest against this breach of faith by' 
.$.,1' withdrawing from ihe stewardship-he was a further step

^,, 'il".efi,on the road to seeing that the church as organised was in

$, riil. danger of bowing to mummon.

''1 When the business was established in Syd,ney, 1920, the
sale of the Sf. 

- 
heuss-walk-in, walk-out (linen, eutlery,

and sentirnentals excepted), was quickly effected-shorving
an inerement to T.-the buyer let the house furnished atrd
lea*ned something of undesirable tenants-the house was
rc*sold by the buyer with a further increment which did
not make good the loss on the furniture: T's. house at G--
was sold shortly after the move to Sr.--, 1918; at Sydnay,
1920 7 rented furnished at, Mosman for 12 months-father'

' -in-law died February 7st, 1921-this shock and physical
':exertion in negotiating the Auevw,e Rood hillside depleted
tr's. vitality and added to pyorrhea accounted for a stillborn
male child, Marblt S-lst; this grievotts event further taxed

i' L's. vitality-the father-in-law died intestate-why?-the
estate was to be administered by the widow-the prepara-

,,,,,."i!i:tion of technical adjustments between members of the
:family to enable this to be done, put T. in the unenviable
;'position of adviser-his readiness to be helpful led to the
growth of a prejudice against him, on account of his show-
ing how the manied daughter L. could allow her clatm to
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stand over until need should, really arise-lhis was con-
strued as a determination by T. to get his hands on the
estatelater-thecorpuSoftheestatewouldhavebeenlost
in the annual interest on the business ouerdrafts-his sug- ,

gestions were accepted-the estate was administered for.
the immediate benefit of the widow, subiect to the contin'i 11

, gency that the married daughter might need to call on her
share of the principal in the future: ihis contingency arose ;i
7 years after, in 1928,3$ years after the loss of T's. busi- F

ness interests, and after the final exhaustion of his personal
estate-the 1921 prejudice sprang up like a gourd, ov€r- , . i
whelming L. in its growth, and T. was allowed neither moral'
nor monetary support in the face of having nothing from
which to start again in his quest for conscientious service '

to his day and generation-the right of re-call, wus erercised
by Z. but in such a way that T. was excluded from even the ,,1'

possibility of help by L., and could not even remain at home
if he had not himself contributed his quota to the house

budget-according to T's. faith this clearly associated

Ttol'iticttl-economa with mu'riage as inseparable problems. ''r:rl

T. had moved from Mosmanto Neutral Bay in JulA, 7921,
having bought tlne Neutral Bay house after the bank had
accepted the provisional statement of affairs and discounted
the London bilJs under T's. business policy for the year*
this seemed to give some permanency to residing in Syd,neg

-hs\Msvgr', 
late in 1922 it was clear that the true problem

was (r groruers' financial problem, and Mild,ura, was the
natural headquarters for that issue-a house was bought
in -- Avenue on the basis of T. and L. being tenants-in-
comTnon, (an undivided half interest)-T. financed the de-
posit by an advance through his personal account in the
business-the bank had expressed great satisfaction at T's.
move to Mild,ura-Lhe personal advance led some months
Iater to a request by the bank that T's. signature on cheques
should be countersigned-T. said that he would change the
bank instructions to that effect, provided it was clear that
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he was not surrendering any authority-it was a safeguard

, :! only to the extent of at least two persons knowing what each
+ cheque was for-T. pointed out that the particular cheque

iir for the personai advance did not bear his signature, but
" those of two of the staff at Mitd'ura, by T's authority-the

jl
.-a

tr-
'f,. '

i,

I ,,', 'outcome was merely the acceptance of a new technicality,

I without practical effect, except as to the only account T. had

a . kept under his personal supervision and control from which
I t!T' no ad,uances were made-the FR\IIT TRUST Account-this
I account now also became a routine matter in MO instead of

i ,.,,... a personal responsibility of MD-T. no longer needed to

/ : " 'sign 
cheques on any account-merely to supervise the opera-

', . tions on all of them-that suited him quite well if it suited
i, the bank-it had always been his policy to make each de-

! , ' at T's, retirement in 1925 each department simply carried
!. t,1, on independently, under the Receiver and Manager, without

{' , the co-ordinating policy of MD-T. had recognised that it
\ ::*'.f, was hopeless for him to do within the business what could

f ''t r only be effected bA Statute.
t
/i
tl T's. experiences, 1916 to 1925, disclosed the underlying
l, *ovements and freed him to follow them to the discovery
I of root causes-in 1922 he became a member of the Mi,ld'ura

I d,istrict erecutiae of the ADFA, as chairman of the M.G.U.

I -this allowed MO and SO and MDA managers to attend

I Conf erences as Agents, also the P.H. Manager as one of four

I \W.G.U. representatives-thus the process of further relief
I from routine matters was set in train and widened experi-
) ence given to department heads: about this time a fir'e de-

l' stroyed the company's old offices and mart in Mi'ld,ura,

li .; from which the business had moved to adjoining
| ; : offices as tenants: the old premises had been let on lease and
', ,.sub-let by the lessees to what T. had regarded as undesirable

l,',. -"'-tenants-he was advised by a local solicitor through the
I.l MDA Manager that he could not with-hold consent un-

l' reasonably-his objections were instinctive against-a bil-
I ', ' liards saloon-a tobacconist's sale6n-and a tea-room-the
U
I
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finuncial interests of the lessee were better guarded than the
mental a,ttitud,e of the lessor towards the intended use of the t: ;

i;:iff:# #ffiff1':,T:Y;'",ffi"f ,i#),ii!,'ff"i: -$l'
course of events flre terminated the sub-tenancies that T.
could not prevent: there was a fourth sub-tenant in the
1's2r sf6r'g-of sore shin memory-this was not damaged
by the fire, and T. thought he was aerA reasonable when lte
agreed to allow the shed to be rated at 5/- uteekly as be- ,
tween the lessor and the lessee: it subsequently .appealed
that accepting this rental for part of the premises reaiuetl
th,e lease f or alt the premiser, urrd the lessee made a success,si':]flt1.: I :

ful claim, 'in chambers, for the loss of pro/it due to the dif- "'
ference between his rent as lessee and the rents from lzfsif-
tenants, for the balance of the lease: the lease had stipulated 'l' t

re-building, for the lessee, who had, however, moved out'.f , ,,

and taken the furniture business previously housed in the:u"' :r! '

premises, with him: he had bought that business and leased "'ir;'"

the premise s, a,s (L furniture merchant-he made his success- ,f#' 
I

ful financial ciaim for loss of rent by flre, as a "businessl' .. ,if,r,r

manwrth the heavy end of the stick: the lessee got his f500
T gained the evidence that the statutes give the rules of the 

i
game, the court umpires, and the citizen plays the game and
accepts the umpire's decision-the fault lies with the
statutes not with the tenants, the lessee, ot the 1'ud,ge, or I
even the legislators-if we want iust results let us have Tzsf \,

statutes: meantime the site without the buildings was prob-
ably more readily saleable than with them: the lessons were
not over ; the lessee's Ttrofits under the lease wete lost bg fire
and had been ordered by the court to be mad.e good, by the

l,essotr: the buildings had been d,amuged, or clestroyecl by flre {

-the owner could not rebuild because the area was now
a brick-aren, under municipal byJaws-this loss and damage i

falling on the lessor wcts not mad,e good to the lessor by the:
Ltsurtttrce Company which was protectd !I the theoreti"ul ,.,.,.., 

.

safeguar.dthatthecompanywasnotliableforremnanh'.
(single brick-walls not destroyed by flre) which were how-':- i

ever rendered useless by the flre. 
.:

I
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'l The insurance policies against flre and breakage were up
for adjustment-the adjuster also dealt with the tenants

,:]'; , in respect of their claims-in T's presence the tenant rva;s
;f, ' told he would be required to produce the evidence of remains
' ,ti';' of cuUery, etc.-this led T into a mild argument as to why

n, ., the Insurance Companies did not test the honesty of the
' . proponents before accepting their premiums instead of after

the fire-the reply was that the adiuster estimated that
4.i,. 75a7o of" fires were incendiary-to which T replied that in

that case he would estimate that75/o of the prerniums were
incendiary: later T crossed swords with this adjuster

''l'4*,t^through the Insurance Company, and suggested that if the
""'';;; eristing Agency was any concern to the Company, it would

-'ii,, in future send an adjuster who would manifest the outlook
i:'iij..lJj of the company not of the cynic: the fire-claim for the pre-

lii,', mises was based on the estimate of an architect for the re-

,, '].ir placement of the part-destruction of the buildings-the In-
'i',,, surance Company ruas not to suffer because it could not re-

'in build in wood instead of settle in money-the policy, how-

";Si. -ever, clearly insured the policy holder against loss and' "'" damase by fire: the walls remaining were useless as they
stood, useless also for inclusion in a brick fronted structure,
and could not again be used in a mixed construction build-
ing-premiums had been paid on all the buildings-indeed
on an oaer-uuluation of tltem-the remnants were destined

to be sold to a wrecker for fi30: the claim included their
value as walls less removal value as bricks-the case was

stated on the claim form and this was accepted by the In-
' surance Company as a basis f or negotiat'ion, and presumably

handed as a claim to the adjuster: he wrote demanding a
'claim without mutilation before he would consider it-T

" 
r"eminded the Insurance Company that he was negotiating

:r"i with them not with the adjuster, who could make what re-
.''port 

he considered fit-the Company informed the adjuster
. that a claim in form satisfactory to the Insurance Company

'' ''' '" was not to be questioned by the adjuster: The P]ate Glass,, |:,
.;,', 

.breakage policy excluded damage bA f"re, and the fire policll

,:.i: excluded plate gla,ss-here were two nice points-the rem-

{
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nants and the plate glass: clearly the plate glass was not
insured against fire-T reduced the claim accordingly-the
amount was also approximately the value of the remnants
in the architect's estimate: The Insurance Company paid
with the philosophical reflection that T could rest satisfied 1::'''"

that the claim had been paid including the remnants while ;t
the Insurance Company could rest satisfied on the inclusion
of an ex gratia payment for the plate glass-is this philoso-
phy or is it sophislry?-at all events it is experience-not
very creditable to the financial system.

T was accumulating some quite illuminating exhibits for, ,,,',.,..
this mental rnuggurn-the process was apparently guiding , 

" '

him to a point at which authority, responsibility, capacity, I

arrd opportunity, could be co-ordinated-but not yet : ln 1921
F returned again from U.K. for several months tiTt March, :

1922-on tand..i,ng in Syd,ney it was necessary for him to j,
conflrm T's appointment as MD, and to appoint him Substi- , ii,,,-t,
tute Goaerni,ng Director as F was not then absent from Aus- . : :

tralia-this appointment was made by minutes and under. i]i:,.
seal for lodgment as a "fact" with the Victoria Regist,rar :r,:"' 

,

of Companies: in 1922 it was necessary to ask the bank for ,

a 1923 account with a limit of f115,000 in contrast to {
{85,000 on the 1922 account-this led to the need for an
assurance to the bank that T's authority as substituta t
Gouerning Director would not be varied before the 19ZS f
crop was harvested-the Annual Meetings of the company I

beingheldinoctober-areviewofauthoritythenwould
frustrate the policy for the seasonal year-"}was asked by {
the bank for a suggestion-he suggested an undertaking b;a
the Gouerning Director,F,that no change would be made in l

the authority of T without the consent of the bank-this
was rnade a condition of the 19ZS Aduunce-the under.taking :

was given-the 1923 bud,get was approved: the u*oort.l' l

proved more than requirements because land instalments in-
cluded in growers' estimates were re-arranged, deferred,.,,,i,._.
orspreadwhereverpossible-theaccountrantotg3,000at
l9?S-evidence that f22,000 had been "economised', in ad-
ministering the budget, without cutting working and sus. ,
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tenance accounts below their needs-if this was possible
in a business whose capital was gone-whose advances were
a year ahead of realisations-what would be possible in a
credit econonxa in rn hich working and sustenance accounts
are the basis of credit, and proceeds the cancellation ot
ered,i,t? It was done within the debt system for four years,
despite the incapacity of the markets to cover costs: truly
the legal sanctions given to debt, and the legal fiction that
the money market is a private concern, have a heavy score
to settle.

This settlement can be made in an orderly way when it
is realised, as disclosed in these experiences, that authority
is the limit of responsibility, responsibility the challenge to
capacity, and that the measure of capacity is the impact
on environment: there was a further test ahead-could the
legal form be framed on which the debt system could be

terminated, and the credit economy established ?-the an-
swer was provided by the 1925 effort to procure The Jubi.lee
Year Model Deed,-it is legally practicable even within
existing statutes-how much more within the self-goaern-
i,ng authorita of a free people in the Commonuealth of Au^s-

trali,a?

When trying for sufficient support to apply the deed in
the dried fruits industry, the test of the economic responsi'
bilities of marriage loomed on the horizon.

On March 31st, 1925 (how this date turns up like an anni-
versary) -T was released from business responsibility by
the expiry of his notice of voluntary retirement as on and

from April 7sf: This arose as a natural consequence of an

interview at the bank in September, 192/+-oL Fri.daA, Sep'

tentber 12th, he was called to the bank fl.O.-he was ad'
vised that the time had come for the bank to put in a

receiver, and his idea of a reviewed salary was wanted, also

his assurance that he would act under the instructions of
the receiver-T had voluntarily reviewed all Sq,'l,ar1,e'9 and

.:r.
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Directors' draruings in 19Ze in the faee of the jgeS budttp;t

-the 1921. and 19ZS bud,gefs were mueh milder-he rdpiied
with no hesitation that his curreht sal,Arpr Sg60 was satis-
factory, but as to agreeing to take irtstructions from some- .:
one who knew less of the business than he did, the answer
if wanted at once, must be-no : The AGM then said to come.. ::l
in on Wednesdag (Sept. jf th)-T did so-he presented a
letter agreeing to carry on as MD if the bank would forego
acting on their securities till the 1925 crop was brought in,
as alrearly arrangecl (T counted on the bank keeping failh

ernment (he had during lgZS-Zle propounded tine ,,Dried :it,,;

Fruit Drauback" )-the night of rris fetter 7,i uitn*Un{r'iii, ,"1,
1924) he was impressed by the mandate of Jeremiah 50.ii,
by morning he had the nucleus of The Jubitee year as the
basis of capitalisation-concul.rently he hacl ir-r the letters .

exchanged with the bank, a tn,or.atotitu,m, for set;en nta,n,ills:
he found he had to clear his rnind of interest and sinking
funds, and of debts and money, in order to set ortt ir basis.
for establishing and administering credit t Tlue pLan f or
Red,emption of Propertg, Possessions, a,nd Freedom, was
published on Monday, Seyttember Z9th, 192/*: the local bank
manager seemed qulte non-plussed to think that T intended
to call the public to hear The Plan-about 180-200 attended

-T was sufficiently encouraged by personal and public re-
ferences to go on setting up the standards: By February
16th, 1925 the bank was again restive as the proposals rvere
outside banking policy-the inspector-adviser thought there
might bc something in resting the land once in seven years,
but how routcl it be clonel-it can be done u;ith credi,t,but '-.d'

not toitlt d,ebt-the bank letter on this occasion referred to
T's authority as an Act of Grace-the 19ZS bud,get truly
bridged a ?/ear of grace, but the business policy was ac- , 

,

knowledged as the best arrangerirent possible, and T,s ;r
authority ran from crop to erop, &s arranged formally in .

,',#i:
,.fi'
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1922 when estabhshing the 1923 account-T saw the end of
his usefulness in dried fruits at Murch 31st,7925, and forth-

, with sent in his resignation to tlte Goaerning Director due
:'.,' in:Ad.,elaitle during February-the resignation to take effect

t on, and after April 1st, 1925: The bank was advised accord-
ingly and T proceeded to make the transition as frictionless
as possible-he visited SUdnea and arranged affairs for dis-
banding the S.O. staff at March Slst-except tJne Manager
who was to represent M.O.: S.O. was put into liquidation,
which' was very simple as there were no creditors-the

,"'1':'teehnicalities, however, proved the loyatty of the ,S.O.

"*fuIanager to the liquidation agreement under difficult con-
't,flitions of Receiuershi,p operating in Victorin, the reversion
. 'pf :the N.S.IV. goorlruill to the Victorian Company, necessi-
liitated an agreement between the two companies which, in

, ]t'-B.s dual capacity as MD of each company, he was able to
'.'r authorise-a document embodying the agreement required
.1. sealing, and this was to be atteSted by the M.O. Manager
.'$. who was also Secretary of the Victorian Company-he de-

'murred signing in deference to the bank's Receiaer in Vic-
'toria who uas to take over the Victorian business almost
'im,mediately-the Secretary's signature was not attached-
S.O. liquidation proceeded without the deed-following the
terms of the agreement, on the grounds that tlte m'inutes
of the MD constitated the agreement, the document was to
have been the evidence of the agreement-this was one more
point in favor of established, albeit nearly expired, au-
thority,

With the expiry of business authority, at noon, March
;81st, 1925, T was in the position of not knowing where his
next income was.to come from: he told the boys at home
tlat it rvas the first time in his life (then 33 Aears) that he
'iould not count definitely on income "nefit ueek"-though
he had a recollection of his father having told his mother,
riiice when handing her 90/-, that house money was not yet

iri sight for the following week-he did not knqw how the

l'$'

i:!,

:;i

for the seusonal aear as the leank eounted on him)-the,let-,,.a..:-,ir...,:::
ter was acknowledged next ,eta5i September 1gth, 19Zl:,T 'i:, 

'

was free to advocate such proposals as he deemed wise for 'it,
the consideration of the M.G.U., the A.D.F.A. and, ilne Gou- 
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30 /- was built up, or what relation it bore to the week's bud=
get-On the morning of Mwelt s1st, 19ps, T had sT/6 which
he disbursed to cover: an advertisement 561- and to pro-
vide stamps 1/6: that afternoon he received f,80 as a
r-nonth's retiring allowance from the bank's Reeeiaer: tliis
developed the threefold test of proving faith by experienee
in church, itt, bus,iness, and in lzoma*what was a husbaad'e
responsibility?-it would bc related to authorilf--ohil'reli
and business had diselosed that-hoW wotilti th6 l€gai sanc-
tions of marriage and property bear the strains of a test of
faith?-the J80 enabled Tl t0 open a TRUST Accoumt of.:;'.,
which not more than S0/o was to be used for personat, en-,,,:
pmses-this was a means of appropriating 10/o to pros-, '

pecting the district-the tZZ sufficed for family require-
ments to May 29th, 1925-this was the quarter day for in-r
terest under the house mortgage allowing 1.4 d,aas graee
from May l|th-the two months outgo included provision '

for the isolation of two of the boys with diphtheria, and ,..
the third treated for prevention-he did not develop the I.,
scourge: During the 1te days graee for providing the'i'
quarter's interest T decided he must devote lnis personal
assets to the necessity, as he could not challenge pubttc sult- '''*;

port if he withheld his own resources-he made a formal
assignment in TRUST for the realisation of proceeds at
Aucti,on by June 17th-on Muy Zgtlt the first subscription
in support of his work came to hand: the necessity to realise
the assigned assets included the sale of a piano which T had
taken over from his sister in 1920 for f100: His wife, L,
felt the strain keenly, as though the piano were part of her:
self-T suggested that he could not save the piano without
her help-the help was not forthcoming-clearly T was not
to escape the exhaustion of personal resourees merely by an
internal transf er-the piano brought f80-other items f7g?',
f,60 of the f,98 was for personal expenses, f,Sg for prgpa-
ganda to be added to the f5 subscription received May 2gth. -...
*this covered the period to August 17th, but left no re-
serve-the boys were in Geelong after the d,iphilteria-T
came to Melbourne, and after seeing The Heratd wrote,
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"Seuen Aspects f or Getting Capi.talisation and, Fi,nance Bo,ck
to Fund,amsnta,b"-fl'Le reader approved the manuscripts
but had to leave them with the Ed,itor for "cooking"-ffus

. Heraltl did not use the articles, returning them with a sug-
'' gestion that they would more likely suit a tecltni,cal journal
, 

-it was now July-T took the articles to Mildura and nsed
the'..lt} quineas propaganda money to advertise the articles
at f.u,'trI length in g columns in Sunraysia Daily, for reprints,
and fpr invitations-a conference resulted in a committee-
subseriptions came in to the amount of. f,152/10/- in the

+calnpaign of less than four weeks: the procrastination of a'solicitor in Melbout'ne delayed things till September-tbe
.pe-rsonal quota from the subscriptions was running out at
September ?}th-the 1925 elections loomed up-T decided
rlo try for nomination-He wrote earlier to the P.M. sending

''f-ttl1 details of viewpoint and experience:- the P.M. who had
: ehallenged young men of high ideals and business experi-
- ence, sent a formal letter suggesting that it would be neces-

li.sary for T to approach the tocuL Nationalist committee-
't,tlearly Ttarty potitics was not the route : T decided to nomin-

ate independently-he could not use his TRLIST Account
' e":"'for election expenses-he had on hand cL?L org&ll which had

been given to him and which had not found a buyer at the
June sale-he sold this for f,36 odd, fo F'-secured six
nominators after seuen approaches-one of whorn said he
would sign but would not commit himself to support or even
to vote for T-T went on to the seventh: L who could see

that an election was at least a conuentional toay of spending
nlonea, and could also see that household furniture and
effects on the previous scale would be an eneumbrance in
t[e event of leaving Mildura, joined T in a new TRUST to
apply the proceeds of. joint household effects, kreld in her
n;6tne, to the expenses of the election-ready money was
procured on the conditions under which this TRUSZ was

- ,established, for redemption in d,ue lsuvss-fl^rere followed
: a hecti,c 7 weeks-7,500 mani,festos, 7,000 reprints of an

election address "V'ict'ims of Tariffs and Shuttlecocks of
Finance"-7,500 ad,dressed, enuelopes, based on the tele-
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phone guides for the electorate-several meetings- Mild,ut.tt,,
Merbein, Red, Cliffs, St. Arnaud,, Ouyen-the first, fourth,
and fifth were reasonably well attended, the second and
third were mere conversations-the printing, postage, hall
hire, and other campaign expenses soon reached the legal
limit, but time also ran its course-the election spread some
of the proposals over 20,000 squa,re mi,les of territory',land
gave the recipients at least a passing interest in their
printed mail matter: T received say 9,15/* uotes-?Z/a of
tire poll-probably the highest independent quota in many
electorates-the i'etiring member was re-elected with a,l3ggo*:r ,

majority-he had the fficial ticket of the C.P. arrcl tfreruru i
ofllcial support of labour-later he split the C.P. to comqr
back again into the U.C.P.-the cost of the election w4$ ,

good business as propaganda, but the result mea'nt le'agffi I
Milclura. rriiii.

i,:li.ill

The Mildunr house sold even before the sale day for the*,.
furniture-the household effects were realised in Noaembepg,4:.

-the election subscriptions refunded and plans laid foi'
departure at the end of February, 1926-the intervening IIi',
period was to await the coming of a much-desired baba gi,t'l -11 I

who came and lived but fiae hours on January Znd,, 1926- il

T received back his election deposit in the first half of De-
cember, 1925, and. at once sent it off to H. &.R. to run their
Accountancgl course which T. realised it would be wise to
pursue because his experience did not provide diplomas-
a testimonial or credential from the former business of
which he had been MD would have been mere self-commell-
dation-the practieaL book-keeping provided reading for 8
cla'ys, then the H. & R. d,iploma test occupied two days
(10)s ltours): the next day T was in bed with congestion
of the lungs which kept him down for three weeks-he
gained the diplorua with 97/a-}Je went to Melbourne and.
Geelong in February, 1926 at the request and expense:'tif, .,j...
the bank, to try to arrange the transfer of shares to the' ;
bank which. eventually discharged the personal liabilities
and guarantees of the family in the business: this was con,

.l
I

'l' .. , E.R. & R.C. part I. i. page BbTi.(l;''
,l

l summated at March 31st, 1926: Tihe F.I.A. would not exempt
il 1., . T from the Insti.tute Intermecliate tests-Ire would not sit
, i{., for that-nor would. he sit for the A.I.C.A. because econo-

I fl , mics utas includ,ed. involving a study of the debt system as

,1 
"{'i' though it were economics: T decided to defer Accountancy

I till he had leisure for flnal swotting for The Companies
\ ,Auditors' Li,cense-this leisure came ,in September and, Oc-
I tober, 1927 when T read the rest of the H. & R. texts and

I sat the fourfold test for the license that year-T received

I the L.C.A. Janttary, 1928: T and, L took a suburban fur-
I 1,, -.pished house for six months from March 7st, 1926-T found
t : il' l'ho openings for private employment or remunerative occu-

I "#, pation in response to advertisements and applications-he
, !p, .l 'i'., tr:ied to arouse interest in what looked a promising mining
[ ' fi:a, adventure in antimony-it was worth the work but it
I"* ;;i+.h"orgt t no income-again it was Murch 31st-T tried to
j*$r,, '' see the Prime Minister-it could not be arranged-though...i;'r " T was one side of the blue baize door and the P.M. the other

, ,x$ii ' '-_so near to each other were the two men who had publicly
'itl'q+i enunciated equiualent assistance to exporters as part of the

policy of protection: T then tried a letter lo the P.M. with
:Ei, piinted matter, etc., this brought a reply that the P.M.

could not see his way to adopt the proposals-T wanted the
'I

I t P.M. to act as chairman of the 7975 Redemption Fund-

,l [ !::.:].1'*:?"T:. n1 **:'-]ii 1i"-']'l"l"Y,?i^l:1?I .ir' trouble-pleurisy this time-after that the delinquent
solicitor who was supposed to have been proceeding with
t}'e mod,el deed, wcts brought to the stage of releasing the

. 'r' papers and refunding the balance of fees: T sought other
' help and succeeded in having lengthy consultations-about

75 h,ours-with counsel-this confirmed the legal practica-

". 
trjility of the proposed deed : T visited Mildura, and delivered

,,ihis soul there by letter in Sunraysia Daily, June 12th, 1926

,-he returned to B- on the evening of June ljth-there
. -. followed on June 16th the draft on the Treasury initiating

, 
' the T t'ust responsibility of Gouernment for paaable returns,id security of tenure, and, efficiency i,n ind,ustra: that evening

T was appointed to the staff of a Wholesale Cacle Trader

,.{:
,i,1,
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where he was until October, 1928-at which date T tried
to interest The Deuelopment and, Migration Commi,ssion-
since defunct-but was informed that probably tlte Bureau
for Sci.entifi,c and, Ind,ustrial Reseurch would be a better
contact-T tried there, it was not their function to regard
Econom'ics us a sci,ence.

Then came the move to Geelong and the tests which
clearly relieved T as husband and father from responsibility
for the econom'ic support of wife and, childrez-with the
compensating revelation, during the tests, that natural taq
requires llornen and, chi,ld,ren to be recognised o,s usorkers,
i,n thei,r spheres of househotd,ing and, schooling.

A big price for a great discovery: Will the Commonwealth
accept the lesson, and avoid the heavier price which this
experience shows will otherwise be demanded of it?

What has the gallery of memories to do with economics?
Just this ! The realm of economics is the field of action.
Ideals, ideas, thoughts, words, deeds-let us have deeds-
political deeds for political economy.

Brotherhood of Man, is the new stage in the revelation
of the Glora of God.

Ideals conceived by faith, become ideas born of thought. ;.

Ideas given symbols, become words as a basis for action.

Thought crystallises ideas into words-action materialises
words into deeds-to make the utord, become fl,esh.

End, of Secti.on i..

(Written in 1932)
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The Growing Pains

The Growing Pains
1915-1932
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"-in sequence, as they were; not in the lump, as they
(rre thrown clown bef ore lts." (Carlyle.)

1915-Interest in pr.ices and wages was aroused by appear-

1916-Assumed responsibility of management of sales busi-
ness in Melbourne.

fr; 19l,7-Business representative at A.D.F.A. Conferences.

islS-Surrend,ered, Church Offirces rather than atlow fi,nance
to dominate religious work.

.l9l9-Articles on Ind,ustriul Unrest were published and paid
, .l for by The Ind,ustrial Australi,an and, Mi,ni,ng Stun-

dard, Melbourne.

1919-Labour or Gotd,? deflning the unit of labour, was pub-
lished without debt, by the patronage of the author's
father.

1920-Business registered in Sydney to handle the N.S.W.
and Export quotas of greatly increased business in
dried fruits.

1921-Responsibilities extended to executive control of
financing, packing, distributing, exporting, and ac-
counting businesses at Mildura, Melbourne, and
Sydney.

:

..7922-Became Chairman of the Mild,ura Growers' Un'ionn ' . group within the A.D.F.A.

1923-Advocated Dried Fruit Drawback as the need for

1,924-Dried, Fruit Drau;buck handbook sponsored by cam-

: paign committee of the Mild,ura Grouers' Uni,on.

JX??I-A YEAR OF GRACE IN BANKING ARRANGq"
MENTS,
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l924-Enunciated The Jubitee Year basis for redemption
of property, possessions and freedom.

l9L|-surrenclered, bus'iruess ltosi,ti,ons rather than allou
finance to dominate economic policy. 

l

l925-Advocated Seaen Aspects Justifying Getting Ca'pi-
talisation ancl Finance back to Fundamentuls.

1925-secured more than 9,150 votes as an independent
candidate in the Federal Eleetorate of Wimmera,
urging that primary producers were Victilnb of
Tariffs and Shuttlecocks of Finance.

1926-Transferred the responsibility for
justments to the F ederal Treasury.
dary Industry.

1927*Passed the test as AUDITOR

1928-Issued the thesis Thc Crcdif
Lim,it of Second,aru Ind,ustru.

lg28-Withdrew from secondary industry, rather
allow monetary considerations to submerge
scientious scruples.

1929-The Functions of Arbitration published by The
G eelong Ad,,"- e rt is e r, October 2nd, 1929.

. :r.ti 'l: rlr3:,:-i

,,'..i.-]

dried fruits' artr-

Entered Secon-'

1930-Became staff and advisory accountant
turing business providing time saving
the man on the land.

FOR COMPANIES.,,

Line in Economics the

to a manufac-
machines for

1930-Commenced the illustrations of economic movements
to be ready for 1932.

193l-Business falling away, gave time to Thc, Jub,i,tee Yea,r
Plo,n, foy the Commonwealth.

1932-Commenced lecturing, and distributing of literature.

l9??-Surrendered, family ci,rcle rather than allolu finaneial
wo,ges to clominate the marrictge ties.
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Part [X., Section ii-The Fallacies of Finance

Thele are three generai purposes for the use of money:-
(i) A store of value.
(ii) A rnedium of exchange.
(iii) A measure of value.

Properly used for these purposes, money provides suitable
records for' (i) reser:v€s, (ii) exchange, and (iii) valpation.
The errors in reasoning lvhich arise within the financial
system lead to improper uses of money, these in turn lead to
failure of reserves, exchange, and valuation.

lL Iras lrot llccrr gcncraliy rccogrriscd that with the devclop-
mcnt of these three uses of ironey for the three ideas-re-
serves, exchar:gc, and valnation-money has accluired thlee
distinct meanings which have not been and cannot be satis-
factorily recorded rvith one symbol, i.e., one money sign.

The tiu'ee uses of money are confused iir the use of one
symbcl to exprcss three ideas.

lfhe lack of a standard unit of valuation has confuscd all
or:onornic thinking fol rnany centuries.

In all proi:atrrility ttre original idea of money u,as nothing
beyond thc mere counting of possessions-so rnany slaves, so
n'iar1y be:l,sts, so mauy houses, lands, vineyards, and what
not-a siirple taliy of property. This would give rise to
ideas of :i reoerve stol"e of value in so far as the property
could be usecl :[or l,he'producing of income ; of a medium of
exchange by ihe use of the tally of one or several generally
acceptzlblc posscssions; anc{ of, a measure of value in the pro-
cess of reg-,laccrrlelit. Tile ideas of reserves, exchange, and
valuaitr,ior, ll,err; imposed i;pon the iclea of property without
tire reatriraticl ihat it r,i-as in:ipossible to express more than
one idea yu'ith one syrnbol.

I\'Ioney as er tally of property is nothing more than a mere
reeord cf irossessions, rna.de in the money symbol-it is a
fallacy tc 1.hink of a record of possessions as a measure of
v'atrue, ;rloperty is not money" The tally of the property
could b,e riserl as a medium of exchange when the property
couid not; but, because the tally used as a medium of ex-
cirange was not distinguished from the tally as a mere record
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of possessions, the two ideas were confused in the one syrtfuoi
and the confusion has persisted and caused furtLrer con-
fusion with the new ideas for the use of money. The cl,is-
tinction has been lost from sight because proper,ty itself has
sometimes been used as the tally, anci very often the taily
has been impressed on property. Coinage is a combination
of the two ideas-a tally of property and a mediuilt of ex-
change,-the coin bears its tally on its face. A tillly, how-
ever, cannot be both atally of property and a medium of, ex-
change at one and the same time.

It is essential that a clear distinction be dral,r.n beLrt'eeri
the concrefs-semmodities; a;he r"elatir.e-t,a11ies; and tlie
abstract-valuationi eg., gold (a cornmodity), ,;[re sovere]"Elr
(a tally), and the pound sterling (er unit of, cuirency). T'iie
difference is only norv coryring into recognition. The three
ideas are separate and distinct, having no nor.inai r"elation-
ship apart from legal sanction. Perhaps the mosL serious
fallacy still persisting in the thinking: of economists is thc
confusion of the idea of property with the idea of store of
value. So deep seated is this confusiorr of itlcirs thtrt at ic.-,st
one eminent biologist has urritten of the rvonderful c'liscover:r
that gold could take the place of grain as capital. IIe dic,l
not, however, state by what process of alchemy g;old could
be transmuted to cornmodities that would sustain life-an
elementary requirement of biological capital. 'tr'his is cvi-
dence of the great and wide-spread confusion caused by the
use of different terms for the same idea in rliffcrent c{run-
tries, or the same term for different ideas in the samc
country.

The three aspects of money in thc daiiy vicr,v of the people
are seen in the three uses to which money is put, (i) wages-
a measure of value, (ii) prices-a medium of exchangc"
(iii) profits-a store of value. It is esscntial that aii three
ideas be expressed separateiy in separate unii,s inter"change*
able on common standards. There is a most important dil:
ference betr.veen the three units being intclchangctlrle :rs
suggested, and being convertible as no\4,, through being in-
distinguishable. They can, in fact, be interchangc:rble u,ith
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each other, but only in law can they be converted into each ,

oither. The great need in the science of economics is that of i
clearly distinguishable units of reserves, exchange, and valu-' jli
ation. ',5!i 1

When the deposit receipts of goldsmiths were used for 'tn

exchange, it became clear that the real security was the con-
fidence of the traders in the tally of property as the medium
of exchange. This confidence has been transferred almost
unconsciously from the early tallies of property to the
modern legal tender. All these developments seem to have ,,s,i,,, ,,.:i{

occurred. without revealing work as the common factor in 
-'l ' +i:;

the three uses of money. A new legal tender issued as cur:
rency for work done, for exchange with the output of in- .,;,:.;\.: ,

dustry at prices intended to re-call and cancel the legal f,sn- 'ri:,ii:1.ri:

der, will so stabilise exchange that the confidence of all i:i.{ 
,iir

members of the community in the new medium of exchange'jrir' ' ' '* / r

will be quickly gained and firmly maintained. The ,rrit of 'fi"'ul'

reserve related to surplus output will provide incentive and
reward for efficiency and for new enterprise. '9: 

'

t.
':L.

The transition from legal tender debt currency issued as

an advance against assets, to legal tender credit currency
issued in respect of work done (i.e., of natural functions
fulfilled), can be seen to be emerging from the confusion of
ideas which has allowed tallies of broperty to be used to se-

cure the issue of a medium of exchange while also allowing
the use of the unit of currency as a basis of valuation of
property, thus showing no connection between work as the
cost and money as the valuation' The use of money as a
unit of tally of property has preserved the fallacy that work
is paid for with money instead of property being paid for
rvith work. The confusion became worse confounded when
the process of valuation applied to property and assets led to
the false assumption that money could be used as a store
of value without provision for reserves of products for the
sustaining of labour in industry,-5lavs5 who received no

monetaryrewards, were provided for out of the products of'

labour-so wage earners can be provided for only out of the
products of labour, not out of monetary reserves.
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Because the ideas have been confused in the use of one
money symbol for three purposes, it has taken serious crises
to enfoice adjustments which should have been regulated
in a normal way.

Finance by issuing clrrrency against tallies of property-
debt secured by assets-enables borrowers to pay wages to
workers, to take their products or output, to sell them a
share or part of the output, in exchange for their wages, to
fepay the loan, and to keep the surplus. This surplus in
turn becomes security for further loans for further exploit

S{r- ,irrs:i of wOrkerS.

.., Worse than this the effect of supply and demand on the
f.i "1-price of products is to cancel the wages issued against con-

,,!,l'riil. su*ets (products consumed) without leaving any claim by

f;t' the workers on the assets made by them while in receipt of
. ;-.,wages. This confusion extends to governments, public ser-

+ !r:' .l'' 'vices, and public works generally. The illusion persists
that property owners and financiers provide the money
which pays for work, instead of the reality being recognised
that work is the only payment. Because no distinctions are
made in the money signs or symbols used for cost and price,
the substitution of a mere record of valuation for the can-
celled medium of exchange goes unrecognised, and is allowed
to remain as though the tally of assets and property were
money. Money is allowed to command labour, instead of
labour being the only basis for records of cost, price, and
surplus.

The idea of tallies is confused with the medium of ex-
change because the idea of tallies persists in bank notes and
fiduciary notes which contain promises to pay in gold far
peyond the gold holdings. The idea of tallies-the deposit
receipt:-has had superimposed upon it the idea of the
rnedium of exchange-the bank note; and the idea of valua-
tion-the fiduciary note; with the result that no legal dis-
tinction has been made between the three ideas-tally, ex-
'change, valuation. The idea of valuation is emerging clearly
with the lifting by legal sanction of the obligation on central
banks to buy and sell gold at standard prices, and the issue
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0f currency simply as legal tender. The want of establish-
ment of a unit of valuation still leaves gaps between tallies,
exchange, and currency, which can be bridged onlf by isstL-

l'he visible chattges in the ideas of morley at'e dtscet'triLrlc
in gold plate (property), fine gold (asset), gold bullion (com-
modrty), the soverign (tally), the pound note (valuatlon).
'I'he change from the urut of commodity (quantity'of
weight), to the unit of tally (sovereign), was made wrttrout
Iegal drstinction between the commod.rty and tne tally, just
as the change from the unit of taliy (the sovereign),,.ry#ff.'1,
made to the unit of currency (the fiduciary note), wrthij'ut''i
legal distinction being given to the note as the unit ot vaiiih-",'..
tion of work d.one. No legal sanction has yet been given tb ,'.
a unit of valuation. The pound note as currency is tne unit .", .:;.ri

of cost, but in law it is still confused with gold-an o'utput 'r;.,,. jfi;
of labour-instead of being related to work-the means of,r, ' ,'.fi

,*tprt. The result is the vicious circle of wages, prices,'' , ,11': 
'

profits,-instead of the normai circulation of wag"., e"l,',,.ff1i;,,
change, surplus. The sovereign (about 123 grains) is the 

': Y
unit of tally of gold-which can have a normal valuation,,;61ft5.. .

only in relation to the normal cost of extracting and coining , ff
the gold. The normal cost is work. The unit of valuation
will relate the unit of tally to the unit of work. For want
of a unit of valuation of work, untold confusion has arisen 

1i
because the ideas of property, assets, commodities, tallies
and valuation have been allowed to flnd expression in re- 4"':

lation to gold instead of in relation to work. This may be .

seen by thinking forward-work, valuation, tally, com- " :

modity, asset, property; instead of backwards-property,
asset, commodity, tally, valuation, work. Considering the
early flduciary bank note it will be found to bear a nominal
promise to pay in gold. It is prima facie a guarantee to the
worker that he will receive in exchange for the note a given
quantity of a given commodity, which in turn will be et

"t 
arrg"abte with other commodities and services necessary ','#$

in providing the living standard for the worker. In fact 1o

the no,te gives no guarantee either as to gold or other com-
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rnodities or services in relation to the work for which the
note is issued. There is no legal sanction requiring either
direct or indirect relationship between prices and wages-
even the issue of legal tender notes is not restricted to be
evidence of work done, but is permitted against work, com-
modities, assets, and property indiscriminately-to the seri-
ous detriment of producers, and the unjust exclusion of sub-
sistent workers such as women and children.

.In practice it has no,t yet been found possibie to guarantee

. the worker any given return for his work, because the unit
{ r'l.i,}"i;"1 currency issued as wages has been regarded as a unit of

' 1J-",''i',tally instead of as a unit of valuation of the output of work.
', The idea of valuation has been imposed on the idea of tally

instead of on the idea of work as the normal cost. Gold,
because of its indestructibility, has now accumulated to suor

. vast stocks as a commodity that it cannot be gsed in circula-
tion. It fails to circulate as a commodity, and it fails to

. serve as a backing for the medium of exchange because
l

neither in practice, in law, nor in fact has gold served to
satisfy the demands of workeis in exchange for their wages.
Legal wages will represent normal wages when the legal
ratio between prices and wages represents the normal ratio
between consumers and producers. Gold is the one com-
modity which can be given'a nominal valuation as a com-
modity which need not vary even over a lengthy period-a
wide fluctuation in the cost of extracting gold would have
little or no effect on its valuation as a commodity, the ac-
cumulated stocks would render the variations in cost of
annual extractions negligible. It is merely necessary to
recognise in legal sanctions that not the tally but the work
is the basis of cost-golcl would then be merely a stan-
dardised commodity with a standardised valuation in rela-
tion to the unit of work on which the unit of valuation is
based. The valuation of the unit of tally of commodities is
the unit of price. This gives the need for clear units. The

' unit of work-the unit of valuation-the unit of commodi-
ties-the unit of surplus. Work is the cost, the valuation of

I the unit of commodities is the price, the surplus in reserve

-,"""'1r"
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is profit. The unit of work has been conr,,eniently stan-
dardised as the week-the unit of valuation is to be the unit
of currency issued as wages for the unit of work-the unit :

of tally of commodities is to be the quantity of commodities , t#
necessary for the week's living-the unit of profit is to be l

the unit of surplus commodities in reserve. The unit of
work-cost-is rewarded with the unit of currency, and the
unit of currency is exchangeable with the unit of co,mmo-
dities at valuation in units of work-price; the capacity of
work in industry to provide more than the standard tally
of commodities will be rewarded with the issue of claims on r;,;1'r ".
the surplus, leading to less work, or more leisure, or im-, I ' 'in

proved standards of living-profit. Here are clearly the *
ideas of 

TTIul:-e of vatue-work the normal cost. '

(ii) A medium of exchange-division of labour, the, ,

nofmal price.
(iii) A store of value-surplus'output.

It is not possible to distinguish the ideas in practice when
statists have only one money sign or symbol to represent
wages-the measure of value; prices-the medium of ex-
change; and profits-the store of value.

It is hopeless to rely upon monetary records which include
wages, prices, and proflts, all inextricably merged in cir-
culation and exchange at different stages. There is no way
of recognising normal costs in records which neglect the
differences between legal sanctions and normal movementS.
Nor is it possible to establish a normal relationship of
prices to wages when many subsisted workers-consuming
without replacing gengumsfs-are excluded from the issue
of wages on the fallacy that they are dependents. Subsisted
workers include pensioners, invalids, public servants (health, . r

education, public works, etc.), and most neglected of all,
women and children. Involuntary unemployment is also
eligible for the receipt of wages during transition from fully '

manned industries to other enterprises.
Least of all is it possible to give effective practice to the

idea of valuation while property, assets, and commodities,
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are alone held to be eligible as security for the issue of
wages. This has the effect of excluding large bodies of
workers from any direct claim on output; on assets or pro-
perty resulting from their work as distinguished from goods

and services consumed by them. It also prevents women

and children from normal sharing in the output of industry
by reason of their specialising as subsisted workers in
householding and schooling. Profits are the evidence of a

changed relationship of prices to wages. Such changed

relationships are due to various changes in efficiency
'-the output of units of commodities in relation to the units
of work. The fallacy of proflt-the profit motive-persists
because it is assumed that the property, assets, and com-

rnodities, charged as security for the issue of wages, are

used in the payment of wages. In fact, it is the payment

of wages which imparts value to the commodities, assets, and

property. The valuation of property, assets and commo-

dities, is at present a process in accountancy quite distinct
from the issue of legal tender. OnIy when legal tender is

issued solely as evidence of work done will it be possible for
valuations to be accurate in relation to normal costs, prices,

and profits. Currency is issued in respect of work-all
other monetary transactions are mere transfers of claims,

or exchange of claims with commodities, assets, and pro-

perty. If currency appears to be issued against the security

of commodities, assets, and property, it is merely because

currency is then used as a more convenient tally for ex-

change of commodities, assets, and property' If currency

issued against the security of commodities, assets and pro-

perty is visibly used for the payment of wages it is in fact

tnougfr not yet in law issued for work done, and again in

fact though not in law it gives to workers claims on pro-

perty, assets, commodities, products, or services, resulting

from the work. Thinking backwards from property to

work, gives to property-owners, employers, and issuers of

money, claims on the workers. Wage-slavery ! Thinking

forward from work to property gives to workers-pro-
ducers or subsistents--claims on the output of industry'

;',?

.,1i1
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whether services, products, commodities, assets, or property.
Economic freedom !

Part II., Section iii-Debt, Delusory
The delusions arising with debt are many and varied.

They have the double effect of misleading those people who
deal in debts, and of subjugating those whose claims to in-
come arise within the debt system. The idea underlying
debt is that services, products, commodities, assets, and pro-
perties-the results of work-secure the debts created
against them in the payment for work. In reality the ser-
vices, products, commodities, assets, and properties,
are old wages withheld-the debts created against
them are new claims issued to workers and others,
by which the workers procure only part of their new wages.
The delusion is that the money is the payment for the work,
or for the results of work, where in reality the work is the
payment and the results are the wages for the work. Money"
properly used, is the record of work (cost) in wage-units;
of results (output) in quantity-units; of exchange (price)
in price-units; and of surplus (profit) in profit-units. The
records of monetary movements in the debt-economy are
misleading. The political economists permit financiers to
create debts; bankers and business men to deal in debts;
and require wo'rkers to accept monetary wages as their sole
claims to income. Monetary wages are issued for work
done for holders of service franchises: and for owners of
products, commodities, assets, or properties; against which
the wages stand as debts. Existing rights, and the results
of former wo,rk are held in law to secure monetary wages
issued for current work. The outcome is that financiers,
hankers, business men, and workers are deluded into think-
ing of money as representing claims on the workers-e.g.,
giving employment-instead of thinking of work as estab-
lishing claims on incorne. The lags between prices and
wages in inflation and deflation of debt are due to the money
being issued against the results of industry-i.e., allowing
valuation to be convertible to currency*when monetary
wages are unquestionably created against the processes of
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industry. Money in fact, is issued against processes and
cancelled against results. Money in law, is issued against
results and cancelled in processes. The law allows money to
be regarded as payment, where in fact the only payment is
wprk. Money does not pay wages-the issue of currency
as wages is the creation of money as a record of cost in
wgrk. Debt so deludes political economists that money is
regarded in legal sanctions as being issued against results
and cancelled against processes. The general conception is

,,,- ,.i.. that financier"s and bankers invest money in processes and
ll.,.|:i.'ti1al';^-^,.,^il i+ f-^* -^.',I+c Tm {.qat lha m^no\r i< nraqfprl ql its$;1r:'1i{;petover it from results. In fact the money is created at-its

l ssue in processes and cancelled in exchange for results.
: -t\{oney is issued to workers'as a claim to income. The claim
, i'J- tur*"rdered by workers in exchange for income, and

.ioi:: should at that stage be legally cancelled-instead of beingti 
allowed to be thought of as available for re-issue. Money

":l is not borrowed, it is created.

Allowing for this erroneous inversion of the issue and can-

i,"icellat'on of money, it is admissible that financiers, bankers,
,r'business men and workers, make reasonably effective efforts

"*to play their parts in sustaining industry, and maintaining
exchange. The delusion that it is money that pays wages

Ieads to the exclusion of women and children from the pay-

sheets of the Commonwealth, as though they were not
workers and wdre not eligible for income. The evidence of
the delusory nature of debt is the failure of the best efforts
'of financiers and bankers to fulfil their functions, and the
inability of hosts of workers to find ways and means of pro-
curing the very things which they would themselves make.

but which for want of claims to income they are prevented

frorn either making or enjoying, though eagerly willing to
play their part in providing them. Speculators, who should

be the leaders in forecasting demand and supply, are given

: no stable basis on which to speculate. Stock, bond, and
,'imoney brokers, who Should be the expert specialists in valua-

tion and capitalisation of assets and property, are left
stranded at the ebb and flow of deflation and inflation of
debts, Lawyers who should be the legislators, are immersed
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in the rights and vested interests in property, to the detri-
ment of useful work and income. AII of these have no stan-
dard of value. They are permitted to confuse currency, cir-
culation, and capitalisation, as though all were convertible

Owners of legal claims on services, products, commodities,
assets, and properties, and those with evidence of invest-
ments in businesses and industries are all allowed to pledge
their claims and investments for the issue of currency, while
those who have only their work-the only-normtl pr":lru:r,t.,fl
ing power-cannot secure currency except by pledging their ' .

work to such owners. Political-economists instead of recog- '

nising that work alone is eligible for the issue of curr€r1clr1:'
permit bankers to insist upon security for debt, as thoug-h
work were the commodity and money the payment. The
delusion permeates the entire financial system, resulting in
the exploitation of the worker, instead of in the dignity of
work-and in the oppression of the family instead of in the
magnifying of marriage-all this in the belief that exemp- I ,',

tion from work is bought with money, instead of being evi- '''.
dence of exploit of workers. ':i

Financiers, bankers, speculators, brokers, insurers, and
numerous hosts trained as dealers in debt, will be useful in
an unprecedented way when the law substitutes for the issue
of money as debt against the results of work-and for the
eancellation of money as investment in the processes of in-
dustry; the issue of money as credit against the processes
of industry, and the cancellation of money against the prices
of the results of those processes.

So deep seated is the delusion that money is income, that
a suggestion that money can only function properly when
recognised as a basis of exchange, is often met with the
sceptical enquiry-is it desirable to get back to barter?
Ferv, if any, among our present and rising generations have
been taught to think of money as other than a commodity.
It is not a commodity. It is a legal sanction. Fewer have
been taught to think of food, clothing, fuel, shelter, recrea-
tion, education, and leisure, as income. Iudeed the place
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, ' that money holds in the contemporary minds 0f students
and the general public is shown by the frequent efforts to

.: draw some distinction between money and income, by using
X the words "real income,, as the ;purchasing power of

. money," in attempts to lead people to think in an ,,economic,,

sense. Work is the only purchasing power. Income com-
prises the results of work, and nothing else. Although cus_
tomary to measure income in terms of money, income is
really the services and commodities we procursin exchange

._ for our work. Work is the purchasing po*ur, money is the
;i*,:. l.Si.iegal claim to income. fhe claim should be issued for work

,:i The difficulty of reconciling money and income is due to
,,"the legal sanetion given to the issue of money as debt. This

i, permits valuation to be oonverted to currency, where cur-
': rency should be issuable for work only and exchangeable', with valuation. It appears to students of finance that' money is secured by assets-because legal sanction is given

to debt. They fail to look with the keener eye of the mind
'., for the true security-work-which alone renders valuation
. possible as a medium of exchange of income for work.

Those students who are willing to accept one symbol-be it
sterling, pounds, dollars, francs, marks, or what not-to
represent at the same time wo,rk, property, exchange, and
valuation, can hardly be expected to see the difference be-
tween debt and credit. It is better to change the legal sanc-
tions so that currency be issued against work-thus elimina-
ting varying units of money-rather than to persist with
attempts to reconcile wage-units, price-units, and profit-
units, all under one name throughout the many fluctuating
debt interests, which prevent equilibrium for lack of a stable
unit of work.

,i,. , Because of the issue of money as debt, the income'of the
people is measured in money, which is a claim only, instead

..:. ...r?:- of in output and services which work alone can prbvide, and
),,,., '-i' .on which money now has the legal claim. This is not merely

, a matter of convenience, but of legal claims which are es-
tablished by the issue of currency in the debt system un-

-#+J',:a* '

i.t:
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restricted to work. Also because of debt, wealth is measured

chiefly in assets, which are used as security for debt, al-

though they themselves are evidence of the consumption of
products which had gone to sustain the lives of the workers
who made the assets;-such prodircts having been produced

by the work of other workers not in any way being depen'

dent, except at law, upon the assets pledged as security for'

the debt. This debt falsely serves as a claim, not only to
the surplus products, but also to the new assets resulting
from the current work. ,,,#:,.: .. 

.

Without products-goods for consumption-it is irnpo$|"-, ' '' '':
sible to sustain workers for the making of assets' Producffii, ' 

,

become consumets-they are consumed-and are rePlaeelffi;,i1ii"

by new products; they are drawn from industry, not fro'ri1;.ii$

tinuous process, and in no way-except at law-dependi ' ' 
*,'1id'

upon the valuation of properfy or'the availability of assets *Bt
as security for debt. Here is the crux of the problem con-' ,ffi
fronting monetary reformers and political economists. The rY'T

capacity to save and the incentive to thrift, have been di-r;j';aH*r,tfr,

u"*tud from the proper conservation of true income, to the : i'

hoardingandaccumulatingofdebt-claimsonassetsandon

property. The replacements of consumets for secondar;rn', i ,t,.-*.,,'

industry by new products from primary industry is a coitt;i,.,' ,i1,;g
.^+ -.i l- trr .l^^o-di I , *,*t;
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yet exist. We pledge the future right to a non-existent
thing, creating debt, only because of our laws of borrowing.
All income is the result of work. Debt is secured in legal
sanctions giving to the holders of property-assets-the

: legal right to issue money as claims to income, without also
'fixing on the issuers the responsibility to so regulate prices
that all the income will be distributed in exchange for all
the claims. There has been no general recognition that
wages, prices, and proflts have natural signiflcance as

- ,..:.i,:.${q\,:economic terms, quite distinct from their legal significance
l'i..'" I :, ,ias financial terms. The need for clearing the mind of this

',:Sfdeep-seated delusion of regarding money as income is para-
.;+iiffilmount, in political economy.

, lfi , Assets-things-have been regarded as the main wealth. i.{f Assets-things-have been regarded as the main wealth
I l;F, 'of a people for long centuries-to such an extent that the

./'ji,1,;:, sl.m.ntaty economic truth that without work there can be

% : no income has been disregarded in legal sanctions which
.,i'"h".,ffi require assets as security for the issue of monetary wages.

l{ffi1 ' History discloses claims by victors over vanquished-not
only as regards territory, and other property, and assets,

,,.'pffif*ii.but also over the very lives and bodies of the victims of the
'r'ii::: : . old orders of eannibalism and human slavery. When vic-

tims were found more valuable as slaves than as food, the
, system was not changed to cancel the claims of owners over
' the output of the workers. The institution of slavery merely

meant the inclusion of slaves amongst the assets of the
" o*r"*. There has been no clear cut severance of ideas re-

I lating to property, exchange, and valuation, because there
: ''' has been no clear cut differentiation in legal sanctions be-' ' tween property, exchange, and income.

Money has been held to designate all three without any

'distinction being made in identifying which aspect money
was being used to indicate. Men of property have been held
to be entitled to the issue of legal tender currency despite
the outstandingly clear evidence of all history that work
and work only has been the price of progress. The failure
to hold the issuers of legal tender currency responsible for
the proper distribution of income arising from work, has

S*',t,"
,t'
;,!

"i{

surplus output of industrY.

Thistendencytosavedebt-moneyisself-contradictory.
The very people who "live on money" advocate most loudly

the balanced budget and the necessity to "live within in-

come." Would it not be a blessed moment of sanity in which

all debtors and creditors could recognise that if all deluded

borrowers lived within income there would be no delotors'

and therefore no creditors, and thus no "living on moneyrr?

It is not possible to consume what is not produced' It-is not

possible io live beyond income. There need be no debtors;

ihere should be no creditors. Where there are no debtor:s

there are no creditors. Here is the deep-seated delusion of *1'

debt. Far from it being possible to live beyond its income

there is not for any people any such resource in nature as

going into debt. It is impossible to borrow what does not
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led to the confusion between debt and credit. It is possible

and indeed now urgently necessary that money be issued
as credit for work done, and that it be recognised as can-
celled against products consumed in the living standard of
urorkers receiving the credit. The remaining functions of
money-those of serving as a tally of property, and as a
valuation of assets will then clearly be seen as book records
only.

The medium of exchange is not secured by property, no{:-],,,,
yet by assets, but by work, and by a proper division of in- 

" 
r 

I

dustry to provide a proper production and distribution of,'
income.

Owners of property are not always men of responsibility.
Assets are often used by men of responsibility who are not
men of property. The recognition that property carries re-
sponsibility is usually restricted to financial interpretations
timited by the delusions of debt. The establishment <.

credit in the place of debt will develop responsibility for the
effective use of assets-and for the direction of labour as

leaders, not as employers, rather than encourage the
manipulation of money claims and property. Men of ability
will be substituted for mere men of property. Use will
justify possession, and possession will displace ownership.

These are fit subjects for legal sanctions, and only by
dealing with them in law can workers hope to be relieved
of the untold burdens placed upon them and their "depen-
dents," by their acquiescence in the issuing of money se-

cured by assets and property-which debt-money pledges

their output to the holders of claims of debt established by
legal sanction.

Regarding money as income and debt as wealth, together
so cloud the issues of political economy that the misconcep-
tions of wealth encourage the human motive of self-preser-
vation without proper recognition of the larger self in the
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common interests of humanity. In the service of debt, life
takes second place to the defence of assets and property,
despite the clear evidence that wealth has been con-

sumed during the making of the assets and propert5r

' while life itself is sacrificed to save the debt. The aftermath
of war is the re-awakening of the underlying motive of self-

" preservation less clouded by the emergency issues of per-
":lsonal danger and national patriotism. Victims of war have

*,1,i,,;,peen sacrificed in cannibalism and slavery. Serfs have been
t l'' 'sacrificed to the land. Peasants have been sacrificed to mar-
..,i, kets. Wage workers are sacrificed to the debt system; while

'.;:-' weln€Il and children are outcasts in modern political
economy. Work for money or starve is not a far step from

r: slavery and feudalism, for those whose work is the only
means of procuring income, and whose wages are payable

only by men of property already taken by exploit of
workers. Credit will put work first. Debt puts property

, first.

,, , The failure of the gold-standard has at least made clear
that the gold-the property-is not the security for the
promises to pay in gold-and just as certainly, assets are

not the security for the bank debts masquerading as credit'
The only security for credit is work. The failure of the

N.S.W. State Savings Bank did more than serve as a warn-
ing to politicians and bond-holders. It showEd that bank

balances are book records and that no banking system can

. pay out or realise more than the unconsumed income of a

community. The greater part of bank balance sheets repre-

sents valuations of assets and property which cannot even

masquerade as money when a run, however caused, sets in
for realising the deluding claims of debt.

Exchange has for its objective the regulation of produc-
tion and distribution of supply for the needs of life and in-
flustry. The use of money of account, as a medium of ex-
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change in industry, rests upon the delusion that debt is
credit. Money of account is merely a tally of property or a
valuation of assets. It can be used quite well for purposes ,.:,1;
of exchange in its own field-assets and property-when 

,,;.'':'"'the method of tally, or basis of valuation, is properly re- r,;..1,,

Iated to the circulating currency. Clearly when it is desirecl ,,: ' . .

to exchange one property for another it is convenient thatrlir'
both should be valued on a common standard. ,.i;ii-l'-'.-i),1,, \

. l--.. :. .

It is, however, grossly unjust and quite disturbing tqi,,$YJ'i '

economic stability that exchanges should be attempted be-;,;.,i,;' ''iiir,t.

tween workers and holders of property or of assets, when,,11,f1{r1t3

wages as legal tender currency are issued only through the-,;ili,',..",.,+r i
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I , , The exchange of one property for another can be effected
l;:1' ' - without a medium of exchange. It requires merely honest

g1i:,.r -' tallies for comparison and agreement. Almost impercep-
i: ':":i.. tibly the tallies are made in terms of the currency for two
-l' '1:.'.1,.important reasons-(i) the tallies are more commonly un-

:.derstood when expressed by an honest valuer in terms of
rr,.li.l^^ -------^------ /::\ a.l^^ l^ll--:- -^^^-^^,^^^.I.- -^^,,--+^ "'I^^-,';ii.the currency; (ii) the tally is more nearly accurate when
,l;...;-.f^:- +^-*^ ^f +L^ -. +l"o+ io . hocia.rrhi^h <rro-'made iin terms of the currency, as that is a basis which sug-

'r' . ,r tallies, and using the currency as the medium. In the first
1.1 

r'-1'*r case*a common basis-there is nothing needed as a

'.,'*,t.irnedium; the exchange is property for property on the basis
'of the agreed tallies. In the second case-as a medium-
the exchange is made per medium of claims, and is not com-
'plete till the claims are used and cancelled in acquiring the

:i,:: exchanged properties. Currency used in this u'ay as a
I medium of exchange, is a claim to existing property valued

on the basis of the currency-it is the medium for effecting
a mere transfer, in no way comparable to currency issued

as elaims to income-and could not be used as such, except

, by false legal sanction. The legal tender currency basis of
valuation postulates new money for new work and is quite a

,' distinct money from the medium of exchange used as claims

the normal task of paying a new day's work for a new day's

income, that work should be represented by a new claim
running concurrently with the work and serving as the
basis of valuing the work for the purpose of pricing the
result.

r,;.-a!'-' The delusions of debt make this phase of great impor-
: tance, because it is here that present legal sanctions permit

' th" creation of claims to property interchangeable with,
eonvertible to, and indistinguishable from, the legal tcnder

,. ,', 
1,i

"'1

:]
I
t

holders of property, and property is convertible to legal
tender currency whether used for wages or not. ;'i':i" ; ::r r'

-'ir,:: ''i :;
' ":inii "r';A elear: distinction between the three functions of money ,ii . iij'

kers in the debt system sell their labour for legal tender cur- ,,,,6i,[

,:,!

',s,;
,R.

,s,:
R.

'{ii$il
-valuation-exchange-and 

tally-will disclose that wor-

rency, to owners who claim the surplus output with no re- t.i u*;,,
snonsibilitv to relate nriees to wa.eres- ""Tt,[;;sponsibility to relate prices to wages. -j

This is particularly offensive when the workels receiving .t

wages are providing assets as public property pledged to i
bond-holders, who have been deluded into believing they are r , i

the investors, and supported in that belief by the legal
claims to principal and interest written on the bonds. Truly : '1

they are bond-holders, and the workers are bond-slaves.
The worker is bound to accept legal tender currency, which,
however, is legal tender for debt, not for income as the out-
put of industry.

It should be a matter of simple language to explain the
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currency claims to income, Economic realities render
necessary that claims to property-investment-be distin_
guished from the legal tender currency-wages-claims to
income, issued and circulated in industry. More insistent
is the necessity for legal sanctions permitting, indeed re-
quiring, that currency issued and circulated in industry b,e,
legal tender claims to income, issued solely to workers and
used definitely for the purposes of exchange for output ne-
sulting within the period for which it is issued. Such legal
sanctions distinguishing currency, circulation and capitali- .,*

sation will quickly show that the claims of property owners: .'1
in respect of tallies of property-investments-are not and
should in no respect be eligible as security for the issue of 1::
Iegal tender currency.

.-, -,':
The delusions of debt make it appear possible for pro-

perty owners to issue claims on their property per medium
of bankers, who on the legal security of the property enable
the owners to pay wages in legal tender currency. The
owners then claim the output of the workers'industry less '

only the living standard enjoyed by the workers. The legal
tender currency thus issued as wages to the workers is can-
celled against consumets-the living standard-leaving not
only the property unencumbered by claims, but also leaving
with the owners of the properby the surplus products pro-
duced by the workers and withheld from them as reserves
when computing prices. Most unfairly of all, the owners of
the property are then also legally entitled to claim the assets
made by the workers, but not included in the living standard
against which the workers' claims to ineome are cancelled.
It is certain that the property accepted in law as the legal
security for the issue of legal tender currency-and itself
the result of work, and evidence of the consumption of the
living standard enjoyed by the workers who brought the,
property into existence-thus previously withheld from the
workers-contributes no part whatever, except by false legal
sanctions, to the w'orkers' living standard. In law it is the
security for the issue of legal tender euFrency, without
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which the worker has no legal claim to income. In econo-
mic realitres the property owner as such has no claim on the
industry of the worker, without which the ,'investor,, wouldr, have no income. All workers together have produced the
living standard and made all the assets and brought all' property into existence. Only to the extent that property
owners work in administering industry and in leading wor-' kers, are they entitled to participate in the issue of legal

-' tender currency claims to income. The output of industry
i,, is income; reserves and margins of safety are common in-
irl',terests. The normal means of acquiring income is work.

The legal tender currency claims to income represent work.
,." ;It should be issued to workers as claims to ineome, not to

' property owners as claims on workers. As a normal state
' all are workers.' Political-economy will be normal when all

'' receive legal tender currency as wrorkers, playing their part
'in the work of the community. The first step is to bring
debt to a stop, then issue legal tender currency to all per-

. 
sons as credit, to be surrendered in exchange for income.

Work can then be classifled according to natural bent,
and prices regulated accordingly to cancel the legal tender
currency issued as credit.

Assets are made, not produced. They represent the
changes of form conferred on natural resources by workers.
They are the visible evidence of work and industry. They
are results. They are not the basis of valuation, nor yet
the security for debt. There is a vast process of primary
industry-producing products-leaving no visible addition
to wealth as the evidence of its fruitfulness; it contributes
the living standard to workers in every division of industry.
'Primary industry produces products for consumption, not
assets for possession. When primary industry' fulfils its
functions it merely restores reserves which had become con-
sumets-things consumed-and bdds new reserves to the
store of the capital of industry. The delusions of debt en-
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slave this vast array of primary producers, and leave to
their own devices, and to the mercy of financiers, all the
industries on which progressive human activities depend

for sustenance, besides developing parsimony and parasi-
tism,fromfearoflossofrespect,andofstarvation,*those
twin bug-bears which beset all workers who depend upon
the payment of wages within the debt system, as their alter- "
native to beggary. Because from time immemorial therc
have been hewers of wood and drawers of water, it has been

conventional and legal for wealth to be regarded as consist-.,09.,ifn.,,,. .-

ing chiefly of tangible, visible assets and property; which'i'.'' l:

at the best are nature's gift to Man-as sources of supply- 
"t'l';';' 

-,. '

or they are tools of industry-made by the workers; involv- l+:l- ,:i
ing the possessors in a natural stewardship which cannot ' ,1.',1.i, I
be denied, however misconceived in law. At their worst r ' 1

visible assets and properLy are extravagances and abno.r- ; ; ,t'll.
malities, giving incentives to the baser desires and pre- "''"''1:

judices of human exploiters.

In every case, best or worst, false legal sanctions confer- ,

ring ownership instead of responsibility-in respect of pro-

perty, assets, commodities, products, franchises, etc.-sn-
courage unbalanced production, and inecluitable distl'ibution'
Even the high-minded, self-surrendered steward of private
means,has the legal rights vested by the legal sanctions, and

must rely on them in the voluntary discharge of his steward-
ship. Such rights alone, are acceptable in ]aw, as security
for, and convertible to, legal tender currency, which is not
made available to workers except through those who have

these legal privileges; thus even the conscientious possessor

of legal rights can do no more than appropriate them for
the payment of wages for work which he may deem neces-

sary-leaving the conscientious worker little choice between

accepting wages or going without income. The worker is ,

entitled to choose his work-which in practice means that
he is entitled to choose his leader; quite a different right
from that of deciding between "employmenf,s"-6p- desti:
tution.
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s.l Debt has led to the exploitation of passions-the false ex-

I 'I hilarations of lusts, and appetites-quite orthodox within
,'i ' the doctrine of debt which teaches that spending provides
,1. employment. Debt has led to the stripping of readily ac-
t , ',,..cessible natural resources-coal, oil, forests, water, etc.-
i . also to the capitalisation of land-it has led to the deiflcation
i u' of idle leisure, for the artificial ladies and gentlemen who'( - "nqed not work"; and for the philosophical unemployable,

...who prefer vagrancy or "crime" to wage-slavery. Debt

,;, .:, $[ri,g,uses the enslavement of the genuine producer and worker,
'' :iboth by deluding him into parasitical work, and by with-

::,holding from him part of the output of his industry. He

;"is unable to procure the normal leisure to which industry
,entitles him, except as unemployment results from disequi-
librium in monetary movements. Unemployment is evidenee

iil, of reconomic pressure enforcing balance in the division of
Iabour, and in the ratio of prices to wages. Unemployment
relief appears to be a charge on industry, but in reality it
is a corective enforcing more equitable distribution of both
work and leisure.
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The valuation of assets represents the attempts to tally,

in terms of work, the output of secondary industry in visible
tangible forms; this is followed by the establishment of
vested interests under false legal sanctions given by politi-
cal-economists to the holders of rights in property.

This is done quite regardless of the clear-cut evidence
that these rights belong to the workers who have made the
assets, and provided the consumets which sustained the
workers making the assets.

This delusion of valuation of new assets as further se-
curity for further debt will be exorcised by new legal sanc-
tions, which will define the medium of exchange in relation
to legal tender currency issued for work; and the valuation
of assets as the extent to which consumets have sustained
the makqys of the asset$,
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The delusions of debt have persisted in legal minds so

that these descendants of prophets, priests and kings, have

transferred their allegiance from the unseen things which
are real, to the things which are seen and temporal' By
what process it can be assumed that gold is an1'thirig but a

mineral commodity, has never been explained' It has'
proved itself an excellent property against which tallies d,

could be made and claims issued. It remains a commodity-
an asset-property. It is no more capable of transmutation
to capital than is thistledown to figs. At least one eminentuoo* 

.

biologist of modern times has given his blessing to the Per:i:" '
son who "discovered" that gold could take the piace of grainr;

as capital. He has not explained how gold mai be prepared 
'' l

and used in the diets of the people who-praying for bread

-are offered stones, albeit of gold.

Gold-tallies have worked reasonably well, within limits,
because it was easy in practice to separate the tally from
the property, so that the tally became the medium of ex-

change in circulation-though its issue as legal tender cur-
rency was not restricted to wages for workers.

These separate uses-tallies-medium-currency-have
not been distinguished in law; so their consequences are left
to economic forces. Economic pressure is the arbiter of
nations, and will work for the advancement of any people

that puts its trust in righteous laws; while it ever has and
will enforce law and order in political-economy.

The recent recommendations of J. M. Keynes, savour of
the continued worship of property. International gold cer-
tificates are, in their essence mere claims to property. In
what way can they revitalise industry? They can do so

only to the extent that they provide legal tender currency
for workers, and then only as the currency so issued is pro-
perly cancelled in the prices of goods and services, in the
distribution of the living standard-nature's reward to
work. Life comes from Life. Industry is the people at,

work. Lega} tender currency-as wages only-is the way
in which legal sanction can be given to the medium of ex-

change circulating in industry as a guarantee to the workers
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that the price-level established will so relate prices to wages,
that they-the workers-will be given a proper quota of
the income arising from the people's industry.

The delusions of debt which persist, may be dissolved in
. ,. common sense, and evaporated by legal sanctions. The tally

_ of property is not legal tender, it should not be convertible*F thereto. The valuation of assets is not legal tender, it
. should not be convertible thereto. Credit is due to rvorkers

instead of to property owners-to primary producers in-
:lT..f.r,'xptead of to gold extractors-to makers instead of to ex-

.r1 :ploiters of assets and property. The normal currency cir-
,l culating in industry is by necessity of economic pressure
' limited to work and income.

. Part II., Section iv-Borrowing, an lllusion
Because of the delusions arising with debt, political-

,d quite illusory. It is indeed possible to borrow and lend
" qhr . within the limits of economic realities. Such processes,

i "' however, are quite distinct from the illusion that it is pos-
''';.: '. sible to borrow credit. Credit is inherent in the processes

of production, distribution, accounting and exchange. The
delusions that claims on property, and valuation of assets,
can serve as the medium of exchange in industry, and are
therefore allowed by law to be convertible to currency, have

. developed the illusion that credit is borrowed; whereas a
little clear thinking will dispel the illusion and reveal the
truth.

Currency is a legal sanction-i.e., practice allowed or es-
tablished by statute law. At present eurrency is issued
under legal sanction to incur debt, given by political-econo-
mists to holders of property and assets-and to taxing or
rating authorities. It is not recognised that neither pro-
perty, assets, nor rating and taxing rights could be con-
verted to currency except for the legal sanctions restricting
the issue of legal tender currency, as the medium of ex-
change,to holders of property, assets, and service franchises

-the results of work-instead of the issue of legal tender
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currency being restricted to workers, in the processes of
industry, and public service-the one essential public ser-
vice-replenishing the nation-being altogether left out of
the legal sanctions at present approved by political-econo- '

,.mists. +

Credit is created by practice, precedent and statute. In .

law the claims on property, and the valuations of &ssets,' ':':

gain their privileged priority over workers, by their legal
convertibility to legal tender currency secured by the claims
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hence the enforced separation of tallies, valuations, and cur-
rency-in practice, though not yet in law. It is little won-
der that Governments have been deluded by debt into ac-

,, cepting the borrowing illusion; their personnel has com-
, prised those who have mistaken legal sanctions for normal

,' r'ights-they have thought of money as something borrowed

t, and lent-instead of thinking of credit as a legal sanction

'which must be brought into conformity with work and in-
'come. The great war of 1914-1918, should have dispelled

: the illusion in the minds of political-economists. Sir Nor-

.f.:{ffi;man Angell lifted the veil a generation ago, but the mental
''' . .;,,-i,'vision is still fogged by the persistence of debt. The vast

'AYJ debts arising during the war are certainly not evidence of
" i'iii.: i;, borrowing-from whom did the British Government borrow

i:the internal national debt? From whom did the U.S.A'
, borrow what was lent to the Allies ?-Is there one brick,
,'stone or acre of land, less in the ancestral d'omains of the
, ''pre-war property owners, which can be traced as lent for

the purposes of war ?-only to the extent that war has de-

spoiled them, and that is a result of the war, not of the lend-

ing of money. Is there a reduced assembly of assets in the
' possession of the war profiteers or post-war money lords?

Is there not rather an increment in the total of these, despite

the despoliation of war? Whence then came the amazingly
gigantic output of products, commodities, factories, muni-
tions, ordnance, ships, roads, equipment and service sup-

- plies, so wantonly offered to Moloch on the burning altars
of homicide ? Did they not come from the zealous, fire-
eating patriotic industry of the workers, during the period

of the war? Were there not more stores in the hands of
the military, at the close of the war, than at its opening?

Were there not more private and public assets at the close

of the war than at its opening? How could these things

have been borrowed from stores that were not in existence-
' and how could the consumets of war be borrowed before

. they were produced for destruction ? If there was any loss

of income during the war, it was due to the diversion of

. labour from peace-time pursuits to the prosecution of war-
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at law, while legal tender currency itself can be procure$,,rl:1r*,.,,"

by workers only from holders of legal claims on propertyr:':i :1",

assets and service franchises. The legal tender "or"r"nffi 
:

issued as wages is surrendered by the workers in exchang€ ''".i , '
for their own income, enabling the owners of legal rights "' - .,i'
to repay the legal tender, while retaining the original righti':'ii';... ;.,.,

with the added property and valuations arising from the .it 
j'l 

.

surplus inoome and public property withheld from the wor-, " ,,.r,,,., r'.'

kers' income. 'S: : -:ri

Work, the only means of production, distribution;, ac: ;':.-'u.#i

counting, and exchange, thus becomes quite a secondary' lil
factor in these false sanctions. ' ' '.ii-,jr'

Because the legal sanctions permit, nay require, holders

of legal rights in property, assets, and franchises, to pledge

those rights as security for legal tender currency required
for the payment of wages; because such legal tender cu'
rency is surrendered by the workers for their living stan-
dardincome,leavingtheoriginalrightsintact,withadded
rights in the new property, assets, and franchises, resulting
from the work done by the workers;-it is assumed that the
holders of legal rights lent the credit which circulated in'

The legal sanctions endorse the claims of holders of legal

rights to the results of industry, when clearly those results

ur" dou to the workers providing them-thus are the legal '''--

cl,aims of property owners, made superior at law, to thei,*,"
normal cla'ims of the worl-<ers to the results of their work'
Legal claims are temporalities, normal claims are realities-
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the cost of the war is measurable only in human iives,
human ahxieties, and human agonies of body, mind, anci
spirit. The material income was greater during the wal
than both before and after. The unquestionable result c_.

better organised distribution of labour-the human element

-and better controlled distribution of essential rations-
sustenance. The truth that an army fights on its stomach,
is exemplified in the capacity of well-fed human beings to
excel themselves in providing and using the sinews of war.
A certain amount of sustenance will maintain human
energy for a cey:tain time. The income arising during that#',' , ,t,

time is determined not by the cost of that sustenance but i.,
by the direction of the energy which the sustenance makes ':''
available.Thecreditcreatedduringthewarwasissuedin'.
relation to the time during which all the work was done, ,l 

ti
it was cancelled in relation to the prices of sustenance which i '
enabled the work to be done. The difference between the :

cost of the sustenance and the price of the war, has been ,;:i
capitalisedasdebt,itcertainlyhasnotbeenborrowed.

The scale of wilful destruction, in the names of defence ,),,t:'l!:,

and patriotism is to some extent indicated by the vastness ::,1:1::,,:
of the present debt problems. This destruction was in the ' ',,

main of two classes. Destruction of human beings, and of
the results of work of human beings-the greater part of
such results having arisen during the war-or having been
provided in anticipation of war-fortifications, etc. In-
evitably the failure to distinguish between credit for work
done, and legal claims to income, caused the telescoping of
astronomical valuations of goods and services, as debt. l
These problems are not war, or post-war, problems, but
monetary problems; it is sheer stupidity akin to madness
to allow the illusion of borrowing to blind the mental vision
to the keen bright light of natural economy. A war is to
be fought-men are deputed to fight it, men are deputed to
provide supplies, men are deputed to subsist the armies, -,,.

navies, and services. Men do these things. Other men keep ' ",t' - '
records of the costs of sustenance, and of the price of the
war. Currency is issued to enable these costs and prices to
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be recorded. The costs are men at work providing sus-
tenance. The prices are men at war. The prices are related
to costs as the men at war are related to the men at work.

currency, was sold for say 100 units of currency, simply
bi:cause 5 men at work could provide enough sustenance for
themselves and 95 men at war. The money that financed
tfre war was not in existence when war was declared, and
it is not in existence now. It measures the consumets of

rfi.i. 
,:Lj&r(war, in relation to the work that the men atwar did, in their

r:':,'tnisguided efforts to protect their rights; which were only
,',i , in danger because of the borrowing illusion; and which could
r;: only be "proteeteiL" at the cost of human lives, which could' have no further rights or illusions, when that cost was met.

' The war-debts (as are all public debts, and most private
, debts) were created by legal sanctions given to tallies of

property, and valuation of assets; without any legal re-
quirement that the new tallies and valuations should be
t'taxed" to cancel the new currency issued to the workers

.' diverted to the purposes of war. The cost of sustenance
taken as 5 workers,is raised to the price of war taken as 5
plus 95:100. Clearly the currency issued to tfie 95 war-
workers is surrendered for their sustenance, it should have
returned to the Government who issued the currency-not
to the property owners who controlled the issue. The pro-
ducers of sustenance had to give up the 95/o of. their pro-
ducts, which were devoted to the conduct or misconduct of
war. All public works, services, and facilities, and all pri-
vate property is paid for in work. Nothing is borrowed-

' income arises when work is directed to winning income
from natural resources. There is no debt. Men, money,
and, munitions is very alliterative, but redundant. Without
men there could be no money or munitions. There could

." be no food, clothing, fuel, shelter, education, re-creation, or': leisure. Such alliteration as men, rnoney and munitions, is
overdue for recognition as illiteracy. Political-economists
will defeat their own ends to the extent to which they ignore

i natural economy, which they will do so long as trrley hold to

rii t
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the bomowing illusion. The money which financed the war
represents the quota of industry during the war period :..
which was diverted as workers and fighters throughout the :i,u:l

services-commissariats, transports, munitions, ordnance, l.'1 ,,

communications,worksofmercy,andofdestruction-the
legal tender currency issued to these workers and fighters '

or their rlominees, was not in the slightest degrec related
to the existing property and assets-except in the letter of
the law-it was not provided by bankers, landlords, or
money barons, prior to or during the war. It was issued by
governments through those channels, with no safegual:d$'I{f?":ri-
for the due exchange of wages for income. That quota of ,., .t
industry that was diverted to war purposes-was the quot2.'i:'", ''1' 1'

of currency that should have been cancelled by taxation to i' .ii..)
prevent the capitalisation of the price of war as debt. It -,,.

cannot now be taxed because securities were issued for the :;r ',,i '

price of the war.as it progressed, and themselves became 'l' r,ij
security for further mortgage-death-pledge,-without re- ,'i :tt

cognising the true source of credit. The illusion is streng- , .,,t&.'

thened by the practice of using the same currency notes *';,"

again and againfor repeated issue as wages, though clearly ,,'':'r'iir';'

the new day's work is balanced in currency by the new day's ' 
-,,,j,,,,,,.,

pay. Although the same notes are used the currency is new
money when re-issued as wages. Goods and services which
are available in exchange for the currency, constitute the.
income of the worker, hence in peaee time'the raising of
coststounusuallyhighprice-1evels,islimitedtotheperiods
in which extensive public works are undertaken, hence the
recognition that public works should be entered upon more
freely in times of depression. Sound political-economy re-
quires that this recognition be interpreted in legislation
which will re-call all currency issued, instead of allowing it
to be used again by the intermediaries, who wrongly think
in terms of velocity of circulation instead of in the ratios of'
divisionofIabourandtheireffectuponpriceinrelationtQ.],.
oost. Public debts of all kinds merely represent the pric^ :'ri'i''''

factor applied to costs of consumable goods-products-so
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\that there may lre a moderately equitable replacement of
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consumets in all industry and fields of work. The equity of
the workers demands the re-call of currency issued in secon-
dary and public works, to off-set the prices of primary pro-
ducts which alone sustain industry. The ilusion of borrow-
ing has prevented clear sight of the true movements of rent,
inter:est, and wages, and has misled noted investigators such
as flenry George and Major Douglas, when considering divi-
sion of labour and efficiency, iust as it has misled those'reformers 

who have tried to establish socialism, commu_

4,. r.t:+;F11, or Utopia within the debt systems. peace debts ap-

" 
, pgar as more tangible illusions than war-debts, because they

".. -u$gally result in some visible asset, or service, of use in
. the community.

l'..;, . :1 .'' . '

r' i , ..

.i,,,,.,.. rThese results, however, are the results of work, not of
, '1, borrowing. The productive works so favoured by political-

- tj.1l economists, are essentially on a par with unproductive, or
*-. destructive diversions of labour. The consumets are priced
.'d:,to cancel the cu*ency issued for the work done. The bor-

uJi. rowing illusion merely leads to the capitarisation of the
. ,,...:,price-factor instead of the same being cancelled by the re_'''ofi'Call of the currency. Workers who produce products, or

make assets, or maintain property, or replenish the earth
and multiply the species, whether during peace or w.ar, pay

:: ':the only price known to natural economy-work. If there

.t.:,. the price of public service, whether peace or war, it is an
,.,. 

'' obligation to the workers, not on them-but what commu-:i"i nity can justify to its workers the costs and horrors of war?

',5
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There is, however, no continuing economic obligation in re-
spect of costs and prices of former industry; economic/ rnovements are continuous and enforce continuous processes
of adjustment irrespective of the astronomical issues of
bonds parading as debts, as a record of a madness of con-

i.,,,.:,,siimption given to war. Workers as well as political-econo-' - mists must and do share the penalties arising from ignor-
ance or unbelief which pretends to separate faith from
wQrk,

I
/
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AII public bond-issues, for peace or war, are made under
the delusion that service franchises, property, and assets, :i,
are the source of money. They are results and often the ::1,!:

very evidence itself of ill-balanced diversions of labour, .:, :.

which is the one movement of the human factor which can #:
be counted upon to be restless under exploitation

When Governments give legal sanctions to the workers, i

in a legal tender currency to be surrendered in exchange for
goods and services circulating in industry-such curr'ency
issue to be related to work; and such exchange to be related p :':,n

to the division of work between production and secondar';r {

or public services; then and then only will workers be aq: :

sured of the full income that the capacity of industry c&11'', -provide. t;**

When political-economists establish credit for the .pl'o- ' l: ; 
;

cesses, instead of debt on the t'esults of industry, then will ' :,i; I t

currency issued as wages be exchangeable for true income, : , $i I

to the limit of efficiency. The present divisions of labour' ' ' ":.
in industry will quickly adapt themselves to the ,.* d"- lii"'
mands set up by the restriction of currency to the pl'ocesses ",'-''''* ;

of industry; the circulation of the goods and commodities ' : 1,..,..'
will indicate their source and their consumption.

The borrowing illusion which has emerged from the de-
lusions of debt can be tracecl to ttre tallies of property, which
Iend themselves as convenient claims on which to effect ex-
change. Mediums of exchauge lencl thelnselves as units of
valuzrtion of assets. Only uuder the borrowing illusion coulcl

political-economists recommend trying fol equilibrium, by
using mediums of exchange that do not exchange; and by
using estimates as valuations when there is no unit of vaitta-
tion. All assets, preserved or destroyed, were made by,

workers during the processes of producing and consuming
such living standard as the workers enjoyed. Such assets, '.

where retained as private property have been excluded from
the living standard; or where blown to smithereens, hav€
been assumed to have been borrowed from the organiser'3
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of the debt service. Clearly the workers who are required
to give up their currency in order. to acquire their income,
have the normal right to require political-economists to give
them legal assurance that the output of their industry will
be valued in terms of their currency; and that there shall
be included in their income their just quota of use of all
absets and property arising from their work. Such income
will comprise products for consumption, assets for use, with
public works and facilities, in common possession as a foun-
dation of a community civilisation.

.o:',i 
-ff,+,.The persistence in public borrowing, brings round the* ,heads of its protagonists the natural wrath of the inarticu-

I ,,i late forces making for righteousness and justice in political-
. :: economy. The evidences of these forces are continually with
:r*i. us-more or less violent-as the failure of debt is more or
, 1 ". Iess severe. Disputes, strikes, riots, revolutions, are matters
, . ,rdf experience, and of history-showing that moral and
il'. spiritual forces manifest themselves in economic movements.

. 1tt,,

"l-in' Part II., Section v-Costs, Prices and Profits; Fictitious

.:

:.i"
::*

.r."

.I;

;;;x',

+.i; r . ','''r The difference between natural economy (economics), and
political-economy (flnance), is the difference between pheno-
rnena (facts) and data (records). The science of economics
must needs use symbols related to the phenomena, if the
data are correctly to represent the facts. Because there
have been always great gaps between costs and prices in
the flnancial records, it has been assumed that costs are un-
related to prices, and that a financial interpretation of sup-
ply and demand is sufficient to render hopeless, any attempt
to regulate prices. The recognition that financial data are
'made up with the use of only one symbol, while economic
phenomena arise from three movements, will give great
proSpects of finding and establishing in political-economy,
standards properly related to phenomena in natural econo-
my. The objective of the science of economics must be the
finding and disclosing of the natural costs, prices, and pro-
fits, as a basis for a new economic symbolism to displace the
financial symbolism which is quite unrelated to natural
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on wage-units which are arbitrary, irregular, dispropor-
tionate, and in no way restricted to the human effort in-
volved in winning useful rewards from nature-they ar.e,: in a word-flctitious. Varying rates of wages for varying
classes of work, and for varied experience, or even for

, varied ages, are the bases of financial data for direct wages,
, and there are no bases for relating wages represented in
rtaw materials to those regarded as direct. Most salaries,
'and all proprietors' drawings are thought to be appropria-
tion of profits, and are largely ignored in costs. Interest
which is an appropriation of profit is regarded as a cost.

':1 ,.
, 1, No legal sanctions are given to the normal price-levels
,'which arise with the changing ratios of consumers to pro-
, ducers. Prices are left to the time-honoured flnancial fal-
,,. lacy of monetary demand and supply, with little or no
,, thought as to how the natural movement which has brought
',.about the changed price-level will itself re-act to the finan-

eial fluctuations unrelated to the movement. The natural
m,ovement of consumers and producers can be reflected in
price-levels, when the ratio of consumers to producers is
seen to be the natural price-factor. It can be determined
with mathematical accuracy, and applied under proper legal
sanctions intended to relate prices to costs. Wages are al-
lowed to vary with monetary supply and demand that will
persist until there is a normal equation between consumers
and producers, which can only be recorded in political-
economy when a price-factor is used for the purpose-truly
chance is the goddess of finance. The fallacy of fluctuating
wages is heightened by the fallacy of fluctuating prices due
to the legal convertibility of assets and property to legal

' tender currency. These dual fallacies are deepened by the

' fallacy of fictitious profits. The use of tallies of property,
and the valuations of assets, as security for the issue of legal
tender currency immensely complicates the already hopeless
tangles of flctitious costs, prices, and profits. Artificial
movements of consumers and producers are superimposed
on the normal movements, in that the payment of wages by
owners of property, assets, and securities, without any
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phenomena, and has given rise to the delusions of debt, and
the borrowing illusion. There have been attempts to main- ,,1;i

tain some relationship between some industriaiwages, and '

the composite priee of selected items of income, by means .l$f

of changing basic wages after changes in arbitrary price- ..,S..

indices. There has been but a recent dawning recognition ;flF

that changes in monetary wages, effect changes in price- ,.." $
indices, e.g., Unions have accepted increases iriwages^aiter G, 

I
increases in prices, but now question the justice of'the
lowering of wages after falling prices. There has hardly ;;

been any recognition that only with a permanently fi+s@,,f:ia:6. '

basic wage can there be any real prospect of proper reg-ula- 1, +i' ,

tion of prices and profits, with economic freedom for the l.#ih
worker. Legal sanction has been given to the issue of tesat li+ff.
tender currency in certain prescribed forms, and with st4n- i"' ;ii.
dard or fluctuating relationship to gold. There has [es]i'r:. -i'.to .

no legal sanction given to the relationship between the issu6':' ll

of legal tender currency and the winning of income f*o* ,, s.' ,

nature. It has been supposed that natural income, which. :;.'
can be won solely as the result of work, can be valued in'ir:l'"
markets wholly unrelated to the work which wins the in-.. ,.

come. It is assumed that natural supply and demand willr:! ; 
I

be reflected in artificial manipulations of financial recordsi',,,ri,, . :

without establishing any legal relationship between the
movements affecting supply and demand, and the symbols 

I

used for recording those movements. Different markets,,.. ' I

fluctuate for different reasons-the chief disturbance is the '' '.1.

want of control of the issue of legal tender currency in re-.
spect of work. Some attempt at assuring workers of in- '.

come has been made by the establishment of wage awards, ,-;:5

but there has been no attempt to restrict the issue of legil !i:' ',

tender currency-claims to income-to workers, nor yet- to

regulatepricessothatworkersmayknowwhichindustries
and services will maintain the supply for the demand they :

may express when they have legal tender currency to sur- 
,,

render in exchange for goods and services. The costs dii'-' .*. I .

closed in finaneial data, therefore, are not even intended' ;

to bear direct evidence to the natural cost. They are baqed 1l
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stabilisation of former processes again diverts labour from 
l

meeting the demand set up by previous adjustments.
New disturbances arise and disequilibrium sets up a cor-

rective to the new ratio between consumers and producers,

which for want of stable price-levels, is itself as unstable
as the former ratio and ss-[ssm, borrow, and bust.

Greatest of all the fallacies contributing to the fictitious
costs, prices, and profits, is the infantile assumption thatti"
mathematical unit has a substantial existence. One, tru$,
is always-one; but it behoves political-economists to exer-
cise natural wit in refraining from insisting that such aq,*.,s.3-',,,,;

axiom can be applied when the one,of the first part refers 
'r t ,' -'::

[,t ": r
l'::, :. i;1

fr 
t 
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['
f kers and their families. This is a most important aspect

,i: f ', apart from the want of relationship between financial units.
'i I ', It is supposed that single workers are to save for the marital
t'," tr obligations ahead of them; or that they have other depen-

,'l t'$.:,* dents. Perhaps they have such present or prospective obli-
' { i:,, ' gations by statute or by convention. They cannot meet

i ' them by saving money, when, financial supply and demand

I lead to fluctuating prices. Savings in money, are lost to
I the wage-earner either by investment through banks, etc.,

1 or by falling prices to equate supply and demand. The

I ti:, ':T$,+only saving that can meet a future need is a reserve in kind,

:::.".
1.,, jir rr'

",:P.'t

. \i,.
;:h.X

+

to a unit entirely different from the unit referred to by ttre ' :.,,,i1i1

one, of the second part. One unit of tally of property,'is :ri'i:.il,,.fi

,\:;(:, and that cannot be effected without stable prices controlled
ri'' ,'. .'by a normal price-factor, related to Iegal tender currency
;},'iti,'t issued in relation to normal cost-work. Reserves have

k ,''r strictly limited utility within the cycles of industry-e.g.,
Itiit t' wheat stacks mean mice-plagues, etc.

t,.'i

quite different from one unit of medium of exchang€, which '"q''' -:' i

in turn is quite different from one unit of valuation of assets. ' 
I '' .rt$ *

oneunitofcostisquitedifferentfromoneunitofprice.
One unit of price is different frorn one unit of profit. If .
each of these units is recorded in flnancial data' by using ,li, (

the one symbol, how can there be a recognisable distinction 'i',:l
in relating the different units to each other. Units that are ,,, i.,'

unlike must be recorded in unlike symbols. Only like things : '
can be compared. Only like symbols can reflect movements i

of like units. If this be so in respect of units of ta]ly, ex-

change, valuation, price, cost, and profits, how much more in
units of population, division of labour, and efficiency. Still
more, how different is the ratio of price to cost, from the
units of price and cost. How different is one unit of a , , 't{i

The multi-unit family wage does not enable families to
make normal demand for their needs, it merely changes the
incidence of flnancial costs, prices, and proflts, under the
influence of the changed prices and wages set up by the
changed wage unit. Were it possible to awaken the natural

'intelligence of the debt-deluded political-economists, there
would be hope of having legal sanction given to a wage unit
that would represent on one side (cost)-one producer, and
on the other side a price-unit that would represent price-
one consumer. Were our architects and engineers desirous
of providing 4/5ths of a material for walls, and 1/5th of
the same material for floors, even our political-economists
would approve of them using as a symbol, a unit that would
,assure the floor-workers one-fifth, and the wall-workers
four-fifths of the supplies. They would not think that multi-
plying the floor-workers by 5, would be providing material
for the walls. As the floor-workers can only use enough
of the material, the balance is lost or not provided until the

''wall-workers can make effective demand for four-fifths of
the material available. Treating money as a commodity in-
stead of as records, disguises the loss because the effective
demand that could be made to meet the needs of wives and

5-unit family wage, from one unit of a 5-unit family. By a
process of mental aberration it has been established by legal

sanction, that the payment of a 5-unit family wage to adult
male workers, will in some occult manner provide a unit of
income for each unit of a 5-unit family-although the 5-unit
wage is paid whether the family be a 5-unit family or not'

These mental gymnastics have not changed the processes"

of natural economy, but by changing financial supply and

demand they have sadly restricted the quota of labour di-
verted to the provision of living standard for married wor-
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children is not made, and the supply is not provided. In
political-ecolromy rvhcn it is desired to provide income-
arrd so arderrtly dcsired as to invoke the law-a legal sanc-
tion is given to change the wage unit, not to change the
mcthod of issuirrg thc rvage-unit. Thinking to aliot a unit
of income to each man, woman, and child, the inexpert
specialists determine to use a unit multiplied by flve, instead
of the former single unit. The women and childrep and
their providers c:ln procure no more income with the 5-unit
r,vage thal they could do rvith the l-unit wage, while the
wage*unit is issued soleiy to their providers. Women and$'.'
chlldl'en are :rs much outside the pale of political-economy
as evel', though temporarily deluded by the 5-unit wage of
the bread-r,vinner-they are swamped in the mirage of debt-
mol)ey, issued against i'esults of indrrstry, instead of t'eceiv-
ing credit-money for work,done and services rendered. The
political-economists rest satisfled with a 5-unit wage ag the
means of providing income for a 5-unit family-e.g., where
two-fifths of the consumers are producing products, the
political-economists pay to these two-fifths of the population,
five-fifths of the wages-and think how smart they are.
Unfortunately rvorkers' representatives amongst the politi-
cal-economists are blinded by these mathematical heresies,
just as are rigirt-minded social advocates of the debt-system.
Also unfortunateiy it has not occurred to architects and
engineers to tell the political-economists that they are jug-
gling rvith units without recognising their relationship to
onc :,"nother. Major Douglas does include women and chil-
dren in his bonus proposals, but why not in his wage pro-
posals ? 'fechnocrats appear to ignore the work of women
and children in their search for energy-units.

If thc legal sanctions were to be given to workers instead
of to ploperty owrro's, it rvould bc possible to include women
and children as workcrs though not as producers of goods

and services for exchange. They would be workers entered
as consumers for establishing the price-factor. They are
doing the essential work of replenishing the race.
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Natural economy includes women and children-political-
economists must regard them as workers in order to regu-
late costs, prices, and profits in accord rvith natural pheno-
mena. The only way in which legal sanctions can satis-
factorily provide for the proper sharing in income by
women and children in the house-holding and child-maturing
work, is to base their claims to income on a wage-unit com-
mon to men, women, and children-5 units of claim to 5

workers severally, not two 5-unit claims to 2 workers, with
3 workers left over and out. Then with two-flfths of the

;,lfonsumers providing sustenance, and three-flfths providing
honres and posterity-the price factor r,vill be 5/2-the cost
of sustenance 2-wage-units, will be priced at 5-price-units-
eaCh of the 5 consumers will be able to procure one-pricc-
unit of income, by surrendering one rn age-unit of currency.
It is humorously absurd to suppose that the mere change of,

. monetary wages-excluding women and children-by rais-

, ing a oue-unit wage to a flve-unit wage, can do any more
than multiply the financial cost by live, rvithout chiurging

: the proportions that wage-earners can llroclu'e from thr: in-
come produced. Each new unit is merely a flfth of the pre-
vious unit. It fails in its intended purpose, r,vhile it causes
unfavourable movements in imports and exports, unless
steps are also taken to control the conversion of domestic
valuations in exchange with external costs, prices, and pro-
fits. The change of a one-unit monetary wage to a five-unit
monetary wage multiplies the financial units by five, and
when the financial unit is even a distant relative of a gold-
standard unit, we have achieved nol,hing but a grossly exag-
gerated financial cost. The normal price-factor will give
normal costs, and provide normal prices. If tr,vo u.oLkers
in the debt system-each receiving a one-unit wage-pro-
duce 10 loaves of bread each unit of wages is the cosi of flve
loaves of bread-each can buy 5 ioaves. If r,ye nolv pay each
of these workers a flve.'unit wage, each of the ner,v units ofl
wages is the cost of one loaf of bread-each can stiil buy
flve loaves. The familics can truly buy 5 loaves of bread

lfl,,
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for 5 units of wages-instead of 5 loaves of bread for one
unit of wages, but if one of the workers is without a family ., ;1il'

only 6 loaves are needed for internal tr,ade, and the 4 sur- ;,1,',

pltrs loaves cannot now be exported because the flnancial' ,i'
cost is five times what it costs in foreign countries where :'
only a one-unit wage is paid. The four loaves are not again . '':r'l'

produced and the 10 wage units issued at home enable the
single man to divert the labour of the married man: from
even producing the 6 loaves that are required-flnarlcial
supply and demand based on wages excluding woa.ren and
children cannot provide equitable distribution of income;,x4rs"iiiq"

and therefore prevent equitable distribution of labour.iH, ,E1,,

production. How much worse is the position of families'of , ,.::.,til
more than 5 units ? and how foolish would it be to per,sist , : i
with a family wage, under the fond delusion that wornen .

and children can be provided for by paying wages only to
bread-winners. Common sense is allied to mathematics and '

to justice in dictating that to divide 10 loaves amongst 5 ,

consumers each must have legal sanction to demand two .,,-urs"

Ioaves. Five persons each receiving one unit of currencY lit;-
would procure a total income of 10 loaves at a total price of .r"l'i:];
five price-units. Each procuring two loaves for each unit ofr '.',' ,

currency. The cost of the 10 loaves is 2 producers-2 units' :: :': 
l

of currency. The price of the 10 loaves is 5 consumers-r r'

5 units of price. The ratio of consumers to producers is 
'

5bo2.Theratioofpricetocostisas5isto2.Theprice-
factor is 5/2. 2 units of cost are raised to 5 units of price,
andeachunitofcurrencyissurrenderedforoneunitofin-
come. When the two producers can provide more than 10 ',- "
loaves, there is a true surplus. This can be given equitably *iii;ii

to the two producers till a new standard of costs of loaveq ' :',

leads to a new price-factor. Natural economy may be

simple but it is sound. Political-economy may be stupid Li

but it is legal. Fortunately natural economy is the reality,
so the stupidity is temporary. Political-economy must even-

tually conform to facts which will be our happy positioii "'.. .,,

when symbols representing natural phenomena displace f,fus: :.';,r;

fictitious costs, prices, and profits, of the debt system 
'
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Part III., Section vi.-Root Causes
(Also published in Volume I, page r88)

There is nothing right or wrong', but God has made it so.
Our conception of what is right is God's voice saying t/izs is
tloe u;cr"y walk ye in it. Our conception of what isr wrong

The causes of the movements underlying economic pres-
sure, are human. Man has been charged with replenishing
the earth and subduing it. He has been given the capacity
for doing so, and he has been given trru s-pirii ol;";il;;.1#.]i.&,:i
ness of the \{/ill of God. Man is a spirit, they that would 

-' 
r.,

understand him, must consider him in spirit and in truth. . , t
The physical presence of men, women, and children, is but ',

the manifestation of the Spirit of Man. Human beings are .,tF

persons who are instruments in the service of the spirit ot, ,.. . 
!fr';

Man in replenishing the earth, in shbduing the earth, and in , f , i
developing the consciousness of the Witl of God,. Things &re o,, ;,, Inot always what they seem-behind the appearance is the ,. 1tl : Ievidence of organisation, and behind the organisation is the, , l

spirit of conquest .l ":i'"" 
,

i;li r: 1 1' '-'$}.; 
,,

"'"\:

. 
:,.,1t

God is no respecter of persons-births, marriages, andi
deaths, are but changes in the manifestations of the spirif,
of Man. They are evidence of the organising capacity of'
the spirit of conquest. The great achievements in the pro-
gress of humanity towards a full consciousness of the Will'
af God, have accompanied the great surrenders of personal!
interests to the fulfilment of Man's destinv.

I

,1.

/u

Slowly men have been awakened to the realisation that' '...ir 
i

personal interests are strictly temporal, limited to a few- (!

short moments, days, or years; and by themselves very mis- I
leading as evidence of progress. True progress manifests' l

itse]finundividedphysical,mental,mora1andspirituaI
plrenomena

. . "1', '.'' .

From tlie Ten Comtnand,ments, d,own to the by-laws of' 'r

sport, personal interests are seen to be but part of the whole.. '

.::^ ,', .,.

+:tt;
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Part III., Section vii.-Population
As undivided parts of a complete humanity, the persons of

.men, women, and children, are the natural units of the phy-
;sical appearance of the Spi.rit of Man in his struggle with
nature for subduing the earth to the Gtory of God,. There
.,is one unchanging factor from birth to death-each person
is one person, and as such has a part as an interested par-
taker in the game of life. Much might be written as to the
natural rigltts of men to the natural resollrces of the earth.
',Camied to a logical conclusion, either as to the existence or

"; "' eqltality of persons in the sight of God,, and, tine uant of re-
,;pect of persons in the presence of God. If none have
'natural rights there is equality just as though all had
natural rights. With or without natural rights human be-
,ings are born, they live, they marry, they replenish the

'0 , .ssr11r, they work, and they die, in accordance with tine Wi.tt
.. ;, rr; ,of God^ So far as man becomes conscious of the WilL of Goct,
;1,.,|;.,.rr*l':t 

'he knows it as natural law, and it becomes subject to the
,:,"',- Wi,ll of Man to the extent to which natural law is correctly

. :' .' ' interpreted and applied. So far as the Will of God is not
t r ' known to Man, he trusts the inner voice as leading him in"' ,,,. the way of Diui,ne Luto, to the extent to which Man puts his

. ifaith to the test of experiment. Consciously or unconscious-
'ly, all persons are doing the Wi,lt of God. Revelations of the

:. Will of God, f or Man, lead to changed states of conscious-
i': - ness which give new organisations of the persons of men

,: , ., I ,and produce changed manifestations of the spirit of con-
,,rr - ,quest.

t;;''l The limit of progress is known only to the Giuer of Life,
i:' Man has hardly entered upon the realisation of the possi-

'bilities of His heritage.
One Iaw reveals itself clearly for the preservation of the

species and the perpetuation of the race-unity is strength.
' The preservation of common interests has ever proved a tie

,,......,,.""', that bind,s; the preservation of personal interests has ever':' ' ' proved a cause of dis-unity. Church, business, and home,
'are all evidences of the need for organisation of effort, as
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well as for the proper recognition of physical appeal'ances.

Only unity 'in id,euts can give sound, organisations, and in-
dividual freedom. The spirit of Man operates through all
ideals, all ideas, all thoughts, all words, and all deeds. It.
behoves men,'women, and children, therefore so to organise'
their affairs, that d,ifferences sinall not be classed as ittequali'
ties, and. that only in common interests shall uniformity be'
regarded as equality. Uniformity in common interests a}.
lows wider freedom in individual interests. There is': oiie-,,

great common interest in which equality can be expressed'

cognition of equality as units of population, it is possible to
lecord the human factors rvhich in human movements exert
the pressure of population in economic realities. Given a
symbot representing a unit of population in relation to the:

activities of the spiri.t of Man in the fleld o.f economic re-
sources, it is merely a matter of arithmetic to disclose the
relationship of population to material prosperity. ?he
political-economist will thus become a specialist in develop-
ing the consciousness of men, women, and c.hildren, as to
the part played by human organisations in the winning and
utilising of sustenance, and the means of progress. The

equality of persons in the processes of natural law, renders
imperative the necessity for a unif orm sym,bol in economics.

for a unit of population. The uniformity of the symbol re-
presenting the unit of population as the basis of the science

of economics, will permit the disclosing'and recbrding of
the differences which go to make up the respective units of
the people. All like units are equal to each other. Each

unit of population represents a unity which is a unity despite

the differences of which each unit is composed. There are
personal, communal, and social interests' in euerg lif e. The'

sum total of personal, communal and social interests of euch

person is one unit in the economic science. As each person

represents a different composition of personai, crlmmunal,.
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,.,,;. and social interests, the fixed unit in economics for each
,*., ,', 'l r)erson is an essential basis for noting and providing for the
;t- , different compositions of the individuals. one person may
,4i ' prefer to cater for personal interests, for lack of a social
.j, , , sense; another may exceed in social enthusiasms. The bal-

, 
by which provision may be made for individuar freedom in

l, personal and social interests. There are certain primary'personal interests which emerge in communal and social' irrterests; in so far as these are recognised there is a naturatr
co'trlmunal interest i,n protecting personal and, social i,ntet -

'f;,:+' '9*=', ,"r". There is the general social interest of each person in
'l 

", 
rn 

t'' providing first for the primary personal interests throughout
.o.],.iii'I the social stratum recognised by such persons. Chief of

these primary interests is food-closery folrowed by clothing,
i): :i; I fuel, shelter, re-creation education, and leisure. The part
'; : : that each person plays in procuring these primary neces_\, ,r . , " sities is the extent to whicl these necessities may be pro-

l, ,,),. vided. The order of importance given herein is probably
: l;,'i., "j'r'r a permanent natural order. Therefore the order in which
....,;j'" ' each successive interest is provided should be preserved in
' '',' ,.,,' strict relation to the order in which the personal effort is
. . . ' directed. The use of the symbol 

""p"u."rrtirrg 
the unit of, , population, as the basis of economic symbolism offers a

medium by which the different interests of the different per-

. is the application of natural gff6rf-\M6vk-is crearly capabre
..,' ' of expression in the economic science, provided the unit of

, ., population is taken as the basis of the unit of economic sym_
:,' bolism. one unit of population gives expression to the in-

in the economic science give evidence of the interests ex-
pressed by one unit of population.

, Or. tendency to accept the legacies of history and to bow

,....,,,..,r,.,,''to 
the traditions of experience has led us to the fallacy of' ' , compromise with ideals. It is possible to reconcile experi-

ence with ideals, provided allowance be made for the failur.es

}lu
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only in uniformity; tlne unit of population is one persor\.......a+..:''.,,1.-

Oniy by the recognition of this self-evident personal manilliffi iiiT

festation of the spirit of Man, can men hope to establish the ,"y,i;l

acceptability of d,ifferences with,out inequalitA. On this re+ 'ltI'i'
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due to lack of faith. Ideals which are put to work lead to
progress-ideals which are held without work lead to fads
and fetishes. There is no compromise in nature. Experi-
ence teaches only the results of experiment. Faith has its
compensation; so has unbelief. To the extent to which we
fail to put faith to the test of experiment, to that extent we
fail to learn from experience, the compensations of living
by faith. Legacies and truditio?Ls are largely the evidences
of compensations of compromising with unbelief . There is
a boundless realm of economic progress, in which the worker
may enjoy in reality a standard of living of which he now
only dreams. It will respond to faith. There is a link mis-
sing in the practice of ideals. We have been practical when
we trusted in land, in food, in gold, in property, in money,
in wages, and in wealth; but we have failed to be practical
in our trust in God-for want of recognition that the most
practical evidence we can give of our faith in God, is to trust
our fellow-men. All men are equal bef ore God,let thern be
acknowledged as equal before men. The key to economic
equality, is uniformity in record,ing the expressions of dif-
ferent personal interests.

Part III., Section viii.-Division of Labour

The work required of Man is the replenishing and, the
subrluing of th.e earth. There are two great divisions of
labour in the processes of this work. The ser diuision-and
tlte diuision of genera,tions. The work of Man can no more
be accomplished by one sex than it can be accomplished by
one generation. In the natural order of replenishing and
subduing the earth, Man organises his forces for the better
achievement of progress towards the goal. The ser diui,sion
is a very convenient specialisation in replenishing the earth;
it is also a very satisfactory way in which to subsist the
rising generations. The recognition of the ser diaision and
of the diaision of generutions, as natural divisions of labour,
is fundamental to the consideration of divisions of labour in
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the carrying out of the injunction laid upon Man to replen-
ish the earth and subdue it. The sex d,iaision and the nor-
mal functions of reproduction of the race suggest the ele-
mentary division of labour practised by the spiri,t of Man_
male and f emale created he them-in the persons of men and
women. By the nature of this primal division Man under-
takes to be responsible for subsisting men, women, and
children, while they are playing their part in replenishing
the earth and subduing it.

i 
;r,i1$r,,., Births, marriages, and deaths are intensely personal, butr':are nevertheless essential periods in the processes of the, work of Man. They cannot be regarded as personal in-

terests separable from the con,moll and social interests of
.all persons concerned in these fund,amentat diuisions of

diuision of generati.ons are manifestations of tire spirit of
', , Mun in replenishing and subduing the earth. The personal
.i.-;;,:: interests of men, women, and children, can be satisiactorilyn, provided for, only by the establishment of thecommon in-

,. ,,. terests of the seres and. of the generations. The social in-
'i:".terests of the families represented by marriage have an in-,. separable relationship with tine personal and, common in-
''terests of men, women, and children. The sum total of the

personal communal, and social interests of families, is the

' .,. of the uni,ts of population making up the families. They: are evidences of the chief d,iuisions of labour established by
the STtirit of Man for the progress of the race. In the ser

- diuision, and in the diaision of generations the unit of in-
terests-loersonal, contmunalo and, social-is the unit of

'Ttopulation The subduing of the earth first requires the
wresting from nature, of the sustenance necessary for main-
taining ad,utt tif e, and for nourishing and maturing tine neut
generat'ions. This primary necessity for sustenance leads to

,,,. a subdiuision of labour which will win the necessaries and
apply them to the normal purposes of living. The primal

. d,iuisions of ser and generations make the subd,iuisions of
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ktbour between winning and appropriating sustenance to bel
almost that of the sexes. The natural resources and the'
normal state of the d,iui.sions of sex und generations modtfp
tt.e personnl interests to protect tlne common and social in'.
terests, of all the units of the populuti,on. The recognition
of the sexes and of the generations as the cltief diuisiotts of'
labour in the normal functioning of the spirit of man in re''
plenishing and subduing the earth gives the key to tine diui-
sion of labour as a root cause lnderlying normal rnovements
exerting ecouomic plessure.

The division of Man in two sexes approximately equal'in
numbers, gives emphasis to the recognition of the
uork of humanitE in the primal diuision of labour between
replenishing the earth, and subcluing it.

The work of replenishing includes the provision of sus-

tenance both for tlte workers proaid'ing sustenance, and the
workers replenishittg the race. These are of personul, co?n-. 

:

nrunal, and soc'ial importance. Men, w'omen' and childreh,
are equal in t'lteir claims for dividends won from nature by
the processes in which diuisiott and sub-di'"-ision of labour
have placed them for the fuller functioning of Man in sub-

duing nature. All necessary work is of equal aalue- It is of''

paramount necessity that primal diuisiotts of ser and gener-

ations have been effected; it is of paramount importance
that these primal divisions in the normal Worlt, of Man
should be recognised in the division of income-dividends-
won from the earth, in the march of progress. Man has by
ser cliuisiott and by diuision of generations accepted the re-
sponsibility of subsisting, men, women, and children. This
catt be dotte uormally by dividing the ttolmal income of pro-

ducts, commodities and services, among men, women, and

children, in the recognition of all being usorkers in the ful-
filment of the responsibility to present, rising and future
generations. This reeognition of primal diuisions of ser and
generations in the work of Man, renders simple the relation-
ship between the claims of men, women, and children, to

share in tlre normal income of the population; the f amtlu

is the social unit; tlne person is the conlnl,on unit; the claim

. -+ji.
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to income is personal, as the claim of u u,,rit of po2tulation
fot: a unit of i.ncome. The unit of populatiorz is the basis af
demand and the nxeans of supply. As supply necessitates
the replenishing as well as the subduing of the earth, the
demand of men, women, and children for supply of sus-
fsnsngs-subsistence in their ruork-is normal, insistent,
and fundamental. Social progress demands the recognition
of this basis of d,emand and means of suppta. The workers
subd,ui,ng the earth providing visible, tangible, sustenance,
are no less dependent upon other workers-women and chil-

)d5:. .,t*r dren, reTtlenishing the earth,-than the \Momen and children
+f' ':,:"are dependent upon these workers-for.sustenance. There

,is material sustenance on the one hand as the evidence of
'work, and potential subsistence on the other. They are in-

' separable. It may be assumed that the inclusion of men,
,'women, and children, all as workers in the population will
' render easy and clear the normal d.emand, of the population
,for sustenance and subsistence. It will also make clear the
relationship between men, women and children, cLS collsu-
mers; and some of them as producers of the normal divi-
dends won from the earth. It may be said that in a popula-

i,toin of 1,000,000 Australians-400,000 are providing the
, material living standard; and 600,000 replenishing the popu-
lation and providing the intangible dividends. These primal
diuisiotts of sex and generaffoms necessitate primuy divi-
sions of material income between consumers and producers
as 10 is to 4. The direct cost of the living standard-szb-
duing the earth-for 1,000,000 persons is apparently the
u.ork of 400,000 persons-units of population; but the nor-
mal price includes the 600,000 persons-units of population,
producing, potential-supply-replenislters; the price is
therefore 1,000,000 price-units representing 1,000,000 units
of populati on as collsumers, against the r,vork of 400,000 cosf-
units representing 400,000 units of population as direct Ttro-
duce'rs. "the normal price is therefore related to the normal
cosf as normul consunlers are related to normal prod,u,cers.
The d.,iuisi.on and, subd,iuision of labour provide accurate in-
dicators of the relationship between price and_ cosf, when
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each person is recorded in economic symbols representing
the uni,ts of pofiulcttion both as consunl,ers and direct pro-
d,ucers. The price-factor is a normal ratio. It can be ap-
plied in a normul wag in the economic science rvhen political-
economists establish economic symbols representing popula-
t'ion, and diuision of labour.

Part III., Section ix.-Efficiency

Efficiency is law and order in the processes of replenishing
and subduing the earth; equality of persons-organisatior.ri,.,u,,'
of communities-freedom of action as social organisms. 'i 

".

The test of efficiency is equality, organisation, and free-
dom, in person&l, communal, and social interests. This test
applied to existing legislation, shows that we are far from
satisfying the present capacity of peoples, states, and social
relationships. The growing consciousness of brotherhood
has made for unsatisfled desires toward equality, organisa-
tion, and freedom. The fallacies of finance have obscured
from clear view the realities of economics. The monetary
system is failing to satisfy the normal dernands of individual
aspirations. The system is therefore undergoing changes,
which wiil more clearly express the wider recognition that
no person lives to himself alone. There aye personal in'
terests which can be protected, only by the organisation of
aornnxon 'interests; there are social 'interests which can be
protected, only by the co-ordination of personal 'interests.
There is a common interest in providing for personal in-
terests. Only by associating for such a purpose can peoples

achieve their social ambitions. There are actions, inter-
actions, and re-actions, of personal, conln'ton, and, sociul, in'
terests. None can be ignored or falsely interpreted without
hampering the efficiency with which personcll, common, and
social interests may be attained. There is no other system
of organisation which touches personal, conl,n'Lon, antl social
interests, as i,ntimately, dfuectly, and continuously as the
monetary system in which man records his wrestling with

'' il

'+i;

I
I

I
:i1.#: j
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nature for daily bread. It touches all church organisations
, *all business organisations-and all family relationships.

,':, . It is of paramount importance that the system in which man
{ : works for the production, distribution, accounting, and ex-

change, of the sustenance of life, be efficient; giving equality
af opytortunitg, of serDice, and of perso,tl., to all units of popu-
lation within the community of interests. Equality of op-
portunity may be established and preserved within and
throughout an economic unit, by the recognition of common
interests i,n all land and natural resources. Equality of ser-

"e,,. 
a , vice may be established and preserved within and through-

' , ,'' be effected only at par, on the basis of att necessary u;ork
r , :'r being of equul oalue. Equality of person may be established
i and preserved within and throughout an economic unit, by

i:, the recognition of equal pay for equal uork. This gives a
;; ' deflnite relationship between prices and wages in relation

-n.. 
, I to the output of industry-efficiency. With such a record of

.,iii r,;.i;. work in winning and appropriating income from the earth,
's,...,.,., it becomes possible to recognise and reward efficiency in re-

. Iation to surplus output, arising from improved methods of
industry. The chief reward of efficiency is leisure. Using
efficiency as the test of industry necessitates the distribution

I of leisure in relation to rvork and output. Leisure earned
as a reward for work leads to new opportunities and to fur-

has been commonly supposed that the leisured classes have
", played an important part in providing for and protecting

, 
: ,.r, the rvorking classes. It is now clear that they have con-

.,,.,,,1:,oi:' sciously or unconsciously exploited the working classes, and' despoiled themselves, by using social ad,uantages to the detri-
ment of con'Lmon interests; and by discarding personal in-
terests other than their own. Progress in industry is enfor-

r cing efficiency in the monetary system.

The progress of Man through cannibalism, to slavery,.
through slavery to serfdorn, through serfdom to peasantry,,

t



is the eommon inlerest in the efficiency ,i ti" *irrir., "^- S#J"h,. ,

tem. A break-down in monetary movements discloses'at'";rffi,, 
I

break-down in the co-ordination of personal, comnLon, ana ff#if:j' I
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through peasantry to industrialism, through industrialism
to citizenship,-has given evidence of the growing conscious-
ness of personal, comnlon, and, social'interests.

The three aspects can be co-ordinated consciously, only
when they are recognised as distinguishable but inseparable.
Man is a spirit. The consciousness of brotherhood is the
recognition of the spirit of conquest, to be directed to the
replenishing and subduing of the earth, instead of to'the
exploiting of fellow-beings. The common link of daily life

social interests. The greatest step towards efficiency in liv- '",

ingwillbetheadoptionofanormalmonetarysystemin-
tended to record the normal efforts and aspirations of the ,l
units of the population. Each unit ltas personal, cornnton,
cmd social'interests. These three aspects are to be assocl- ' ri:- ;
dated in providing an efficient monetary system for use by, ft
and for the guidance of, each person in the community. The ',::-lji}
greatest education is provided by the association of cause .r,lrrili

and effect. Work-and-'[n6s'nls. The relationship of effi- '

ciency in industry to the enjoyment of leisure is the surest
basis for effective education of men, women, and children
in their relationship to economic realities. Each develop-
ment of efficiency in industry leads to a capacity for sus- l

tainingnewenterprises.Thelimitofnewenterpriseisthe
capacity of industry to provide the former standards of out-
put with less effort, thus providing more leisure and new

;flJ"'Tli:i$**["fff"ffiffiTr"#;l"T*I*",i"iffi":; ]

leisure, so that the relationship between person(tl, conlmon,
ancl social interests, will encourage rather than condemn
the mechanisation of industry. It is often stated that the
problem of production is technical, and that it has been "'
solved rvith the technical skill of engineers and scientists,,
while the problem of distribution is a moral problem and
remains unsolved. This is a mere part truth. The

I
I'i

I
I
I
I
!

i

,-t :"i,'i'. it'
::r,; , r
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.problem of prod,uction cannot be separuted from the prob-
,lem of distribution Distribution is a technical problem, so
.are accounting and exchange. All four are inseparakrle. Dls-
tribution is neither lnore nor less a moral problem thctn is
ptrod,uction The problem of production is not solved ancl
cannot be solved till production is turned to industries whose

'object it is to provide the needs of producers. The problem
of effecting a fair distribution of rvhat is produced is only
half the problem; the other half is the problem of producing
thbt,which will enable a fair distribution to be made. The
problem will be solved when the moral issues are considered

ith the technical issues, in the four chief divisions of in-
dustry-pr o duction, d,i,stribution, ac counting, and eu chan g e.

trt is essential that an effective demand should be registered
,,.r'bef,ore accepting as evidence of over-supply the clearly in-
, 'efficient monetary system which restricts production in the

', 
: face of universal shortage of economic necessaries. The

,, rynonetary system fails at the moral tests because it protects
:""'ptersonal cluims to common Ttroperty while making no pro-;

vision fot: common claims to personal income. Its technique,.
becomes immoral, because it is non-moral in its intentions.
'The monetary system stands condemned as inefficient and

lr wasteful, in allowing hundreds of thousands of persons, in a
land replete with natural resources, to be discharged from

iemployment at making the very things which their unem-
ployment renders them unable to procure. They are poten-
'tial consumers, and potential producers going unsatisfied
,and unemployed because they cannot within the limits of a
false monetary system either register their demand or pro-
vide their supply. The ineflftciency of the rnonetary system
imposes unemplor1ment as a Ttenalty----.y;here, leisure should,
:be the reward,, as it is the normal evidence of efficiency. The
rspirit of Man is breaking down the inefficiency of the mone-
tary system which is now giving way to the recognition that
.unemployment is the forerunner of the introduction of legal

'sanctions to provide for the distribution of leisut'e as a diui-
.d,end, for ruork,. 'Ttren only will monetary records be efficient.

*':f-1..,

.;lJ,i:rli :

,i. :: 
l, 

,.,rt
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THE CREDIT LINE IN ECONOMICS
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Foreword: 1928

, The business in which the author was cradled and of

;, rvhich he was responsible executive for four years during
the crisis in the development of export industry, was for
'that period directly marketing and indirectly financing one-

l,lguarter of Australia's output of dried fruits.

,' iWhen the business faced unpayable returns as the inevi-
''itable outcome of fiscal anomalies the author found no pros-

liir.l,pect of recovery for primary industry in the present finan-
cral system.

'i He resigned from the business in 1925 to be free to advo-
.', cate fundamental credit as the basis of fair exchange.

ll;,'
',:... ' The Credit Linej in economics is propounded by the author

as a challenge, requiring the recognition of fundamental
' laws, which operate immutably howsoever they may be in-

terpreted.

The task ahead of the author is no light responsibility and

is undertaken with the conviction that fundamental laws are

i for our temporal good as for our eternal progress.

: The author claims the tolerance of readers in respect of
- words used with restricted meanings.
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Part IlI, Section x.-The Credit Line in Econornics
THE LIMIT OF SECONDARY INDUSTRY

(First publisherl as a Pamphlet April l9u8)
C)riginal text Preservecl here.

I, TENTATIVE DEFINITIONS
Tentative definitions proposed in 1928 are omitted, as the

adoption of definitions acceptable to different schools of
thought will bd the test of any theory or practice deriving
from public examination !

II. INTRODUCTION

t 0, .-. E.R. & R.C. Part III. x (i, ii, iii) Pase 4l?
I

I n', 10. Comparisons subsequently supersede the standards,
jit as a guide to fundamentals: a standard serving its purpose

i 1" in providing a means of comparison.

{- -,, 11. without standards we can have only general knor,v-

t ledge after events have proved variations. With standards

) we can reduce general knowledge to particular comparison

I and thus forecast and provide for future variations. Witness

i' 'the erection of great bridges, buildings, dams, etc', to speci-

I ncations which would be unavailable without standards de-

1 ,* p*m**rived from general laws'

I 
1i?':'':'; 

12. The object of the author is to survey the science of

t ':: €conomics in the light of general laws and to advocate the

I therefrom.
t ir1,, .,,' III- SURVEY

", .,, Three propositions are made as the plan of survey for set-

,1 :,.r,,'',,-i.. ,'ting up the standard.

' l:.; .'.,.-. 1. First that private ownership of land is contrary to
,i.l::"'.' ' fundamental law. Possession or security of tenure is the

i- ' 'rlxr ' limit of individual right of claim.
.. I ' 2. Second that capitalisation is not continuous. Capital

.," '' t , does not admit inflation of capitalisation, but is subject to
,diminishing value by reason of increased efficiency in rn-

dustry. Capital is the value of labour remaining in surplus

products in Process of exchange.

3.Thirdthatexchangethelifebloodofbusiness,the
1,1 channel of industry, responds solely and directly to the pro-

: ducts from land. Secondary industry, can be maintained

' only within the limits of exchange with primary products'

4. These propositions involve the recognition that there

cannot be equitable distribution of wealth:-

potential utility.
1 ) (b) Whiie capitalisation is continuous and held to be en-

titled to increment arising from increased utility as

distinct from value. The value of capital is continu-

.r.", 1 ,

,ii
", 

fr'

,:I

{

'ri
i!

1. The author has undertaken the setting. up of , *";,,,,"u g::ii.
dard for credit in conformity with which all human effort '

must be directed for the true economic progress of the

human race.
2.Letthereaderbewareofanytendencytoregardastan-.

dard as flxing the limits of human effort.
3. A standard for application of fundamentals in econo-

mics no more limits human effort than does a standard of
power limit electricity.

4. A standard assists in the understanding of the opera-

tionsoflawsandguidestheapplicationofhumaneffortin
the search for fundamentals.

5. One scarcely claims too much in saying that no law can

be consciously accepted until defined and measured by a

standard.
6. The general effect of gravity was comprehensive long

before the acceptance of Newton's deflnition enabled a stan-

dard to be adopted by which strength and power could be

utilised with conscious effort to the limitless advantage of ,i

humanity.
7. Standards of time and distance are so commonly ac-

cepted that it is quite unusual to rely directly on sun' rnoon

and stars for time, or for distance on the imperial foot'
8. The recognition that fundamentals are immutable has

nr.ade the adoption of standards based on fundamentals not

only possible and useful but indispensable to a co-operation

with fundamentals.
9. The acceptance of standards gives us a basis for com-

parisons which rvould otherwise be impossible'

i:,i:l
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ously diminishing by reason of efficiency in industry,
hence capitalisation must diminish with value, not
increase with utility.

(c) While credit involves finance as distinct from funds
relating solely to the value of industry.

5. Utility is subject to production and distribution, better
described as form and exchange. These phases of economics.
respond solely to industry. Utility, therefore, does not and,
cannot assess the cost of industry

6. As utility is the result of industry it cannot be the cost
of industry. 

,

7. The standard of credit is thus threefold:-
(a) Possession or security of tenure of land.
(b) Vanishing point for capitalisation. 

.,(c) Valuation of industry.
8. The standard advocated by the author as the ,""u.*rry:

basis for stabilising industiy may be applied by giving:-
(a) Equitable rights in possession by means of Trust

deed agreements.
(b) Investment and compensation certificates issued un-

der the Trust deed agreements.
(c) Yaluation on weighted average output in industry.

during the periods of the Trust deed agreements...
9. TTre publications of the author dealing with variou*

phases of industry related to setting up the standard of'
'creclit pretriminary to equitable distribution of wealth have"
arisen naturally and in order within the limits of the busi'-
uress with which he had been associated from infancy to,
resignations from chief executorship in 192b.

L'0" The development of authority and responsibility lead-.
ing to the recognition of the need for a standard might ber
likerred to years spent in experimental research for the laws;
umderlying the forces of economics.

11. The need for a standard was first disclosed in dealing-
with specific results in limited business fields and led to the
publication of "Labour or Gold?" in 1g1g-

E.R. & R.C. Part III. x (iv) Page 419

12. Next the need for fair exchange in international trade
led to publication of "Dried Fruit Drawback" in 1924-

13. The failure of finance to reward producers according
to the costs of production led to the publication in 1925 of.

"Seven Aspects Justifying Getting Capitalisation and Fi-
nance Back to Fundamentals."

j' 14. Subsequently at the Federal elections of.7925 the far-
. mers and vineyardists of the wimmera Federal electoral

., . ,division were challenged by the author, so far as statutory
I 'limitations of expenditure would permit, on the economic

;;. reactions of the fiscal policy of Australia in "Victims of
';?*:tf i'ry Tariffs and Shuttlecocks of Finance."
' ' '' r- .lr ,,, 15. Now the march of events discloses the need for a

' ,,",1 .'. l', *ider recognition and application of this standard than
,,iji , could have been claimed in any one business, industry, or

,1 .,,. Political sPhere.
i ' 1:1',;.;."

., ',, i .rv. PRoPosITroN oNE

; Private ownership of land is contrary to fundamental
law. Possession or security of tenure is the limit of indi-
vidual right of claim.

1. Land is fixed. It can respond neither to increase nor
wasting. It cannot be moved. It is a basis for population
and supplies.

2. Nothing man can do can change the supply of or de-

mand for land. The utmost effort of man can do no more

than change the utility of land, thus causing supply and de-

mand of and for products from land.
3. Land, therefore, can be no part of economics.
4. Economics is the science of utilising wealth. Land is

the fixed source of sustenance while man is utilising wealth.
It is therefore excluded from the science of utilising wealth.

5. The fundamental of land is definitely laid down in the
mosaic laws: "The land shall not be sold for ever. The land
is mine. In all the land of your possession, ye shall grant a

redemption for the land."
6. The author cannot by any device, argument or doctrine

disclose any greater authority against the private ownership
of land.

I

t

I

I

I

1

I

t
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tude of thd ye shall increase the price thereof and ac- 'lrr ir

fewness of the years ye shail diminish the
price of it. For according to the number of years of the
crops doth he sell unto thee."

8. There is nothing here to sell but the possession. No
value is piaced upon the land because it must be redeemed
in the year of jubilee on which is based the number of the
years o.[ the crops.

9. The lau, of redemption for land allows possession'to
change subject to redemption in the jubilee year. at norr"f "l+tii,i

time and under no circumstances can the property in the'. ,i'..1
Iaud become vested.

10. Horrses irr wallcd cities are spccifically excluded from,
the iarr o1'redemptiorr al the jubi lee ycari They ale noi land
in the meaning of the lar,,r. ,.. : . ,

11. A11 lancl (farms, fields and houses associated u,ith
industr'.v) is strbjeei to tlre Iau oI i'cdeutptiorr, thrrs not orrly
( i*at'ly ir,eli.o.'ibl,, {'or capitalisation, inct'entent or'finance. Irut
cleflnitei;, subject to diminishing rights even of possessio,rl
as the i:eriod of redemption runs its course.

12. The iau, of redemption precludes the valuation of larrrl
in the utiiising of r,vealth.

13. All improvements, plantings, drainings, crops, etc.,
n-lust be exchanged in accordance with the law of redemption.

14. Thus the right of possession 01' security of tenure is
distinct from private orvnership.

15. The lail- of land admits of no private ownership"
Rights of possession are governed by the period of redemp-
tion.

16. Improvements of land merge with the land in the year.
of redemption.

17. The land and improvements thereon revert in the year
of jubilee to common ownership, and possession alone re-
mains with the responsibility of utilising same as the sole
source of sustenance of industry.

E.R. & R.C. Part III. x (v)

V. PROPOSITION TWO
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Capitalisation is not continuous. Capital does not admit
inflation of capitalisation, but is subject to diminished value
by reason of increased efficiency in industry. Capital is the
vaiue of labour remaining in surplus products in process of
exchange.

1. Capitalisation is the funded cost of capital devoted to
industry.

2. Capitalisation represents the surpius in industry which
ai:ises from increased efficiency. Capitai originally funded

l,;iii,{i1mu"'iu'capitalisation is consumed in the process of exchange and
' . ,'i.l;i, is replaced by new capital arising in that process.

,'" , . ' il. The new capital cannot be funded in capitalisation on

,, ' ,j'.. the values operating when the original capital was funded,
, r.. as the basis of capitalisation is the cost of industry.

' , ..: ,1. T'he maintenance of capitalisation is not practicable

: ::; rvilhout leplacement of capital, neither is maintenance of' i capitalisation practicable with replacement of capital at

i , lorr er costs.

''4.. i " 5. Capitalisation must be deflated u'ith reducerl cost of
;" 

'' iirdrrstly as the capitai represented will be replaced again at

'''" 
6. The only justification for capitalisation cluring the

'r period of redemption is that capital represerlts lesults of
indpstry retaining utility lvhich r,l'ould involve fur"lher in-

il dustry had the capital been consttmed or lost.

7. Industry which replaces capital can do so at the cost
of industry.

8. The law of redemption of land requires cessation of
plirnar';' industi'y ottce in seven years.

9. This requires the consumption of capital over the period
of cessation, such capital having been accumulated during
the period of industry.

10. There can be no replacement of capital during cessa-

tion of industrlr, therefore capitalisation must be reviewed
once in seven years.

TNaith the law of redemption for land is given the basis
for sell\the rights of possession. "According to the multi-

..1r
',, iI
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1,1. During the period of redemption for land fixed capital
merges into land, and at the year of jubilee such capital
itself becomes part of land and subject in turn to the law of
redemption. Its capitalisation must vanish in that period.

12. The right of possession being likewise subject to re-
demption, the interests of common ownership require land'
and improvements to be free of capitalisation in the year of
redemption i

Ili. The conclusion to be drawn from this law, "according
to the number of the years of the crops," is that the labourl
remaining in products represented by fixed capital dirni.
nishes to vanishing point during the period of redemption.

14. The value of labour in floating or consumable capital
diminishes with consumption in process of exchange to the
eost of replacement. ,

15. The cessation of primary industry once in seven years
indicates the requirement of the law of redemption that
standard costs governing credit be reviewed each sabbatic
year.

16. Thus, while exchange is conducted for six years on
the standard of costs prevailing for that period, sufficient
consumable capital is accumulated to provide sustenance
over the sabbatic year during which costs are to be reviewed.

17. The review of standard costs regards the remaining
years of the redemption period in respect of fixed capital,
but the next sabbatic period only in respect of consumable
capital.

18. Thus all capitalisation vanishes in the year of redemp-
tion for land and meantime represents value of labour re-
maining in the process of exchange.

. ' ,' ',, 3. Exchange involves surplus which can only arise when

"{*i11^ri"ll;:.,+,'-{; r;;1i:i.rw.Frimary needs are satisfied.i 1'; i t'" ;i,',''' 4. Business is developed by the process of exchange.': l' I :'' '=' uuDrrrEDD rD

1 I 5. The primary needs are such as will sustain and pre-
\ serve life.

, - I I 6. Could individual man do no more than produce for pri-
:i ,. 'd 'F , .;i mary needs there could be no exchange, as there would be no

, ' .-f ti ', 
' 

,lsrtplus to cover the costs of exchange.

.ti:t: .# *i. .,,;1., 7. The division of labour arising from the capacity of
:'i .*'..fl ffii:* l, -:t'industry to produce from land more than primary needs,

.*# ft HE* r;leads to secondary industry to the extent of labour released
,,,.,,1,il1. iil li ':-,t1".. from land.

:/l ,:[ [i: :" r' 8. Secondary industry thus raises the standard of living
. j I 1",..' . - by the exchange of surplus secondary products with the sur-

J i; plus from land. The. rajsing.of the standard of living is,
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VI. PROPOSITION THREE

Exchange, the life blood of business, the channel of indus-
try, responds solely and directly to the products from land.
Secondary industry can be maintained only within the limits
of exchange with primary products.

1. Utility in natural wealth, as in land, is potential.
,2. Form and exchange utility are conferred solely by in-

dUstry. Business fails when exchange ceases just as surely
as would form should industry cease.

I I however, strictly limited to the extent of labour released
t I from the land.
'i l' ., 9. Increased efficiency in secondary industry further

raises the standard of living by establishing an expanding
surplus of secondary products, contingent upon maintaining

., l_ the surplus of primary products to the extent necessary to

li [i: , sustain secondary industry.
::rl l!*"'L'-'''' 10. Supply and demand, so far as it affects exchange,'1 ht therefore is called into play for primary products. Its action
:'f, ,l[i .,^ is solely for the governing of exchange between primary
i? f.i:i '" and secondary products.
tl ltii -, . ' 11. Surplus of secondary products must of necessity draw
.ril [S,i" ,': 

],'- labour from lands unless it leads to a better ratio of ex-
1{ m' ': change for primary products.
#ffi
,1C.,
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12. Warning is sounded by indebteduess of primary in-
dustry. There can be no such thing as accumulated deficits
in primary industry. There is either surplus, sufficiency or
shortage.

13. Subsequent surplus cannot make good any previous
shortage in primary products.

14. The shortage must be reserved fol from previous sut'-
plus or someone must suffer shortage. Subsequent surplus
can replace reserves but cannot make good previous defi,
ciency.

15. No financial system can take the place of
dustry as the basis of exchange.

16. Once prin'rary industry reveals indebtedness, i.e., ull.
payable returns, beu.are of crisis. There is an actuai sholt-
age.

1?. Industry is so extensively financed that the action of
supplS, and clemand has been disguised and igttored, iudeed,
because tire action is immr-ttable econoritists have erplained
the fluctuation of prices arising from finance by ciassifying

18. Flence unpayable returns in prirnary industry are read
as an indication of over'-production instead of the action of
suppiy and demand enforcing a restoration of exchange be-
trveen primary and secondary products.

19. Such exchange involves credit but not flnance.

20. \Vhen finance intludes the demand for secondary pro-
ducts exceeds the suppiy and primary industry is set back by
the desertion of the land for secondary industry.

21. lndustly suppolted by finance induces financial pros-
perity in secondary industry with crisis in primary industry,
followed by depression and unemployment in secondary in-
dustry, leading to collapse of flnanbe and restoration of pro-
portion in exchange with primary products.

22. These cycles are seasonal so far as primary products
are concerned and financial provision for times of depression
cannot correct them.
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' .. 23. The only provision that can correct them is a reserve
of primary products to cover periods of shortage. Such re-
sene is the only true form of insurance.

24. This reserve calrnot be maintained while seconriary
inclustry is flnanced independently of exchange with primary
products.

25. Tire only source of credit is primary industry.

26. If we would avoid the artificially induced though
ctrramatically real cycles of prosperity, crisis, collapse andr

s f 
- l'ecovery in industry, we must cr.eate credit solely in relation*'''to cost of primary industry and estabjish secondary industry

* -rvlttrln the limits of such credit.

,;,; :27. The standard of living rvill govern the cieation of
,l ,.:. funcis for exchange of primary products r,l,ith secondary

' '.',: '
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, , , : .?8. trxtravagant livingl rvil1 be r.e.quiai.ecl iry efficiency.
,lt,: An), basis of Iiving be1,611r1 thc stiurdard iirill be practicable

.;r?6'....'lli., bltly u.hen surplus is available J:c,r-ond the cxteirt of labour.
.l leleased from the land.

;;i1,1i,. . 29. irfficienc;," in
fronr the iand and

seconclltl1. incitlstry carl only drarv labour
cause Lmerl'rplo-rinrent unless cr"edit for.

seccndar';r' incl,"rstly is jiuriteri ity exchange rvitir primary
Ir ro(1ucts.

30" Finance a"s distinct flom credit reflecting primary
prociucts is fictitious. Ilence r.e have the phenomenon of the
lecluced purchasing po\yer of the pound steriing.

31. The anomaly of incleasecl elliciency in industry ac-
companied by increased expense of Jiving is entirely ,pro-
cluced by the financing of iniiustry independent of exchange
rviLh primary prodlucts.

32. The anomaly knon,n as the foIalthusian doctrine that
population tends to inclease fastel than production is the
result of capitalising land, financing industry, and the action
of supply and demand to check the desertion of the land.
The doctrine is a manifestation of departure from funda-
rrrentals.

It

i
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33. That industry stands the strain of finanee'arrd false
capitalisation as long as it does is merely evidence tha"t the
fundamental laws operate irrespective of interpretations, and
without respect of persons.

34. The frequent lapses into revolution in less civilised
countries, wars and frequent strikes in more modern civi[-
sations, are evidences of the action of supply and demand
to correct the anomalies of finance and capitalisation,. by re-
storing exchange between primary and secondary productsi

35. The correction is not simply in providing employment
but in establishing the true ratio of exchange by limiting;,s,fi,':tllii,,,
secondary industry to the credit created on prirnar;r pro-:'i, 

,,q-':,.,, 
':i

ducts. ''r6ft1" '

36. The political aspect of economics is deterrnined by the ;$11; i
surplus in primary products, not by the financial adjust- irii"'lr

ments to rneet taxation. ,'lt'l

37. The oft-heard cry of produce, produce, produce,, is ,n,;

more fundamental than captains of secondary industry ;1;1 
'

realise or admit. ':j:'i
VII. SUPPLY AND DEMAND

1. The propositions stiPulating:-
(a) Security of tenure, without ownership of land"
(b) Vanishing of capitalisation, and
(c) Credit based on costs of products of land,

conform to the actions of supply and demand-

2. Both secondary and primary industry contrihute to the
standard of living.

3. lmprovement in secondary ind'ustry raises the stan-

dard of living only by exchange with primary industry'

4. Improvement in primary ind'ustr5' raises the standard

of living whether or not it be accorr,lpanied by improvement

in secondary industry; it releases labour for secondary in-

dustry, thus increasing secondary products'

6. Indeed, improvement in primary industry may even

raise the standard of living though accornpanied by retarded

secondary industry, provided sufficient labour is released to

supply the deficiency in secondary industry'

,ir
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6. The contrirbution to the standar.cr of riving by secondary
flndustry is made by exchange with p.imary products.

7' The greate. efficiency in secondary induslry raises the
standard of living by reason of lesser cost in secondary in_.dllstry, enabling greater proportion of secondarv prodr"i,

;to be exchanged rvith primary products.
;' 8. rt cannot raise the standard of living unress the greater

efficiency leads- to greater proportion of secondary pioau"i*
in* exehange srith primary products.

li:jd;;l;ffrr,:, 9' hrdeed, unless improved efficiency in secondary industry
"'*' "':' does lead to greater proportions of secondary products in

,,W6:'lxchange with primaiy products, the improved efficiencyrffi in::"o:q.y industry will lrwer the standard of living.
ffi ,0. .frr: seeming anomaly is not,an anomaly. It is clearly

: '1.--$'",a result of supply and demand.
,'+, ,i -, 11. The" demand for primary products is increased by

1g ".::: 
€rncrency in secondary industry only if labour be drawn

.1.1::;S. from primary industry.
,*i,,,, .t'.' 12. + Iesser cost being involved in secondary industry, 

i,.;r.Ji means Iess primary products will sustain the secondary in_tli' 'd' dustry to the extent of demand by primary industry.
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13. Henee efficiency in secondary industry tends to unem_
ployment unless exchange with primary products be main-
tained. The inevitabre resurt is itre increased proportion of
secondary products in exchange with primary products as
exchange within secondary industry only would draw labour
from primary industry.

14, AS pature abhors a vacuum, s0 economics abhors
anornalies.

15. Supply and demand will operate immutably to adjust
the ratio in exchange between primary and secondary pro-
ducts.

16. The period through which secondary industry ean con-
tinue to expand is limited definitely by exchange with the
products of primary industry.

17. The action of supply and demand may be stated to be
that the demand for secondary products will be stricily
limited to exchange with the supplies of primary products.,l
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18. The resuit of this action is the primary cur\'e in ex-

change. Exchange follows the production of surplus in 
, il

primary inclustry to the consumption of primary products -:i

in secondary industrY. 't 

"l 

'l

1g. The secondary curve in exchange is the result of in., ' .

creasingdisutilityorthelossofexchangeuti1ityarisinb,
from inlreased efficiency or lesser cost of lndustry' -, t , '

20.ThetertiarycurVeinexchangeistheresultofdim1n.
ishing returns arising from surplus products causing h-rr .- . 

o

adjustment in proportions of exchange between primary and',1 *'li:: t
secondary industrY. ' t.t

21. Increased efficiency in priryary industry plays its part :1', . '" i'

'";;ltiT;"ts up a greater demand for secondarv industrv , 
*

thus maintaining the utility of secondary products I ' 'j" i

2g. Itreleases labour for secondary industry, thus mairt' ....,1: 
]'. 

i

taining the demand for primary products. .*i:'' i"

24. It reduces the cost of living and raises the standard ,.. .,:,'
,,"jri' ,

of living. , '' "',it,rr,,,;, :

25. Supply and demand admit of no expansion of second- ' '

ary industry beyond the extent of exchange with primary ";'"'
products.

26. The Malthusian doctrine may therefore be taken as t-

manifestation of continuous utility of primary products ancl

provided exchange be regulated by the actions of supply and

demand increasing populations must raise the standard of '

living. i

Zl . fne Georgian doctrines of rent, interest and wages all , :, l

relatedtothemarginofctr1tivationarebutmanifestations
of the same action in relation to increasing disutility and

diminishing returns until exchange ratio is restored

28.Theutilityofsecondaryindustryismaintainedsolels.
by exchange with primary industry. The utility of primary

industry is maintained by population' 'r

29. Malloch,s doctrines of "ability the sole cause of tl-re 
' ' -";"i

world's progress" and "labour's only hope for improved

standarilof livine is the taking of results from ability" aYe

-, 
:l):::
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.(.ti mand on the relative proportions in exchange between p"l-
i. mary and secondary industry.
'.?"'..'" 30. Ability in secondary industry is powerless to main-

31. The "rent line', dependent upon the margin of cultiva-'* tion would be better defined as the credit line limiting
\.' seCondary industry.t'
\, I.;nril4E .n. 32. Supply and demand interacting with increasing dis-
,::':"",' triltility and diminishing returns limit secondary industry

,iY, 'exchange with primary products.
: ' -:--:': . ,:.. ..": VIII. EXCHANGE

. .,, , 1. The law of exchange is "take thou no usury or increase.,'-... 2. The action of, supply and demand follows the law of

.,r. , 3. Without fair exchange the action of supply and demand
. ',results in fluctuating industry caused by the adjustment of
.,i, 1.-'.industry to stabilise supply and demand through exchange.

,t '' 4. Exchange has developed from division of labour involv-
1;, r,r-,'ing credit which becomes the means of exchange or the re-
,,, '', l'ward of industry
: u 5. The action of supply and demand is stimulated by sur-

plus in primary products, releasing labour for secondary' products, leading to raised standard of living.
6. The surplus represents capital without which secondary

industry would be impossible, as also would be division of
labour in primary industry.

. . 7. The labour released from primary industry makes
: ., ," available secondary products whose exchange utility is with

primary products.
8. Division of labour in secondary industry leads also to

exchange within secondary industry just as division of
labour in primary industry leads to exchange in primary
industry.

i:1.:"" 
j g. ttre surplus products of secondary industry, i.e., the

expansion of secondary industry beyond the standard of
living in primary industry, stimulates action of supply and

{
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demand, leading to raised standard of living in secondary in-
dustry causing the draining of labour from primary indus-
try, followed by shortage of primary products setting up

improved ratio of exchange with primary products, thus
raising the standard of living in primary industry.

10. The demand for capital or surplus primary producls

to sustain division of labour in industry necessitates capi-
talisation or funding of credit ,up*"ruirtirrg capital made" E
available to industry. -
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,r rx. cREDrr
1. The process of exchange without usury or increase is

only possible with credit strictly limited to costs of primary
products in process of exchange.

2. The action of supply and demand rvill neutralise any
f,nance involving rrsury or increase and will render flctitious

, any capitalisation in excess of costs of primary products"
. 3. The distribution of results of industry through finance

cpp be only arbitrary. It contravenes supply and demand,
irivoJves usury and increase, ignores the cessation of primary

1t,4," r
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11. This capital is consumed either in the process of fn""';l;'1.,iffi
dustry or by the passing of time.

12. In either case the capitalisation must be diminished to
accord with increased efficiency, in replacing same' or with
the merging of same into land with the passing of time., , .

13. The limit of secondary industry beihg exchange utility
with primary industry necessarily limits capitalisation of,l"
secondary industry to credit based on the costs of primary
industry.

t*I,."",{fl,t+:,industry and defles the passing of the period of redemption.
',: ,' 4" The inevitable resrilt is false capitalisation and fiscal

anomalies.
5. Finance is said to give title to u,ealth. It is at no time,

however, capable of sustaining industry without primary
'products.

.., 6. It can and does frequently but temporarily support ex-i change rvithin secondary industry of surplus.".ordury pro-
ducts, causing a consumption of the surplus products by

. drawing labour from primary industry to secondary indus-
:'.' try,, thus aggravating the effect of unemployment.

, 7. Finance applied to primary industry involves usurJ/
and increase and develops the phenomena classified by econo*
mists as "rent, interest and wages the rewards of industry.,,'

8. The application of finance as a means of exchange to
some extent temporarily relieves the strain on, p_rimary in-
duStly by diminishing the drawing of labour irrto secondaryl
iirdustry.

9. It does this, however, only by dislocating ratio of ex-
changes and causes fictitious demand on secondary industry,.
thus hastening the consumption of surplus products, dimin-
isiring capital and at the same time inflating capitalisation.

10. Financing industry is tantamount to subsidising se'
conclary industry rvhen supply and demand requires correc-
tion of exchange rn ith primary industry.

11. T'he corrective is the stabilising of the standard of
living in primar-rz and secondary industry.
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14. The extensive market for primary products is the €{t I .,,,,n..

change with secondary industry, raising the standard of ..''';r'
living in primary industry.

15. Thus funds created on industry circulate through
industry and return as proceeds of products consumed in
industry.

16. The funds returned to industry as proceeds of ex-
change represent consumption of products in industry, and
as such are cancelled, thus deflating credit on industry to the
limit of unconsumed products in the process of exchange.

17. Products consumed in industry in the production of'
fixed capital are represented in capitalisation and this di-
minishes as efficiency improves and the period of redemption
progresses.

18. Therefore the diminishing value of capital in process

of exchange requires funds to be returned to industry as

proceeds of products consumed and these funds are likewise
cancelled.

I
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i.,li,(it
12. This cannot be effected by finance but solely b), ad- ; i 'i

justing exchange with primary products. ' j,"',

13. Financing secondary industry causes demand on pri- $
mary products beyond the surplus available for secondary '._',,t.r
industry, leads to disutility of secondary industry and un- ,,,',,.;'

employment. l . "

14. Finance maintains capitalisation of secondary indus-
try ,after the consumption of the relative capital; it alsq . . '

encourages exchange of surplus within secondary industry, ;1"
thus depriving primary industry of the exchange utility of :

its surplus products, causing desertion of the land and ag;*;1ffir$#.i1,
gravating unemployment. r ' 1i-;: ...,avatrng Unemployment. '.rt'r'i ir

15. The reactions of finance are the well-known br.irurs 1,,,,,.

cycles of prosperity, crisis, depression, and recovery. '1 ,

(a) The period of redemption admitting no capitalisation
of land.

(b) The vanishing of capitalisation in the process of ex-
change of capital.

, 5. Because of seasonal cycles as distinct from business
,n phenomena and fiscal anomalies, the sustenance of labour
,it may in some seasons involve drawing on reserve capital

, ," ri: '., (i.e., surplus in excess of working capital in industry).
I rii I l

I 6. The creation of funds based on costs of primary in-
I dustry therefore assures to industry the seasonal return of
I ' funds representing ccnsumption of products in industry,
[ " r thus restoring the credit to actual surplus rernaining.'

, l' 
t 7. Some of the credit represents consumable capital for

i grrf_*s*$.econdary industry and the replacement of same involves

L, . 
i"'.11'Y':the return of funds in exchange for the products consu'med.

i r 8. The credit then remaining as capitalisation of second-

\ , 
-, .,,, ary industry represents fixed capital in secondary industry,

I ,' ,j,' , establishing a claim on rewards, subject to diminishing
{ .. ..', , value as standards of exchange are adjusted and to vanish-
I , ing in the year of redemption.
l- ',

I 9. Funds created as credit for industry thus reflect the
{ ;:_,_ true actions of supply and demand, diminishing returns and

['".T*t.;,. disutirity.

\ :ii,:r.,, 10. All expansion of industry arises from surplus.I ' t!:

[ .'_"."-' 11. Only by limiting secondary industry to credit estab-
|. * .i;., lished on costs of primary industry can fictitious prosperity
\.' ' "'. be avoided.

ll 12. Also the creation and cancellation of funds direcfly
'lt . related to production and consumption of products is the

l' true barometer of progress in industry.

,} 13. Inequitable distribution of wealth cannot be disguised
') , when secondary industry is limited by exchange with pri-
I ,, ',,,,,''l mary products, as supply and demand would reveal anom-

t alies now concealed by finance until crisis arises.

l 14. The credit line in primary industry thus represented

I as the limit of secondary industry would lead to disutility
i' .,, of luxury, causing restoration of exchanges leading to ad-

I : .., -- justrnent of standards of living. Thus lifting the credit line
I and extending the limit of secondary industry without fic-
1 titious prosperity.

(c) The functioning of credit solely for exchange of pri-' mary products with secondary products.
17. The actions of supply and demand, diminishing re.

'turns, and disutility then reflect directly in the circulation
of funds and disclose the needed correction of exchanges
between primary and secondary industry.

X, FUNDS

1. Credit is converted to funds by the creatiou of credit
instruments representing products in process of exchange.

2. Capital consumed in industry is replaced by the results
of industry.

3. The capitalisation repres€nted by this consumption in
so far as flxed capital is concerned is diminished yearly to
the extent necessary to replace capital or to redeem the land
in the year of redemption.

4. In so far as consumable capital is concerned, the sus-
tenance of labour while industry proceeds involves cancella-
tion of funds as such capital is consumed.
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XI. WEIGHTED AVERAGE

1. The cost of industry must be regarded as a whole. In-
dividual results depend upon maintaining exchange utility
in the surplus. Exchange utility is dependent upon the
standard of living.

2. The utility of secondary products is maintained by the
demand for holders of the surplus in primary industry. .

3. Under the linancial system of exchange, efficiency in
secondary industry tends to lower the credit line, thus ex-
panding secondary industry at the cost of primary industry.

4. This causes an increasing gap betweetr marginal pro-
duction and rewards of capitalisation and finance

5. The creation of loans and deposits in flnance tends to
transfer to finance the functions of the surplus in primary
industry, as is evidenced by the greatly increased efficiency
in secondary industry and high productivity in primary in-
dustry.

6. This tendency of finance is combated by the action of I

supply and demand, but very inequitably, because it is dis-
guised by the fluctuation of prices, arising from exchange
in the financial system. Hence the long periods that elapse
between financial reconstructions.

7. The hardships thus falling on labour in industry ate
losses of rewards rather than diminishing results. Thus
the tendency of supply and demand is for a constant raising'
of standards of living despite financial conditions.

8. The tendency to luxury of the capitalists being limited
by surplus primary products withholds from labour its full
reward by affecting exchange utility, hence industrial unrest.

9. No distribution of existing capital can solve the prob-
lem of inequitable distribution of rewards of industry.

s
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10. The doctrines of all leading economists establish
clearly the phenomena of the progress of industry being
accompanied by widening gaps between rich and poor.

11. These doctrines are manifestations of the actions of
supply and demand, diminishing returns and disutility, all
causing improved standards of living yet without correcting
the tendency of human nature to lay up for itself "treasure
upon earth."

12. Statistics and calculations by economists clearly clis-
,;iglose the vanishing of capitalisation if any revolutionary
division of existing capital were attempted. trffectively
demonstrating that the capital in respect of which the capi-
tilisation was funded has previously vanished and only finan-
cial crisis is required to cancel the capitalisation.

13. Capitalisation cannot sustain industry. Therefore, as

a basis of distribution of results it must be related directly
to the value of labour remaining in surplus products in the
process of exchange.

14. The exchange of products is effected on weighted
raverages irrespective of individual costs of production, hence
lthe redemption of land and fixed capital must also be based
on weighted averages irrespective of individual results of
exchange.

15. Rewards above standards on weighted averages are
not solely due to productivity of land or capital but to ex-
change utility due to weighted average costs pressing supply
and demand into action to maintain utility of exchanges for
'the products of labour. Thus such rewards are due to all
factors in industry.

16. Were the lower than average results of industry
eliminated not only would surplus be diminished but the ex-
change ratio would perforce be adjusted to the new weighted
average costs prevailing.

t7. Weiehted average costs of production therefore repre-
sent the credit line or the limit of secondary industry-

l'.r

ii.

i.', r
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XII. DISTRIBUTION OF RESULTS

1. The cost of industry is the basis of credit, funds being
created for the purposes of exchange.

2. Division of labour and efficiency in industry etrsule a

margin in production above the costs of industry. 'l

3. Exchanges being based on weighted average costs of
industry, the surplus products provide for unforeseen con-
tingencies and losses, reserves for replacement of diminisli-
ing capital, taxation, and. expenses arising through the
effluxion of time, e.g., insurance agaittst seasonal cycles, loss

of capacity to labour, etc., etc. ' 1..1iifl i
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72. Thus the ratio for capitalising margin is:-
I Reserve transferred to Redemption Fund for vanishing of

capitalisation in year of redemption.
Dividend to Capital based on Capitalisation.
Dividend to Organisation based on Capitalisation.
Dividend to Ability based on Capitalisation.

" Dividend to Labour based on Wages.
'l L3. Dividend for capital accrues to holders of capitalised
Tunds in industry
' Dividend for organisation accrues to holders of capitalised

funds and labour as capitalisation is to wages.
iliii;l',Dividend for ability accrues to skilled labour as wages
:,, : exceed weighted average standard wages.
'"r,:." Skilled labour includes management and control of busi-

ness-wages include salary and direct surplus output of
labour'.

't "',Dividend for labour acclues on 1!-ages as stated.

,t' 14. No factor in industry can afforcl to ignore this basis
of distribution as utility of exchanges is thereby disturbed
and fictitious results set supply and demand in action to cor-
rect the inequality, without respect of persons.

Part III., Section xi-The Functions of .A,rbitration
(Prrblished October znd rgzg. Reprinted from the "Geelong Advertiscr

(Preserving the lgzg teri)

L. Compulsory awards by the Commonwealth Court of,

Conciliation and Arbitration caunot of themselves stabilise
industry.

2. The existing Arbitration Court seems to be limited in
jurisdiction to establishing au'ards for but one factor in
industry, and that only to the extent of immediate financial
rewards, without fixing any ratio to be maintained between

those awards, and other factors in industry, over which the
Arbitration Court has no jurisdiction.

3. There are flve factors in industry, so far as awards can

affect the proportion between them.
4. These five factors are flve forms of labour, and as such

cannot independently influence the economic movements

which respond solely to absolute cost iu labour of industry.
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4. This surplus, so far as it remains in reserve, represents ri

the means available for stabilising industry. 
:

5. Being the result of industry gone before, the margin '; , 
,,,i

in the surplus must therefore be allocated to the factors'in 
.

industry from which it resulted. I ' ,li,l ",', '

6. It cannot be withdrawn from reserve without cancella-' ltj
tion of funds representing costs of industry ::i,

7. As funds are created only for weighted average costs ,, ""'*"

of industry the surplus must be.capitalised proportionately r." ' "
to the factors in ind.ustry, viz:-Capital, Organisation,,i.;iii' '

Ability and Labour, for the purpose of maintaining 11r*:il! ' ' '
-^--^'^^'-r:^-^ t'^ ---t^t^t "'t t''il'li'utility of exchanges to all factors in the proportion in which ' 1;ji

these factors have contributed to the surplus. i'+:

8. The redemption of land in the year of redemption , ,u*

clearly defines the quota accruing to the redemption fund ii
each year for diminishing capitalisation of improvements" ,u,1

9. The capitalisation of capital on weighted average costs

of replacement and the wages of labour clearly give the ratio
between capitalisation and labour.

10. The expansion of organisation proportionate to capi-
tal sets the rates between organisation and labour as capi-

tilisation is to wages

11. The ability required responding to the expansion of
organisation sets the same ratio for ability.
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5. Any douLrt on the disclosure of this underiying prin-
qiple in economic movements may be tested by eliminating
labour as a factor and assessing the part played by other
factors without labour as the underlying principle.

6. There is no nreans available to man, other than labour,
by which the rewards of nature may be secured and dis-
tributed.

7. Any one of the five factors exerts an influence on each
and all of the others, so that economic movements can be
disclosed only by the recogniLion of, and conforming with,
the cost in labour principle, in the jurisdiction granted to
wages boards or arbitration courts.

8. The name "wages board" suggests the limitation of its
functions to determining hours, conditions, and rates of pay,
of manual workers. All generally summarised as "wages.'r

9. The word arbitration suggests the elimination of dif-
ferences of opinion, by adjustment of practical difficulties,
to the minimum essential to mutual contracts. Yet, in pracl
tice, the Arbitration Court has awarded "wages," and that
without the spirit of mutual decision which mainly prevails
in wages boards.

10. Wages merely appropriate to manual workers a share
of the rewards of industry, while results are being awaited.

11. In every business direct wages are counted as part
of prime cost. Indirect wages are included in on-cost, so

that wages generally are recognised as inescapabiy part of
the cost of industry.

12. A little wider application of terms and a little deeper
insight into economic movements, will disclose that economic
wages, or rewards of industry, is the only cost of industry.

13. Apart from labour there is no contribution man can

make to production, hence for stability in industry, the dis-
tribution of rewards of industry, must inevitably follow cost

in labour of industry.
14. 7t is here that wages boards fail, it is here that Arbi-

tration Court arnards fail,it is here that tariff schedules fail,
and it is here that finance and banking fail.
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15. Cost in labour is the controlling principle in econo-
mics. Capitalisation, finance, goodwill, ability, and work
cannot by any device prevent its operation.

16. Economics follows principle before party, and regards
man before money.

17. Principle is inescapable and unchangeable. Cost in
labour will enforce distribution of wealth, whatever machi-
nery men may devise to defeat its tendencies.

18. Nature rewards man in response to labour. It is the
, .. ""-function of arbitration to arbitrate between men in the dis-G'' t*ibrtion of those rewards.

!s
19. The five forms of labour in industry may be described

:; ' products of labour in reserve. (ii) Circulation of credit-
products of labour in process of production and distribution.

::: , (iii) Organisation-continuityof labour. (iiii) Administra-
'.tion-ability to direct or to apply labour. (v) Application-

. :lr:i.i,, 20. One to four could be replaced by five, but without flve,

- would be helpless to secure and distribute any rewards from
4l''tature.

I ,,,
" ,i:,t -l'21. Labour" at work is released by the cost in labour re-

' 'i tinuity in organisation, and by the development of ability.

. 22. All rewards depend upon labour at work, hence all
liir' rewards must be distributed on standards related to labour' 

,,i 
' at work. Any change in "wages" automatically and imme-

.,,*i,' diately causes economic movements to check the disturbance
,,?,;1;r '',, .o1 proportion,:: 

23. This arises because "wages" are generally regarded
" as the "workers'reward," while capital, credit, organisation,

and ability are "rewarded" by "profit."
,,r,. 24. Theve can be no "proflt" in exchange. Any change in-: the ratio of "profit" disturbing the cost in labour proportion,

causes economic movements, as inexorably as a change in,

"wages.t'
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25. Workers need have no fear of economic pressure.
Economic pressure is exerted by the cost in labour principle,
and there is no authority held by man to ignore that prin-
ciple.

26. Patience and fair dealing will give any worker a re-
ward commensurate with his labour. Time and unfair deal-
ing will despoil any person who claims or takes more than a
commensurate reward for his labour.

27. Wage-earners may by the simple process of avoiding
debt, play their part in enforcing a recognition of the eost
in Iabour principle.

28. In periods of unemployment, sell rather than borrou.ry.;;:t'u'iti
In employment do the best work for il* ;;;f A;";;i" jL

not because of the pay. ,,,'",:,' ,,,

29. In decisions obey conscience, while honoring contracts. i' .i .

Avoid approving of what should be disallowed. Be Buided:' ,'"'"
by conscience as to responsibility, and leave the results,to ., . , .,

economic pressure, which is on the workers' side. , '::':,,'

30. The cost in labour principle enforces personal equality.- ,,,
"God is no respecter of persons." Individual freedom t "'*.,
fundamental. Individual freedom postulates personal ., ''
equality. It follows that individual freedom and cost in ;

labourdeterminetherewardsofindustry...:,,
31. The fr.tnctions of arbitration inciude all factors ini'...;''

industry. Any evasion of this, only disturbs industry, as it :!:'
transfers inequality without correcting it.

32. Equal pay for equal work is the corollary of nature's
reward to labour. Financial terms are so confusing that
there is danger in any reference to them.

33. Finance is not the master of industry, but labour is.

Credit, therefore, must be based on cost in labour. Debt is
fallacious, while "savings" banks merely spread the delusion.

34. True conservation of capital in any country is tested

by its capacity to sustain its workers. The true circulation
of credit of any country is the distribution of labour to pro-

vide equitable distribution of wealth.

35. Organisation is the expression of ideas, and its con- '

tinuity depends not on its reward but on its rn'ork ability.
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36. Administration is the capacity to improve organisa-
tion, and ability gets its reward in giving. Any leader in
industry or in any other fleld gives his best, because only
the best satisfies him. It is a delusion to regard the finan-
cial result as personal, even that has to be used to express
ability, or it will be taken. If it be used it is more effectively
"distributed'l than if it be taken.

,: SZ. att workers gain when conservation of capital is suffi-
cien!, when distribution of labour is equitable, when organi-

$t,F.o ,.,."ution is efficient, when ability is encouraged, and when
:"'"'"':lxYlabour is applied to improving standards of living.

*# 38. Debt deludes workers into seeking "unearned income,,
, ,' ' only to find that it does not exist, and that its ,'appearance,,

',' 
,. .i$.merely evidence of economic adjustment to cost in labour.

ii" 1r il,+,,.;' jlts spending draws labour from useful industry and the true
i,''iew.ard or earned income climinishes enforcing correction

. , through unemployment.
:.i6f
''n, ,. : q9. The rewards of inclustry rvould be far greater if finan-

, ,.; ,r, cial incomes were based on cost in labour instead of on debts
'.1, l.,secured by false capitalisation of land, and. inequitable dis-

'i" . i,tribution of labour.

' 40. Tariff schedules, arbitration, linance, and banking, are
.,.;.;'. instruments of exchange and as such must be brought into
,,,1,!' conformity with cost in labour of industry, domestic and

,1, 
1'" international'

,1, 
'.' 41. Finance to-day dominates distribution of wealth, be-

:r.. ',;';r cause money is considered as necessary and desirable, to
,,such an extent that economic movements pass unrealised,' clouded in financial issues.

42. Finance may be allowed to play its part with thosel,:,,, who have the delusions of unearned income, and unearned
.l', increment. These do not exist in economics and maSr be

'1 ""'ignor€d by those who believe "by the sweat of thy face thou
shalt eat bread."

,.;.l' :,.
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43. Banking is a system of distribution of wealth disre-
garding the distribution of labour. Adjustlnent of this
anomaly would render banking independent of finance. The
distribution of labour is the limit of exchange. Credit must
conform with that limit.

44. Australia has approximately 6,250,100 persons rvithirl',
its boundaries. Of these it is sometimes stated that 1 in 5
are "on the land," say, L,250,000 would loe producing the ,

basic or primary capital of the cou4try, viz., "foodstuffs.i'

45. Thus four-fifths of their product is to be distributed
to the 5,000,000 not on the land. ','

46. Unless that four-flfths is exchanged for one-fifth of
the product of the 5,000,000, there is unfair exchang:e and
economic rnovements draw labour from land causing unem--. ,

47. Tariffis and finance, also artificial or mushroom indus-
tries, cloud the issue, but the result is clear for those who'

are willing to see. Foodstuffs and fair exchange limit secon-

dary industry. A proper distribution of labour will main-
tain exchange, eliminut" ,r"*ployment, and build up. an

improved standard of living for all. This can be brought
about by recognition of cost in labour. '

48. Foodstuffs exported are equivalent to secondary pro-

ducts, hence the marginal producer of foodstuffs is still
worse dealt with.

49. Banking should be re-constituted on credit instruments
based on cost in labour representing:-

(i) Primary capital or conservation of foodstuffs kept in
reserve, by adiusting prices to provide insurance in
kind against seasonal fluctuations in output'

(ii) Primary credit or foodstuffs in process of production

or distribution, transfers being effected to and from
secondary credit to adjust exports and imports of
foodstuffs.

(iii) Secondary credit or products other than food in pro'
cess of production or distribution, adjustments being

made to reflect imports and exports'

i.'1.
r;ii1,..I
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50. Prices would reflect cost in ]abour and would auto-
matically cancel credit instruments representing foodstuffs
and secondary products leaving the country or being con_
sumed irere.

' 51. Ratv materials and.expenses in any business merely
o'represent the product of services of some other business.

fhese would be merged in the new product while the prices
, ,lof inter-business transactions would cancel equivarent creditt ir1 the prices of the flnished product.

. 52. Given tariff schedules based also on cost in labour
,ii,',: ,. .prices *,onld reflect only the adjustment of wage rates and' inte.national exchange wourd be as free and limiiless as

,. .'..' domestic exchange.
,,.'' ' i 53. Arbitration can play a tremendous part in bringing'. 

-,,,, ,..,;,rabout tirese adjustments in our time. For the proper exer-
,-.-],ii 'r,cise cf these functions it would be necessary and desirable
;1, 

;;":i .,,to co-ordinate wages boards and arbitration awards even to
,,.,,, ,: the extent of constitutional refer:enda to make that possible.

:fi 54. Expanding the jurisdiction of the Federal Arbitration
, 
'"',;'. , Court to cover the flve factors in industry would vitalise the
'. .r :." r: court, which should comprise acknowledged leaders in the

'r,,],, functions of industry.
'.o1. ...,r' 55. Wleether by arbitration awards, or by wages board or' : by some other machinery, distribution of wealth is bound

' . not subject to machinery, the machinery must conform with
,.;;' individual freedom and personal equality-giving immediate: reward relative to nature's reward to labour.

; , . 56. A survey of arbitration discloses:-
(i) Conservation of capital--products of labour in reserve.

change between workers producing foodstuffs and
workers in other industries-at home or abroad.(iii) Personal equality-equal reward for equal labour.

, (iiii) Capitalisation-vanishes as efficiency improves."i" . (v) Credit is created by cost in labour, and should be re-
flected in credit instruments based on labour, instead
of, finance based on debts.
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(vi) Prices-adjust themselves to cost in labour, should
therefore be rnaintained on that basis. t:

(vii) Banking is secured by a{justment of prices to cost

in labour, should thcr;fo/; be based on reserves of
capital in kind.

(viii) Credit-in secondary industry is limited by fair e.x-.1-

change with primary industry. The proper ratio of '

labour in foodstuffs should therefore be maintained'in
exchange. " ''' :i

(ix)Tariflschedule-toconformwithcostinlabourby
adjustment of duties and bounties to variations in11;i,r.-r,i:i

wage rates I .,,'.."

(x) Public service as secondary industry to become iQi",,;,,
own banker independent of flnance. .,-i iii:;

(xi) Interest and principal of present debts to confotrm '",,''
with the vanishing of capitalisation as cost in laboui ,, ,.,
diminishes. " ;'" "'

57. There are many fields of human endeavour in which
rewards cannot be measured in material results. These,

however, are unlikely to suffer for want of encouragement,

as difficulties which are obstacles to some are stepping stones

for others.

58. The mass of the people stand in their own way to pro-
gress, being blinded by the attractiveness of immediate re-

wards (measured in finance or money) which do not and

cannot perform their promises, being subject at all times to
labour done.

59. Debt is an immcdiate danger. The "worlcl" caltnot
go into debt financially, because it lives on products and

services, not on money.

60. Debt cannot correct the distribution of labour, rather
it ten'ds to accentuate unemployment, because eventually it
crushes the farmer and the fruit-grower and destroys the
market it is supposed to create by disturbing fair exchange'

61. Fair exchange alone will justify arbitration, just as

fair exchange is the ultimate of economics.
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Part IV., Section xii-Economic Theory

The importance of viewpoint cannot be realised unless
readers are prepared to clear the minds of prejudices de-
veloped within the flnancial systems of the past. :

From the new viewpoint financial data cannot reflect. the
truth of economic movements, because debt has no place in
economics, nor can economic movements which have three
distinct indications be recorded with only one symbol.
Wages, prices, and surplus, reflect the realities only when
they are recorded in distinct symbols which recognise that
in economics, as in all sciences, the things that are seen are.
temporal while the things that are unseen are eternal. Work,
exchange, and progress are the evidence of consumption-
things that are no longer seen. Debt is falsely "secured" by
assets-the things that are temporal to remind us that the,
things unseen are the real security on which is based the
development of the race. The realities are natural human
factors moving in accordance with economic pressure en-
forcing fair exchange on the fundamental equality of men
in the realm of natural law. "God is no respectet of per-
sons." The appearances of inequalities are in reality merely
differences. Exchange can be effected between two persons '

only on the basis of equality. Efforts to make "proflt" are',

exploit not exchange. Exploitation of our fellows leads in-
evitably to instability, disequilibrium, and retribution. True
profit is surplus won from nature, and is for all mankind.
There is no device by which any person can keep to himself'
that which is won from nature without losing it. In the
economic field as in all human endeavour that which a man
appeareth to have will be taken from him. He can keep

only that which is used. "He that saveth his life shall lose

it, but he that loseth his life for MY sake and the gospel's

shall save it."
As a world unit mankind cannot use or consume what is

not made or produced. Consumers are the basis of demand,
producers are the means of supply. All are entitled to a

means of making effective demand, all are responsible for
provicling effective supply. The basis of sound economy is

.e;i I
't
.t .
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an interpretation of economic law, which will put into prac-

tical daily operation a means of recording the human factor
so that all may in truth receive the answer to the basic

prayer of human life, "Give us this day (demand) our daily
bread (supply)."

The essence of an economic budget is the making ends

meet. To live within one's income is the precept of all sound

ecoRomics. The financial system as we know it to-day is
basbd upon the theory of borrowing and ]ending' I{ow can

it possibty serve as a truthful medium of exehange, when it
is itself dependent upon a lie? If government, business men'

and private persons, practised sound economy, debt would

Li.e reoognized as an imPosture.

Part IV., Section xiii-Preliminary Catechism

'The catechism is inserted as likely to be the means of

) :, throwing light on what is admittedly a new view of econo-

i ,,, mic movements. Comments, criticisms, and questions, en-
:lu countered by the propagandist have encouraged the belief
ii that given the correct viewpoint, the human factor in econo-

mics, is the hope rather than the despair of those who have
, th" courage to put their faith to the test of experiment. The

, answers are given by The Jubilee Year Lecturer'

1 Q.-Is the ProPosal original?

',,, O.-the viewpoint is original, the principle is age-old'

:." 2 Q.-Does the proposat includ'e id'eas of other economists?

1,"' A.-The ideas of Adam Smith, Henry George, and Major
,', , Douglas are claimed by the lecturer, to be reconciled when

inteipreted in accord 'with the three movements of the

o11e.

3 Q.-How can aiews hetd' in oppositiun ba these three
'ii 

schools be said, to be reconciled'?

, , 1,.-Adam smith disclosed the principle of the natural price.

llenry George disclosed the natural phenomenon of rent'
,,. Major Douglas disclosed the inevitability of efficiency'
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le Q.--JIoto came these three to such d,iuerse conclusions,
and to such opposing recommendations?

A.-It seems to the lecturer that all three allowed their con-
clusions and recommendations to be timited by the system of
exchange prevailing in their day.
5 Q.-In what way coulcl they haae aaoid,ed, the timi,ts of

exchange accepted, bg them?
A.-The lecturer believes that the higgling of the market,
held by Adam Smith to have been practical, arises from the,
absence of a symbol to represent labour, stated by Adam
Smith to be the real price.
Also that the appropriation of rent recommended by H.rrry''
Ceorge, refers to financial rent, instead of actual surplus
products from land, above what will sustain labour.
Major Douglas uses mathematies to disprove the flnancial
cost and price of output, then uses the false financial cost as
the basis of his price equation. ,"i

The course that would have avoided financial fallacies, would
have been a course from natural movement of the human
factor-population, division of labour, and efficiency in pro-
duction-to artiflcial records designed to reflect those
natural movements. ,l

6 Q.-What eLement was ouer-lookecl, lead,ing to opposing
schools of thought?
A.-The element of time. All labour is a process. All pro-
cess involves time. The three movements of the human fac-
tor can be recognized and identifled, and reconciled, when
allowance is made for time, and symbols used separately for
each movement.

7 Q.-In what wag may the element of time be allowed, f or
in the sgstem of erchange?
A.-Time is to be recognized as the essence of economic
pressure. Three movements exert economic pressure. Popu-
lation, division of labour, and efficiency in production. The
basis of the system of exchange is the population. Consu-
mers are the basis of demand, and producers are the means
of supply. The first symbol in the system of exchange must
therefore properly reflect the units of population, and must
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. Lre used as a basis throughout the cycle of processes in which
1...:r, , ,the three movements aci and, ye-act on each other.
.d : 8 Q.-What is the cycle of processes?

,"iI ,A.-Six days, in each week, work. One day, rest.:' ,Six years in each seven, work the land. One year in
;seven, rest the land. Seven periods of seven years, then the
'':freeing of the ]and from encumbrance in the system of
,exchange.

{,r 9 Q.-What authoritg is there for accepting such a cycle
i'r .af processes?

$.,, ', ., A.-The universal recognition of the need for rest from
.fi:. '' ;.lWork by the human factor. The wide-spread acceptance of

, .'tlre need for some system of rotation of crops, fallows, and
". ,lrest for the land. The indubitable evidence that economic
,fr 'lpressure enforces re-arrangernents of possessions, invest-

.ments, and standards of exchange.
, r,,: 10 Q.-Whg has the element of time been neglected, in

:mo dern p olitical e conorrlA ?

,4.-Because it has been construed to justify interest and
'incremerrt, on monetary claims, instead of being used as a
'basis for-re-casting of the claims in line with the developing
'oapacity of industry to replace or renew investments at the
inew'costs in labour, instead of at the old.

i11 Q.-Has the element of time been ad,aocated, preuiousl,g
,as the essence of economic pressure?
A.-The Mosaic code advocated the Jubilee Year as the van-
'ishing point in business transactions relating to the posses-
'sion of fields and vineyards, with seventh year rests for the
land.

12 Q.-How did the Jubilee Year Plan work under the'Mosaic 
cod,e?

A.--It seems to have suffered the inevitable failure due ts-
the ilebt system of exchange. It was held for many years
'to:be the 'true interpretation of rights of possession. It is
,even nor,v referred to as the basis for valuation of ]eases.
"According to the multitude of the years-ye shall increase
the price thereof" and "according to the fewness of the years
--ye shall diminish the price of it" for "according to the
murriber of the years o/ the frui,ts doth he sell unto thee."
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13 Q.-Hoto would d,ebt i.nterf ere with the worki'ng of the
plan?
A.-Debt would arise at the time of the sale according to the
number of the years of the fruits, and it would seem that
the debt was not diminished thereafter according to the
fewness of the years.
1/n Q.-Is it possible to auoid d,ebt in the Jubilee Year Plan

1925-1975 ?

A.-Debts outstanding at June 30th, 1933, would be con-
verted to claims to income on a diminishing scale expiring
in 1975. New investments arising within the period to 1975
would be valued according to the multitude of the years to
1975, and period by period diminished according to the few-
ness of the years. New debts should not be incurred, be-.

cause with labour as the natural price, and currency issued
in reipect of work, it would be possible to "live within in.
come."
15 Q.-Hoto could, such. a complete change be brought about?
A.-By the acceptance of standards intended to effect the
change !

16 Q.-Who is responsible f or introducing such standards?
A.-Legislative responsibility rests upon the Commonwealth
Parliament. Australia is a self-governing community, sea-

girt, without long-standing traditions of class-superiority
to break down. The system of exchange is the result of
legislation. The human factor is the controlling factor in
economic pressure. Therefore legislation must be intro-
duced to record the movements of the human factot, so that
the pressure of the movements may be discerned, and lead
to adaptations of the attitude of men to the standards of ex-
ehange for attaining their aspirations.

17 Q.-Cun the Commonwealth act independently of other
countries?
A.-Not independently, but in advance of other countries.
The Commonwealth is charged with legislating for order
and good government in respect of legal tender, banking,
insurance, corporations, tariffs, and other aspects of the
problem of political economy. It must legislate on these
aspects if it is to discharge those responsibilities.
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18 Q.-In uhat way could the Commonrueatth giae a lead,
to other countries?
A.-It could establish standards of exchange for domestic
purposes, and legislate for a standard basis in relation to
gold, for conversions of other currencies between importers
and exporters in Australia.

19 Q.-Does the Commonwealth constitution proaide f or a
P oli,tico- eco,nomic Plan ?

A.-It does not seem to allow for the co-ordination by legis-
lation of the different phases included separately in the pre-
sent form of the constitution.

20 Q.-Does tlrut preuent Australia taking the leacl,?

A.-The constitution provides for referenda, and for rele-
gation by the States to the Commonwealth of matters re-
quiring Commonwealth authority.
21 Q.-Could the Jubitee Year Plan be adopted, by the Com-

monwealth?

A.-As it would involve price-regulation, and control of
State and Interstate exchanges, it would be necessary to
authorise the Commonwealth Parliament by referendum to
legislate effectively for a credit-economy including all the
seven phases of labour.

22 Q.-WlLa,t prospect is there of price-regulation being
ad o p t e d, co ns titutionally ?

A.-The prospect of necessity. There is a natural price-
factor. Legislation applying the principle of the price-factor
will help, not hinder, social progress, as well as show the
true rewards for ability and efficiency in production.

23 Q.-Wha,t is the natural price-factor?

A.-The ratio between consumers and producers.

2/o Q.-Hou can that be illustrated?
A.-It could be taught in the kindergartens. Let one person
provide the needs of living for six persons, it is clear that
the one person can procure only one-sixth of the output un-
less some of the six get less than their needs.

,.t

-'
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25 Q.-How c&n the price f actor be o,pytlied,?
A.-By the issue of currency to men, women, and childrerr
each week it is possible to know the number of consumers.
By the issue of currency in the respective industries it is
possible to know the number of producers. The direct cost
is the producers. The price is the consumers.

26 Q.-Is the name ,important in establishing ,,The Jubitee.
Year Platr" I
A.-lt is considered to be essential. The element of time
in economic pressure is so integral a part of the orderly pro-
cesses of labour, that it is necessary to have a definite con-
tinuous reminder of the diminishing claims of investors to
vanishing in the year of freedom. (The jubilee.) ,,

27 Q.-Why 1925?
A.-Because that year was forecast by the lecturer in lg24
as the beginning of adjustments on a large scale, introducing
the Jubilee period to L975. It is now generally conceded
that the old debt system began to break in 1925.

2s Q.-Why 1975?
A.-Because 50 years is long enough to spread the adjust-.
ments without hardship on individual investors, and short
enough to allow complete revision of the system of political
economy, to meet the new developments arising in that
period. Adjustments on a grand scale have also given force
to the proposal for the recognition of 50 year cycles in capi-
talisation.
29 Q.-Why allotu debt, tuhich should. not haue been in-

cu,rred, to hq,ue any claim to income, i,n the proposecl creclit
econom y?
A.-Because so much of the present employmenf is depen-
dent upon the maintenance of the present channels of distri-
bution. A sudden repudiation of claims to income in respect
of public debts would disorganise emplogment without pro-
viding suflftciently quick indication of new employment. A
regular diminishment of claims to income based on the van-
ishing valuation of investments, will allow steady diversion
of labour from non-productive occupation to productive in-
dustry, public service, and general facilities.
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30 Q.-Will pri.uate d,ebts be eli,gibl,e f or clai,ms to income?
A.-Not in the same way that public debts will carry claims.
Fnvate loans and investments will be converted to claims
to share in the margins of industry, within the limits of
proportionate distribution of net results, on standards
adopted under the Model Deed.
31 Q.-What toill take the place of interest and cliuidend,s,

on which nxcLnA inuestors noto tlepend,:for their "incon1,e"?
A.-Every person will receive the basic wage in the credit
economy. It is necessary for all investors and creditors to
recognize that income arises from work and from work only.
There is an economic limit to the margins which can be di-
verted from productive industry.
32 Q.-Wtll the issuing of creclit to euery person encoilroge

idleness ?

A.-No. It will give deflnite indications of the natural ratio
Jcetween producers and consumers. Idlers will be regognized
and classifled as such. Temporary unemployment will be
the evidence of improved efficiency in industry. The motive
will be to avoid being classed as either idle rich or idle poor.
New enterprises will challenge the manhood of the race.

J,3 Q.-WhaL u;ilt prouicle f or pettsioners, inuaticls. the agetl.,
ancl i,nfirm?
A.-The basic wage will displace pensions, and honourable
status will be given to all who having run their course in
active industry qualify for retirement.
34. Q.-BA how much toill the cost of production be in-

creased,, uhen the basic usage is issuecl to euery person?
A.-The cost of production will be reduced. Work is the
cost. Efficiency will develop even beyond the present con-
ceptions of the capacity of industry.
35 Q.-What will be the effect on the financial cost of com-

m,odi,ties?
A.-The flnancial cost of commodities will be reduced.
36 Q.-HolD c&n that be?

A.-At present under one of the serious delusions arising
within the debt system, political economists believe that pay-
ing a family wage to breadtoinners, gives a fair provision to
wives and children. They delude themselves and the people

rr 1:

r'i1,
:,.1'j.
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too, by thinking of money as a commodity. The issue of
money is the establishment of a claim on income. Income
arises from the work of producers. Paying the same rate
of wages to single or married producers-only-makes no
provision for women and children. They share in the claims
of the breud,ruinners whatever the rate of the family wage
may be.
37 Q.-How cloes that make the fi.nancial cost higher than

it need be?
A.-Because while we think of money as a commodity, when
in reality it is a claim to income, we issue more money to
producers on the family wage than would be necessary to
provide for the women and children separately.
38 Q.-Do not the ruonlen and, child,ren get their share of

output, b?/ sharing in the famity utage ytuid, to their "bread,-
winners" ?

A.-No. They, in reality, reduce the share that the bread-'
winner is entitled to, because he has to divide with his de-
pendents.
39 Q.-\|/hat euidence is there thut toomen and. chilclren

fail to get their intencled, share?
A.-The evidence of common sense and mathematics. The
family wage is issued on the basis of equal pay for equal
work. Single men receive the same claim on income as mar-
ried men. The output of the single and married men is
divided proportionately to the monetary claims issued as
wages. As the families do not receive their proportionate
share of the monetary claims they cannot procure their share
of the output.
lr0 Q.-What beeomes of the output that the families can-

not procure?
A.-It is not produced. Men and women are drafted into
industry to meet the claims on output set up by money is-
sued as wages. Those who are not prepared to work for
wages from those who control the issue of money as wages,
have no place in the debt system, except as deluded wage-
slaves. Those who are prepared to work for wages from
those who control the issue of money as wages, must work
at the class of output which thefu emplogers reqaire. In-
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, +directly every person who receives the family wage is caus-
. : ing industry to be diverted from providing for the families
.'*'"'.w,tq the extent of about 40/o of. what is thought to be provided

.,$r.f"* in the basic wage in the debt system

r[1.; :,"tr7 Q.-Can this be shown in ligures?
-A.-Only as an example. 13 producers are paid the family-
wage causing the issue of 55 units of money as claims on
.income. 20 women and children receive no wages, but share
"in 25 units of money with 5 breadwinners. Each one is
L/33rd of the consuming power, but procures only 1/55th

'of the '''income."
"'42 Q.*What huppens to the other 30/55ths making up the
.55 units?
A...-T.he 8 producers who are not married receive 30 units

i* ,between them. (4 single men receive 20 units. 4 single
'fi: rwomen receive 10 units).j:'. , 'lnstT.-How does that ctffect the famities?
,tli:,, A,*It means that 8 producers, who also are 8 consumers,
,ii,:; 'can procure 30/55ths of the output, although they are only
,:i .,t, 8/33rds of the consumers.
r\ir. i

.;i' '4/r Q.-Do not the singte persons haue to make prouision
r.,# ,;lor d,ependents, or prepare for their oun prospectiue

41.:.itt1,":: 
f Aryn 

-1, 
eg ?

, A.-They can clo so only within the family wage system,
'Whatever division they make of their wages, does not cor*
-rect, it might even aggravate, the proportion against the
f,amilies.
, ttT Q.---How could it d,o that?
.A.--The single persons with fewer or no dependents can
,compete in the market for what might otherwise be re-
;stricted to family consumers. Each person who has more
'than the single unit personal wage, of which 5 units make
"the family wage, makes the task of the family breadwinner,
"that much more impossible. The monetary claims on in-
'come in excess of the one unit personal wage, divert'labour
-to the providing of special income for those who have not

'accepted the normal responsibility of marriage, at the cost
,of those that have.
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16 Q.-Whctt improaement in the famila liuing standard
would arise from the i,ssue of currency cLS o one unit personul
wage?
A.-25/33rds of the population, as consumers would be able
to procure 25/33rds of the output of industry, instead of
25/55ths. The equivalent of l2/- to-day would go as far as

the equivalent of 20/- does now. The living standard of the
family consumer,s would rise about 66lo. The flnancial cost
would drop from 55 to 33, i.e., a fall of. 40/o.

ltr Q.-Would not thut be at tlte expense of the single
ruorke rs?
A.-No. It is clear that some adaptation of standards would
be necessary on the part of single workers. Industry, how-
€ver, has the capacity to provide much more output than the
present family wage system can "demand." This latent
efficiency with the changed attitude of workers to their re-
sponsibilities to regard women and children as workers in
their own sphere, would make many more facilities available
even to the single persons.

18 Q.-Wha should single usorkers help the tt;iues and chil'
tlren of other u;orkers?
A.-Because the price-factor is the ratio of consumers to
producers irrespective of their personal viewpoint. Single
rvorkers and married workers suffer together for ignoring
this elementary relationship between wages and prices..

Women and children are u,orkers. In many cases their
u,ork is much more important than some so-called industries'
rvhich sap the workers' interest and initiative and pay false,
rvages to them.

i9 Q.-Wouttt this not put a premium upon large f amitiesl
A.-No. Large families are usually nature's response to
heavy strains on the workers. The natural price-factor will
operate however the artificial factors are manipulated. The
proportion of single and married workers will not vary con-
siderably, and the prospect of marriage will beckon withi
more allurement for both men and women.

50 Q.-When r,Das Tlr,e Jubilee Year Plan, 1925-1975, first
proposed?
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A.-The Plan for redemption of property, possessions, anctr

freedom, based on the Jubilee year, was introduced to the
public at Mildura, Victoria, in an address given on the even-

ing of September 29th., L924.

51 Q.-Holo was the proposol receiaecl?

A.-With sufficient interest and encouragement, to lead to
consultation with counsel, in readiness for a wider advocacy

at April lst, 1925.

52 Q.-Wus publi'c support forthcoming?
A.-At the stage at which the personal resources of the ex-

ponent were fully applied to the furtherance of the plan

(May 29th, Lg25), the first subscription was made. During
J.925 public interest was stirred to the desirability of pro-

'curing the proposed model deed. Subscriptions were made

from July 20th to August l"5th, 1925, for outpockets, per-

,sonal expenses, and further consultation with counsel' More
-than 150 subscribers associated with the efforts of the trus-
tee to get the deed.

53 Q.-Was th,e trust deecl basis establishect i'n Mildtt'ra?

A.-No. The skeleton outline of the proposed deed was

available in Mildura at June 10th, 1926. The responsibilities

of the trustee at that time, were discharged by reference to

the Commonwealth Treasury, of the obligation upon Govern-

ment to recognize The Jubitee Year, and to establish Tft'e

Jubi"lee Year Funcl
5/+ 8.-Wa.s the interest spread, beaonrl the Mild'ura d'istr,"ic^t-?

A.-A Commonwealth election was held in November, 1-925'

The trustee nominated as an independent candidate, in order

to use the opportunity for reaching the electors of Wimmera

with the warning that the dried fruit crisis of that period

was the indicator of the crisis coming in wheat and wool'

The statutory limitations placed upon the expenditure of
independent candidates, made it possible to reach only 7,500

electors through the post. More than 9,000 votes (22%)

were recorded for the independent candidate.

55 Q.-Wus there an4 eaidence of reali,ty in 1925-26 as a

uear of Jubilee?
A.-There was definite evidence of freedom from debt at
March 31st, 1926, of the exponent of the Jubilee Year Plan.
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56 Q.-Coulcl that haue been the outcome, merely f or per-
sonal freedom from d,ebt?
A.-lt might have been so. At June L6th, tgk6,lhs [rus1gs.,;,t
accepted a staff-accountant engagement as a means of test- 'q+,"

ing the personal responsibilities. This engagement was the ,,",,
means of disclosing the limit of dependence of secondary .j,t'

industry upon primary industry, and led to the issue of the
thesis "The Cred,it Line in Economics-The Limit of S,econ-
dary Industrg" in Aprill 1928. This thesis was distributed ,:.
as a test of associating the wider responsibility of recon- ',:', '

ciling secondary with primary industry, with the earlier:t j'
local effort of 1925 at Mildura '

57 Q.-Tfhat receTttion clid, the thesis haue? ,,,.,,,i1

A.-One of the most highly placed Commonwealth officers.
of that day, wrote a most encouraging acknowledgment-
trusting "that it would be closely examined throughout Aus- 

"tralia."
5S Q.-Was that the last ph,use of personal responsibilit,U,'''. in','

i,n the matter? ,i ,$,.

A.-No. At October, 1928, it was necessary to deter,mine. '1f,

whether monetary income lras more important than obedi-, .' ,.,'i

ence to the inner light. As the weekly pay-envelope was the ,li,,oq,,

limit of personal resources, this involved the question of '

which responsibility was greater. The living to work, or
working to live. The latter would put one's self, and one's
family first, and the former would trust to the inner light. 

;.
59 Q.-How did such a test arise? ri:i:i a:

A.-It arose in a matter quite unassociated with the Jubitee. Oi ,

Yeur Plan, and yet of a nature to challenge one's faith in,'i 'i "l'
holding to one's ideals rather than surrender to monetarSr , ,;
pressure. It involved the life-long conviction that smoking
was one of the poisons of the social system, and should not ,
be ministered to by other businesses.

60 Q.-What was the outcome of the d,ecision? '

A.-The decision was to withdraw from the position held
since June, 7926. The immediate. outcome was a test of,
responsibility of a husband and father to provide for wife,
and children.
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61 Q.-In what way could such a test be regarded as a
practical test of tohat is apparently a question ruith only one
AnSL0e t'?

A.-The test was a practical test in that it involved the de-
cision of the d,ependent with private resources, on the ques-
tion of whether the breadroinner was the source of supply
or merely the channel.

62 Q.-WlLat openings occurrecl in f ollouing the test to its
close?

A.-For six months the prospects of establishing one's self
in private practice as auditor and consulting accountant,
,without capital or reserves in the accepted sense, brought
sufficient net results to avoid being a personal charge on
others. The uncertainty of doing more than this, seemed to
weigh too heavily upon the d,ependents. In September, 1929,
a period of 3 years was set in which one had freedom to try
out personal responsibilities, leaving the dependents un-
disturbed possession of house and home. In October of the
same year The Functions of Arbitration was published, and
this seemed to co-ordinate as the seventh phase of labour,
the six previous phases through which one's experiences had
disclosed. the principle underlying exchange. In January,
1930, another staff-accountant engagement opened as a
period of preparation for 1,932. Thus when provision for
depend,ents was insisted upon, it was not possible. When it
became possible it was not necessary.

63 Q.-How did the proposal come to be reui,ued?

A.-When taking the engagement in January, 1930, it hatl
been agreed that one could voluntarily withdraw in April,
1932, at which date it was expected that the general prob-
lem would be more widely recognized by those with eyes to
see. Lectures were widely begun in February,1932, to pre-
pare for extension in April, the extension lectures of April-
May in Ballarat, Geelong, and Melbourne, were followed by
personal calls for the dissemination of the Jubilee Year Plan
in printed form on a self-supporting basis, as a test of how
far one person should accept responsibility for establishing
standards in economic research.
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6L Q.-How nxa,nA personal, contacts haae been mad,e?
A.-From April lst-December l7th, lggZ, more than 768
sets or part sets of The Jubi,lee Year Progagand,a have been
distributed, 671 of these being to subscribers and pur-
ehasers, the others being newspapers and kindred interests.
Since 1"932 the issue of The Monthlg Mi.racle has expanded
the contacts to more than 2,200 addresses.

65 Q.-Ho,tD llas the fallacE of the familU wage d,i,sclosed,?'
A.-On the philosophy that what is right is possible, it was:
necessary to adjust one's self to the recognition that what
had proved in experience to be impossible, viz:-the pro-
viding for wife and children without surrendering one's
faith, was not the right way. If what is right is possible,
what is impossible, is not right. It was necessary to flnd
the right way.
66 Q.-Wnere could, the right, wag be f ound,?

A.-By using the principle underlying economic pressure,
viz:-labour is the real price. In the natural realm women
and children are workers. Their work is part of the price
for all commodities and services. The application of this,
principle disclosed that it is not possible for married men
to provide for their wives and children, when wages are
issued only to workers in industry, on the basis of equal pay
for equal work. That discovery was the compensation for
the test through which it was necessary to pass in finding
that the family-wage system, did not allow that women and
ehildren were workers in the realm of nature. Natural law
involves the full price of all workers including women and
children.
67 Q.-What i,s the source of money a,s wages f or women

and chi,ld,ren?
A.-Wages are the source of money. Money does not pay
wages but the payment of wages creates money. Money is
not income. It is a claim to income. As women and children
have a natural claim to income, they must share in the arti-
ficial claims created as money in the payment of wages.

68 Q.-Does no,t the pagment of ooages necessarily i.naolue
debt?
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: A.-No. The payment of wages is merely the means of giving
;1;o. cr€dit to the workers. Workers include women and chlldren
' ' i yt o should receive their wages even as workers in industry
,#F8'"are entitled to do. Debt is a legat status in which there is a
.:. personal covenant to repay. It is not possible to repay what

* has been consumed. Wages.are issued for the purpose and" intention of providing income to the workers for their con-
sumftion. It is quite fallacious and seriously inequitable to
charge the persons of the workers or their empl,oyers with
the impossible covenant to repay.

, ,,..'69,Q.-:-Hout cun there be cred,it wi.thout d,ebt?
. A,-Recognising money as a claim to income, not incomei itself, it can be seen to be merely a record. Witfr-.y-Uof"

to represent the human factor, it is clear that the debit en-
tries are merely contra entries to the credit given to workers

' - ' in, ,t|1e processes of industry, householding, and schooling.
'1i. These contra entries can be properly related to the direct
i' labour applied in the various industries, and by correct regu-

li: 'iation of prices it can be shown that all credit issued to ail
- ;. workers is cancelled in the prices of consumable goods and
o; '; services, thus leaving no debt, but merely a book record of

'" I the cost-inJabour of general assets, public works, and com-
. !i'.- mon lacllrtres.

70 Q.-How did i,t arise that crecl"it appeared to be d,istinct
from debt?

. A;-In 1921" the dried fruits industry suffered a very severe
r oi' reverse in respect of vine disease and its effects on quality.
I 1 It was necessary to make financial arrangements for the
i':':1 1922 crop with'little prospect of recovering advances al-
' ' ready outstanding on the 1921 crop. The position showed
r that advances made to growers after the lg2L crop was in

hand (Apr il, lg21), were in reality being made again st 7g22.
. As 1921 proceeds could not at the same time repay 7g27

advances.

- :. ,71 Q.-Would not that be the normal state of finance in the
industru?
A -.-It was the usual method, but it was not normal. Only'by 

opening a special lg22 A/c., was it possible to demon-
strate that the realization of proceeds, was in reality the can-
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cellation of credit formerly issued on the 1921 crop. The
new A/c. was clearly new money created for the working of ,*,,,r,,
the vineyards and the harvesting of the 1922 crops. That,i'" '"r'
account in turn was cancelled by the realization of the 1922'{itru,.

crop, while the 1923 A/c. was recording advances for work- l:,." ;.

ing the vineyards to the 1923 harvest. .,ii,. ,'
,,{s

72 Q.-Did the bankers recognize the d,ifference bettoeen
neu) ?rloneA and market reali,zations?

A.-There was no evidence that they did so. The seasonal
accounts were used as a convenient method of recording the
relationship between the flnancial advances and the markbf
recoveries from year to year. It appeared, however, that the
bankers still thought of the market as the source of mon654ir'..:
73 Q.-Tfhat was the outcome of this attempt to areate

credit u;ithin the ttebt system?

A.-It established a trust relationship between the agents
and the growers, by which it was impossible for the agents ";i'

to use proceeds of fruits except for purposes of account,,;i; -

sales to growers. Gross proceeds were paid into the fruit ;r"; -'
trust account until released by accounting to the owners of .,'i',
the fruits represented in the proceeds. The method of using'"lrrr
seasonal accounts for bank advances in respect of financing
growers was used for four years before the possibility of
balancing Australian cost on world markets was shown to
be very remote if not entirely ephemeral. The 1-923 A/c.
failed to balance, as the slump on the London market oc-
curred in July, 1923, and no satisfactory attempt to square
the ledger for exporters, was made by Australian bankers
till wheat and wool were in the doldrums. In that year-
1923-a forecast was made that the t924 cvop would be a
record output in total and per acre, but that proceeds would
fall below costs of production. Both forecasts were realized.
The 1925 A/c. was arranged to run as a Aea,r of grace, at the,
end of which period the national aspects of the problem were
still beyond the vision of bankers and creditors, generally'

7!' Q.-Does that signify that 1925-1926 usas the period.for
terminati,on of the old, conception of d,ebt?
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A.-It seemed so. There was no prospect of giving security
of tenure, with payable returns, to dried fruit growers, nop
of preserving to the industry the efficiency of procruction due
to experience, except by a changed conception of money.
75 Q.-Is the Jubilee Year plan intended, for the d,ri,ect

f ru'its inrlustry ?

-A.-The lecturer considers that the dried fr.uits industry
gave the key to the problem of exchange, both domestic
and international. The Jubitee year pLan, however,is broad enough for the adoption on a Commonwealth
basis. Had the responsibility been for dried fruits solery,
events would have developed more quickly than they did.

,,The present position is that fne littttee year ptai with
.WICE Curuency from July lst, 1988, offers the Common+
wealth an alternative to foilorving blind leaders into the
ditch.

76 Q.-Why should WICE Currency conl,mence July 1st,
7933, under The Jubi,lee Yeur pl&n uhictt. runs from lgZS?
A.-Because the general adjustments already made are ac-
cepted as having been effective in restoring the proportions
between wages, prices, and investments, so far as they have
been enforced by economic pressure. The burden of debt is
being recognized more clearly than it was Z years ago. The
claims of investors to income have already been considerably
diminished from what they were in 1925. July 1st, 1988,
offers a convenient starting point for the new currency and
for the conversion of debts to investments on the vanishing
scale to expiry in 1975. Since this date was suggested, the
Commonwealth census has been taken as at June B0th, 1gBB.

77 Q.-Holo d,id WICE Currency come to be suggested,?
A.*At the sixth lecture at Geelong, May 17th, 1g82, the
need for economic symbols as contrasted to financial sym-
bols, was emphasised by a member of the audience having
used the phrase "cost of labour." The lecturer replied that
labour was the cost. Clearly a symbol to represent labour
was needed. to take the place of a money symbol which could
be so misleading as to be regarded as the cost of labour.
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78 Q.-Wha WICE?
A.-Because a symbol suggesting labour for a standard
period would have great ad,vantages over a mere theoretical
symbol. WICE means week. It represents a unit of the
human factor for a week.
79 8.-What suggested, the price equa'tion?

A.-=Conversations in disseminating the propaganda in July,
1g32 brought out the need for an alternative to the Douglas

equation, *iri.i, in the opinion of the lecturer failed on the
grounds that it was based on financial symbols which had

neither theoretical nor ascertainable meaning. consumers

are clearly the basis of consumption, while producers are

the sole means of supply. To equate supply and demand'

irecessitated the proper ratio between consumers and pro-

ducers, which could only be assured by the use of a common

factor, and the regulation of priceJevels to maintain the

desired ratio.
S0 Q.-Wha sh,outd, the ratio betuseen consunraers and' pro-

d,ucers affect Price?
A.-All work is part of the price' Many workers are doing

intangible work giving no concrete results for exchange with

other workers. E.g., doctors may be freed for preventive

work when such work is regarded as useful service in the

social system. It is clear both in common sense and in

mathematics that producers of consumable goods cannot

consume the rn hole nt ttt"i, output if they wish to benefilby

the work or services of others not producing goods' The

;;i"" i. that figure which will enable other workers to pro-

I;." il*i- shaie of consumable goods' The effect is to pre-

;b;;;;;;;;;* i-"* consuming more than their share of the

ortprt, and to give them in exchange for the share not con-

sumed by them, an interest in the work and services ren-

dered bY other consumers'-'i1 
q,.-what is the d'ifference between nxonea and income?

g-ift" difference beiween a claim and a product' The

"iul*:i* 
artificial, the pr'oduct is real' The price is work'

Cir" "fui* 
should therefore be related to work' so that in-

"o*u 
U" recognized as the result of work'

(1933 Text Preserved')
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Part IV., Sections xiv. to ;yi.-
The Jubilee Year Extension Lectures

The rllustrations given herein represent 100 aspects drawn

from the original works of the Jubilee year lecturer. Seven

lectures survey the economic field. Many of the illustrations

are drawn in the proportions of the cross section of a sphere,

The circumference represents Ttopulation.

The volume represents the outptut of labour.

The radius, the effici,ency of production.

The syllabus of Lectures, serving as table of contents of

the above mentioned sections, is reprinted from ilre syllabus.

used by the Jubilee Year Lecturer, April-May, July-August,

1932. (Manuscripts: September, 1982.)

Aduance Australia in the Brothet,h,ooct of Man.

By Referendum Acknowledge the Jubilee year, lg2b-lg7b.

By Legislation Establish the Jubilee Year Fund.

By Administration Accept the Jubilee Year Draft.

irl'1
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In Adopt the Jubilee Year Model Deed.
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Sullabus.

Series of Lectures

. relating

The Machi,nerg of Exchange

to

The Seaen Phases of Lcfiour.

xiv.-social Progress and Seven Phases of Labour.

xv.-The Mystery of MoneY. The Theorg of Cast,

Labour the Real Price of Production.

xvi.-Fair Exchange. The Theora of Euchange.
Labour the Common Denominator in Exchange.

xvii.-The Redemption Plan. The Theortt of Valuation.
Labour the Standard of Value.

xviii.-The Jubilee Year. The Theory of Inuestment,
Labour the Basis of Capitalisation.

xix.-Victims of Tariffs. The Tlr,eory of Tariffs-
Labour the Common Factor in Tariffs-

xx.-The Credit Line. The Theory of Cred,it.

. Labour the Limit of Secondary Industry.

xxi.-Economic Pressure. The Theora of Arbitration.
Labour the Barometer.

(The illustrations were first published, May, 1932.)

Designs <1rawn: 7930-1932.

Carcls by W. L. Mitchell, ancl C. NI. Abbott, 193c,-1932'

Coioured slides bv C. tM. Abbott, 7930-7932.

Blocks by Prebble & James Ptv. Ltd., r932.

Pamphlets by Ballarat Litho & Printing Co. Pty. Ltd., tg3z.

Periodical: by Henry Thacker, r933-1936.
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Section XlV.-social Progress.
',1:, . .

,.liJ i..

,' *- Sl 
. . History discloses the stages

:"-;M*hiT:.'^of 
Exchange through which man has developed

.. .1:\i llxpresses
t-, the 

- his conception of brotherhood.

o.*l;r; Brotherhood of Man With each growth of realization
" l,t*.:' displacing that no person lives to himself,
' C a n n i b a I i s m there has been a change of system

-Slaverv I for the clearer e*preision of tn"Serfdom
t;.:t p e a. a n t r.,, awakenedconsciousness. Eachsuc-
'tr." I:ldustrialism ceeding system has displaced

and rather than evolved from the
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Citizenship system suitable to the former out-
In citizenship we have attempted the expression of

erhood within politicbl boundaries. We have yet to
expression to the recognition that brotherhood knows

',the medium of exchange to this larger consciousness.

All systems of production, ex-
.,i:' ' Seven Phases of Labour change, valuation, capitalisation," 

ff::*il:.;:fJ:1ff[T' g,rri., L,"ait, and arbitration, have
i,, in exchange been directed consciously or uncon-
The standard of value sciously, to the lightening of labour

'The basis of capitalisation for those for whom the systems
:i;r The common- factor in have been instituted. This recog-
' l tariffs 

_^ :- nition of the fundamental principle
':,, Economics underlying economic pressure has
{ , The barometer of econemiq become more general as its beneflts
i : pressure have been more generally diffused.' Fears of the human factor have retarded without stopping
:, social progress. Social progress tends to diminish fear as

' a human factor. It remains only to acknowledge that eachr,' of the seven processes involved in winning and using re-
wards from nature, is a process, i.e., an act not a result.
'Thus all the processes can be co-ordinated by recognizing
their relationship as seven phases of labour.

. :.j:

.j,r{tj. ,rff,1 '
. r;i.'r:5p The

'... - ,rici'class; colour, or creed. This must be done within the pro-
il cesg"s of law and order. Citizenship must be used as a

f .1" ^I^:-.:; - ^l^-^ ^ +^ L--^lr^ ^-^r^ ^ ^ ^l rt- -- - -- r,, .stepping stone to brotherhood, through the adaptation of
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Section XV.-The MYsterY of MoneY.

The Theora of Cost.

Labour the Real Price of Production.

I{NI.
r. The mystery of Money,

z. Adam Smith.

3. Units of Labour-price.

4. Henry George-Rent.

5. Rent-Nature's Reserves.

6. Chomley-X,Ioney on Goocls.

7. Douglas-Consulner bonus.

8. Labour thcir real price.

g. Labour in Exchange.

NIM. r
The

NIYSTERY
of

XIONEY IS
the

\[ASTERYOFtr{EN

.-',r:,,i,-. i
irj j

Illustrations.

MM.
to. Economic Utilities.

rr. Labour in Utilities. ,l

t2. Economic Functions. ,'
r3. Re-actions' : 

.,,.i

r4. Indicationi of presstrre. ':tq

rj. Economic Nloveraents.

16. Stability of Exchange. 
.j'

17. Economic Distributior-r. | 
...

rB. CornuCoPia. :

With each forwar_d move, adapta' t/ii

tion to natural forces has developed '':

human capacity previously un-

dreamed of but by the seer. Know-

ing that money has been so useful

tends to the attitude which regards 
,..

our modern money, as necessary,

however mysterious. Only by adapting money to the seven

phases of labour can man achieve the mastery vrhich he has

so long conceded to mammon. Treating money as other than

a system of records, has blinded men to the necessity of con-

trolling their re-actions to economic forces. They have tried

to follow the direction of their artificial system, only to
learn that all systems break when contrary to naturai forces.

Finance is artificial. Egonomics is a natural science.

;5,.,:'
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: The Wealth of Nations has given

;.,,-. NIM-' . -, to Adam Smith an abiding place as.',r:i ADAM SMITH'..i. the father of an authority in political economy'

il ,. ModernPoliticalEconomy His book has had great influence
wrote of the value of

,,, ",:i:'' ,rr.""r-.aiii.. - and stands to-day as a masterly
r''J Labour Alone- analysis. The needs of his times

is their Real Price.
seem to have prevented him from
following to a complete develop-.,

:' ment, his enunciation of the principle underlying economic

r6h natural price was clearly stated. "Labour alone . . . is their1i
real price" was his dictum as to the value of all commodities.

i . Had he devised a symbol of value, representing the natural
'', price, he might well have turned into quite other channels
.i 'the course of political economy.
' -:.

The want of a symbol of value,

representing labour as the nat-

ural price of all commodities,

has left investigators without a

means of using labour as the

basis of prices. Marx bequeathed

a system of proletarianism with-
out symbols for recording the

relationship of the labour of the
proletariat in its seven phases.

The use of a symbol imposes the

need for a unit. A symbol which is to represent labour

must of necessity have a unit of labour as its base. Accept-

ing labour as the natural price, then the price symbol rnust

represent the unit of labour. One unit of price means one
'unit of labour. Simple, complete, and natural.

ONE UNIT OF PRICE
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:'i! :. t

d..
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I[\I. -1

Henry George
in

"Progress and Poverty."
writes:-

"The rent of the lanc1

belongs
to

the peop1e."

Henry George wrote ,'progress,

and Poverty," it:r the fullness of
realization that the financial sys-,
tem was out of accord with natural
movements. His discovery was that
"the rent of the land belongs to.
the people."

He failed to intr.oduce a symbol .

to represent the relationship between rent and labour.
Natural movements enforce the diffusion of rent among tne 

j :

people, a discovery which Henry George might have made,
had he used symbols to reflect natural wages and natural
rent relatively. A break down in the system of distribution ;:

is inevitable when artificialities are mistaken for natural , 
;.,

phenomena. For want of price regulation in accord with t' . ,

nature's rewards to labour, financial disaster enforces re- ''
adjustments which might be orderly processes.

Using a sphere as an illustra-
tion of relationship between
three different factors, distinct
and yet inseparable, we see

clearly that radius, surface and
voiume, are three different ideas.

Each has its own symbol-the
units of length, area, and volume.
Given any one it is possible to
relate it to the others. Using
the radius as analbgous to effi-
ciency, the surface as analogous

to population, and the volume as analogous to output, we
can suggest a normal deflnite and ascertainable ratio be_
trveen prod.ucers, coRsumers, and products. The surplus of

ri!,, .,

*..ql,l.

MM5

RENI IS NATUPES RESERVE FNOM LAI{D l

l,
I

.: I
tl , I

'.. I

illr t

{
. .. ,i:y..

' ijr,i;
i:
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products is nature's reserve for enforcing exchange, by the

.,,,,, 
diffusion of rewards (products) throughout the population

-,: .r,r(consumers) iin relation to efficiiency (producers). This sur-
tilr; plus when arising direct from land is known by economists

as "rent." It sustains labour which has been diverted to
other industries. Natural forces compel this distribution
of labour in using the very reserves which make the division
of labour possible. Without natural reserves from land

there could be no secondary industry. Secondary indus.try

;'' t'is the eaidence that rent is diffusecl anxong the people.

':', 'ii.,l
'-i,l r "' , MM6

,,r1,' :. "lssue MoNEY oN GooDs
:.i AT GUARANTEED MINIMUM PRICES"

r#

The issue of money on goods

is confusing the reward with the
evidence of work. Labour is the
natural price. Money therefore
must bear a direct relationship
to labonr. The ratio between

labour and goods will then auto-
matically give the cost. Money

based on goods without regard
to their ratio to labour would
fail to serve as money when the
ratio between producers, consu-

mers, and products varied. The cost of output of an indus-
try compares with the cost of output of any other industry
in direct ratio to the population engaged in those industries.
It is not the quantity of goods alone which governs cost, but
the ratio between output and iabour. Growing population

leads to growing volume of output with a change in the ratio
between output and labour. The natural price varies, hence

the monetary symbol must reflect that variation, in relation

to efficiency.
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MM7
DOUGLAS wouLD

"Grve I BoxusroTHE CoNsuMER
REPRESENING SoLAR ENERGY,,

A consumer bonus will de-
feat its own objective. Nature
gives nothing for nothing,'
The natural cost is labour.;
When labour wins larger re-
wards from'nature, the cost

is less, but it is labour. The
natural cost of output is the
labour producing same. A
bonus based on output could
be maintained in any industrY,'
only if the same variations in'
ratio between output and

Labour-includes all activities,
efforts, and processes of the human
factor-which is the only means

of subduing nature. It is impor-
tant to distinguish clearly between
the process and the result. Much
labour is lost, or wasted, or in

++f,.i,

. .,r,it:
'I :i,i;:'.'',;
r'*

i*' .:r

labour occurred in all industries-a most unlikely happen-

ing. The proper adjustment to meet the mechanisation of
industry, is to divert free labour to leisure and to new enter-
prises. Had Douglas introduced a symbol to represent solar

energy he would have found that cost was the ratio between

output and labour ;:

,!.

j::'i

;r'

:,b,

MM. 8

"Labour Alone-
Their Real Price."

Production
Distribution

Accounting
Exchange

other ways a consuming factor, it is nevertheless part of the
price of replenishing and subduing the earth. There are
four separate, yet intermingled, major processes in econo-
mics,-production, distribution, accounting, and exchanging.
The process of production is the cost of products. The
process of distribution is the cost of distribution. The pro-
cess of accounting is the cost of credit. The process of ex-
changing is the cost of exchange. "Labour alone is their
real price."

i*?r

r.i- .

l, .'
L
$:,!.
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Production gives the necessary

form. Distribution puts the form in
the necessary place. Accounting de-

notes time. Exchanging effects the
exchange. No process is complete in
itself. Even a sole producer must ap-
propriate his labour to the necessary
processes to achieve the necessary're-
sults. He diverts his own labour as

his means of production, distribution,
accounting, and exchanging. He
watches his reserves to determine

r. : which products to provide and which
Lo forso. This is the natural basis -for the effecting of ex-

I.

i*.,1 ' change. The only cost known to him is labour. This is true
1,,,, of every person whether engaged in one or more processes

o$l of labour. It is the only price exacted by nature, and the
only cost rewarded by nature. Co-ordinating these pro-

'; cesses in one industry, provides the economic pyramid of

;#' that industry, it is but a segment of the sphere.
: .li

MM9

LAgo_U_B,l! EJQIANGE

M\{. ro.
Economic Utilities

ate
Form......Place

Time
Exchange.

Form arises in production, place

in distribution, time in accounting,
exchange in exchanging. These

four economic utilities are results
not costs. The costs are the Pro-
cesses by which the results are at-

tained. The labour or human effort by which form,-place,

-time,-and 
exchange,-utility is given to natural re-

sources, is the only cost. The four processes by which the

four results are achieved are merely divisions of labour,

which are essential to bring to fruition the efforts making

up the processes. .All monetary records of form, place, time,

ahd exchange; must be representative of cost-in-labour, just

as these four results are evidence that work has been done.
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The volume of output is built up

MM., by production, distribution, ac- il

LAEg-98.u-UT!!!T!eS counting, and exchanging. The out-,'r'i'',li{'*i

put in form, place, time, and ex-
change, is the evidence of the pro-
cesses. The prices put upon the.:r
output must be such as will balance
the output with the processes.

Certain ascertainable quotas of
population are engaged in giving
form utility to natural resources.,.

Others are engaged in giving place :,

utility, others also in giving time utility, and exchangei.,ii,h,:,;,i ,

utility. Al1, together, make up the cost of utilities culminat- : 
"rir'.:.,,..,,

ing in exchange. The volume of output is the result of all iE

four processes. The capacity of the natural resources to '.;..
satisfy human need, has been developed by human effort,
which alone is the factor in determining cost. 

';r.1i,tn

In order to test and to adjust 
'ka}.r:

NItri{. :2. any system of political economy it
The

Econornic Functio.s is necessary to recognise certain . .:

arc effects as indicating the functioning
Of Land. . . . Se, rrlilv. ^f, rr^ ^ ^--^t ^.^^ Tr^ ^ r^.- -r r-------- : '-'

"bi|"i;";.1....'1.ii,,,r. of the system. The land tenure is ... l

of capita1..trm.i"i.y. to be tested by the security with . 
,.i;+

which it endows producers, the di- ** 
.

visioir of labour by the utility with which the population {:.
:..is sustained, and the reserves of capital by the efficiency- i.i',

with which irrdustry develops. These are three effects
which are the economic aims of human effort. The exterrt
to which land tenure, labour conditions, and conservation
of capital, fail to achieve these aims, is the test of its func-
tioning to which any system of political economy is sub-
jected by economic pressure.

RrAcrtoHs*fcoNoutcFuxcrroxsfroduction,bestabilisedfree
::, 'jri; , :, from the effects of the use made

"'t -:of, capital. They are threefold functions of a threefold
li,system. The function of monetary records is to disclose

E.R. & R.C. Part IV. xv Page 475

The functions of land, labour,
and capital, to effect security,
utility, and efficiency, are related
to each other. They are distinct,
yet inseparable, each reflects the
others, and each re-acts on the
others. No system of land ten-
ure can give security, unrelated
to utility of labour in industry,
nor can land tenure and utility of

Economic presslrre is exerted by

'i::fJrese and their re-actions on each other. These necessitate

,- 'i'{' 'o threefold monetary symbolism.
1::;iq'!

l\II,I. r4.
The'Indications 

of::,'' rnolcatrons or natural movements to effect a
11 f, JrOnOmlC rr

o,,o.1i , ,pooor"ti."-i"pp*r, l,ra proper functioning of the threefolcl
.iS* D"-r,',j.' system of land, labour and capitai.

' Distribution of Labour-
:. Diminishing Returns. The economic indications of the

,;.;.

,, ,, (i) supply and demand-indicating the presstlre of popula-
tion.

":. sion or distribution of labour;

,(iii.) disutility-indicating the pressure of efficiency in pro-
duction.

A1l three enforce adjustments in the system of land ten-
ure, Iabour conditions, and conservation of capital. Watch-
ing the functions of land, labour and capital, as the test of

' the monetary system renders necessary monetary records of
the natural movements so that their indications may be lead.

*
.&

L
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Knowing the indications of econ-
omic pressure to be directly arising
from the natural movements of the
human factor, it becomes possible
to co-ordinate the movements. The
threefold functions of political

,,!ip1.

,. '*

r'ii

i'

,}
?,,

.1.

,.'

economy may be effected in the ,,;1r.' $. r

qrrqfam nf lond fanrrra trt^rr* .^-- off .-f ftsystem of land tenure, labour con-
ditions, and use of capital. Land
is for use, not for sale. Population
is persistently pressing on landl
tenure. Supply and demand re- ,

corded in relation to population will correct land tenure to
maintain production. Division of labour is continually
pressing on returns from labour. Diminishing returns Te-
corded in relation to distribution of labour will correct"
Iabour conditions to stabilise exchange. Efficiency is con-
tinually pressing upon exchange. Disutility recorded in
relation to efficiency in industry will adjust investment to
steady progress.

M\,I. 16. The re-actions of the threefoldi
stabilitv economic functions, with the indi-

of Exchange invoh-es cations of the threefold economicrEquitable Distribution
of Rent of Land movements, necessitate a threefold

oI Wages of Labour monetary symbolism. Equitable
of fnterest of Capital. distribution necessitates reserves inr

in terms o{ laboLrr- kind which will assure all produ-
-their real price 

cers of their share of the rent of
land due to natural variations in the productivity of the soil..
Wages of labour to be equitable must be based on equality.
This does not mean uniformity except as a basis. The basic
wage being uniform, will allow intelligent distribution of'
reserves for the division of labour arising from rent. The
interest of capital (ot not on) is then capableof clear read*
ing by recording the differences in productivity and ef6-
ciency as the means to leisure and as the incentive to pro-
gress. All these monetary records, wages, prices, and mar-
gins, must be made in terms of labour.

fr

T

I
i

..'$Eal.
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(The Wice Currency supplement in the Jubi,lee Year Pro-
paganda, p.p. 25-32, gives the symbolism, with interpreta-
tion of the price equation, and application of the price

factor.) (See section xxxvii in this series.)

tr'
!+
# #,r

I

l$". -r.

' 
r+ 

MM'17

ECONOMIC DISTRIBUTION

f;-l

Economic pressure is a scessors

action; flnance is a nut crackers

action. Land is the source of sup-
ply, and of the natural rent (a re-
serve of sustenance). Land tenure
must be directly associated with
the reserve supply arising in excess

of demand. Land settlement then
would follow supply of, and de-

mand for, sustenance, accurately
reflected in reserves.

Labour is the natural price,

artiflcial wages must be issued in the credit econotlty as a

record of the natural movement affecting the natural price.

Labour must be directly associated with currency issued as

a gauge of its distribution in industry, and giving a natural
demand in direst ratio to population-a sure guide to equit-

abie iabour conditions. Capitai is the result of production,

it is not money. When invested it is consumed. It cannot

then be recovered. It is gone. There remains the interest

of, not on, capital. It is necessary to produce, conserve,

invest, and replace capital. It is impossible to extend in-

dustry without consuming capital. Capital thus consumed

must be directly symbolised in capitalisation-a record of

its use. It is no longer capital. It has been capitalised and

becomes a diminishing factor in investment.
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CORNUCOPI A

3'E.
r. Thc Florr oI -l ra,1c.

.2. '['lre L rrit .f I-rrh,,ur.

3. The Seven Dividcncls.
.4. The Ellective I)ivirlcnds.
g. Fair Exchange.
,6. Distribution of Dir.idcnds.
7. NattrIal Rci!,Llr( c:-

Divi.ion ,,I LrL. itt-.

F.E'l rN THE
FLoW:tIsnP e

EXCH AN G E
FINDS ITS OWN LEVELS

The Deathless Bomberi V-2

Reserves made, currency issued,
and circulation recorded, in separ'-
ate symbols would stabilise eX-, 

,

change giving prices; 'wages, and, .

margins, properly related to con-.;t,
sumers, ploducers, and Products. 

-

Truly might Australia experience-.
peace, power, and PlentY, when it I

is recognized that economic move-
ments are processes of adaptation

TIIE HORN OF PLENTY to economic functions, and that
flnance is a hindrance to these pro.-

cesses because it is debt on results where econonlic pressure ,l*,$i'r
requires cred,it upon procasses. r'

Section XVI.-Fair Exchange.

The Theory of Erchange.

Labour the Common Denominator in Exchange'

Illustrations'

,,f;'i,,,.r". E.R. & R.C. part IV. xvi page 479

filled by ihe windmill or from the mountain reservoir built
'dibri for the reticulation of a city. Man uses the natural ]aw andt,,i

,;,flr.d. it an aid to progress. Enchange fi,ncls its own leael.
:'Let us use the law and adapt to it a medium of exchanger. ,. :,.1

,..r"1.. ^ 
with that aim. Principle operates howsoever it may be

fu interpreted. A proper system of adaptation to the prin.
'F' ciple will more clearly disclose its movements, and indicate

the means of best conforming with it. In economics the
source of supply is natural resources, and the means of

, , "",.*. utilising same is human effort. The flow of trade develops-lirif;;., .:"" 'f,rom the conformity of human effort with the availability
''''"of natural resources. All exchanges between the higher., :,1

,; q."d lower levels of efficiency in human labour, as betweennr'"',, higher and lower reaches of a river, ar.e made by ad,just_
,fr,: ,,mnols from the higher levels. Reciprocity is possible to the.

full limit of exchange only when adjustments are made both:1 l

{: inwards and outwards by the community enjoying the readi-

Af est access to, and the most efficient means of utilising natural
i y.:,

l_," resources. Controlled price levels with standard adjust-
, : ments in exchange are as essential in utilising the flow of

trade, as are locks and weirs in conserving and utilising
:',. the flow of water for communities up and down strearn.

:l

All traffic is borne by water from the source. Trade will
, .a.,,ratu, move again on water or money that has passed. The

controlled adjustment between the levels can be used to
stimulate exchange for all industries contributing to the
living standard. It is simply a matter of recognizing that
the different standards operate both ways-inwards and
outwards upstream and downstream-on adjustments
made upstream in the higher level. Conservation (Re-

"''' ierues)-Navigation (Circutation)-Irrigation (Consump-
tion).

-r.rlS#

,m, i li,rnr

, ,':l

',!
,!,,t

itr
i".

:il.

,. ll

{
..tfr

,!L.

'+!
.; !'- {

F-E' l

8. Natural Ilesource s-Gifts. i:

q. Wealtlr.
ro. Utility. l

I t. Guorl:.
r:. Scrr ices.
r.t. \ aluc.
14. The Elements of Fair Exchangc.

The principle underl:,'ing
fundamental movements is
not changed by a change of
system. Conservation of
water does not alter the
natural tendency of water
to find its own level. Nor
does the stream depend less

on its source of supply.
Water will find its own
level over a creek bed, or
from the overhead tank
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In order to conserve and utilise
the available natural resources, it
is necessary to have a system of
measurement $Ihich will indicate

The Unit of Labour is the the natural flow of trade, and the
amount of labour that difference in standards involving
lvoulcl be apllied at a given adjuStmentS in exchange. NatUral

rate in a. given time .--t;^-^l^l^ -i-I"|c af
rts value is the r.atue r resources are inalienable rights of

gold that ,,o,,ta r. r.fl- all pecples. The extent of control
ducecl by the application of possible within any community is

that amount of labour. the distribution of its labour for
the effective winning and using re; :;

rvards from nature. Natural resources are common rights,
and the natural flow of trade is in accord with common
rights. Human effort is variable but controllable within
the limits of common rights in natural resources. Exchange
enforces a common denominator on which natural resources

are free for all. The amount of labour, and the value given

to it in measuring exchange, are the standards on which
all exchange is to be adjusted. These adjustments can bd' '';
made by any community in respect of exchange with other
communities when labour is used and recorded within the
community as the common denominator.

..'ddi .

i

I

The
Comm6n Denominator

in exchange.

' it'
a*

t{b
s"
?

, ',!.

'tti\

FE. s.
The Se..'en

Dividends of Labour.

Food-Clothing-Fuel
Shelter-Re-creation
Education-Leisure.

The volume of trade may be

measured in the living standard
enjoyed by the producer, which
sets the level at which exchange'
can be maintained. The living
standard comprises those dividends
which are won from nature for the

sustenance and development of the people. They are pro-

ducts of producers, and the consunxets of consumers. The
advancement of civilisation therefore enforces a well bal-

anced living standard with a fttll measure of all dividends
of labour to be produced by and for the producers. Pro-

ducts released for labour diverted from producing the living
standard is part of the price paid by the producers.

II
li

t/

I

EFFECTIVE DIVIDENDS

OF L.A,BOUR
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The winning of effective divi-
dends depends upon an effective
distribution of labour for the
production of the living stan-
dard. The dividend from which
progress follows, is leisure,
which can be won only by effi-
cient production of the people's
needs with a growing margin in
reserve, releasing labour for the
expansion of the living standard.
The first limit of exchange is
the living standard enjoyed by

the producers of foodstuffs. This limit is successively
raised by each added dividend included in the living stan-
dard. The proper diffusion of leisure in relation to the con-
tribution of each labour unit to the reserves will release
more and more of human effort for the winning and using
of, effective dividends of labour.

xvl

&1t,",

olt:.
,t

1,

DISTRIBUTES

LABOUR
DIVERSIFIES

PRODUCTION

F. E.5

FnIR ExcnANGE
With each dividend added to

the living standard, it is neces-
sary to adjust the distribution
of labour to provide effective
dividends for all producers. Ex-
change is limited to the living
standard enjoyed by producers.
The more widely diffused the
dividends, the more effective the
production, and the more con-
tented the producer. The fur-

thest extent to which production may be diversified, is the
greatest diffusion of dividends in the living standard. The
only limit which is enforced by natural movements is that
of fair exchange between producers. This can be conformed
with, by a controlled price level, with a common unit of
labour, and an effective distribution of reserves arising from
efficient production.
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The natural reserve for sus-
taining the primary division of
Iabour is the economic rent from
Iand-(the capaeity and extent
to which land gives more plo-
ducts than are needed to sustain ,:+l
the primary producers)-this is 'ri'ffi
the limit of distribution of
labour for diversity in the living
standard. The release of this
reserve necessitates capitalisa-

tN TERMS oFLABouR 1i"" i: a record of its consump' '; ;;
tlon (Investment) giving rise to'{""'

the interest of producers in the expansion of industry. This.
interest is not a priority charge, but a claim to share in the 

r.

new dividends arising from the new division of labour. The ,,i,ii'
natural limits of exchange with a diversified living standard
may be recorded by the issue of currency as wages in,Jhe ,' ,'' :t
respectiveinc1ustriescontributingtcithelivingstandard.';
The general diffusion of rent, interest, and wages, is thuS i.,'

directly related to the diversity of production, division of il
labour, and to the population. Each worker in a community Hlli 

.
has an equitable claim in respect of wages, interest, and t*,,,'t,,

,ir,rent.

FE.7 N AT U R AL For the effective exploitation r".'i'
R ESOU R C E S of natural resources it is essen- .:,r:

AN O : l:;,:i

TnE DtvtstoN oF LABouR tial that these be common rights. ii ,

It is not possible to win and use
natural resources beyond the
limits of exchange between pro-
ducers. There are sub-divisious
of the processes of production
which mnst needs be reckoned
as part of the price paid by pro-
ducers. The general accessibility
of natural resources, is a con-
stant challenge to the conscious-

subdue nature. Satisfactory pro-ness of man's capacity to

.$

I
i

I

-l'{i
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'4*,. gress in the development of the race involves provision for
rv?i.,.rr . .:'' constant exploration for, investigation of, and experimenta-

'''tion with, natural resources. Their appropriation, conser-

: vation, and transportation, are more clearly recognized as

part of production and distribution. These processes, how-

ever, have been preceded by the earlier efforts, and are ac-

companied by current effort for future dividends. A11 are

part of the price of production paid in labour providing

i ::.... products for their sustenance and replacing consumets for- 
-i"tli, l"-. '' -'r''l"heir 

continuance.

' .i!::

." t'*,, Only with clearly defined terms. ,,.. ,:.rFE. g,
'u, ,'N"t,rr"tResourcesareGifts is it possible to make the fine dis-

. ".r. for the needs of man tinctions necessary for the preser-
B:.. .

,Ll. . in the develoilnent vation of the common rights in
'1".' .r[ ]ris caoacitv. , , a :rL

liit 
,r rrr5 (qr/qv'Lr' natural resources. As gifts, natrtral

,,.rh-t'rl resburces are potential supply for the needs of man. The
"; term includes all sources of supply to u'hich man adds only

i ,, his effort in discovering and winning same.
.,1;j'r

FE. s.
When man has discovered natu-

Wealth is ral resources capable of satisfying
That Part of Natural need, he has disclosed wealth. The

Reso'urces for which Man resources remain common rights
has Found a Need' 

subiect only to the limit of labour

*irich has disclosed the source of supply. The discovery

of supply may also lead to the developmetrt of need. Either

rvay there remain common rights in the source, and the

common limit of exchange in terms of labour.
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The presence of a natural source,,
and the discovery of its uses, do
not themselves confer utility. The
capacity of wealth to satisfy need
is largely dependent upon man's

effort to apply the wealth to his need. Even natural supply
of great utility yet requires effort for its proper utilisation.
Indispensable as is air, man may suffocate despite its natural
accessibility. So water without reticulation, ffi&Y fail to
satisfy need despite its inherent utility. Utility as a natural
capacity is a commgn right. It is not a measure of value,
but an incentiv<i to effort.

When man has adapted natural
resources to his use he has con-
ferred form utilita. These goods
have their inherent capacity to

satisfy need and do not thereby lose their nature as gifts.
The processes of discovery and conformation have estab-

lished claims in exchange in respect of labour, not in respect '
of utility.

FE. ro.
Utility is

thq capacity of wealth
to satisfy the needs of tnan.

FE. rt.
Goods are

the fortns of wealth
which have utility.

Services are
the processes by rvhich

GOODS are put into the

FE. t3.
Value is

the eligibility for CREDIT
in the processes of

' fair exchange.

tains exchange at that
receive an equal quota

The exchange of goods and ser-
vices is the result of effort, and as

such necessitates a clear definition
of value, distinct from use. Value
as the eligibilita for credit, main-
Ievel at which producers give and
of labour in the efforts involved.

,"1

*i

,"r[ +i'

'.i,: I

. -; :r_.

.d

FE. Having conferred form utilita
upon natural resources, man Pro-.
ceeds to put goods into use, and
these services are an essential part
of utilising wealth. They confer

plnce, time and erchange'utility upon the goods. These ser-

vices are eligible in exchange as processes of labour without
iessening the common rights in natural resources, u'ealth,
utility, and goods.

r
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tCredit therefore is the evidence of work done, recorded on
;a basis of equality, with complete preservation of common
rights in natural supply.

'1E.1+ TH E
ELE M E NTS

OF
}FAt R EXCHANG E

With common rights in the
source of all supply, it becomes
clear that only the processes stage
by stage, by which natural re-
sources are brought into the use of
man, can be eligible f or credi,t.
Human effort alone can confer
value. The effective distribution of
labour in the processes of produc-
tion and diffusion of dividends
throughout the population can be
achieved only in so far as exchange
is conducted on the ualuation, of

goods and services in terms of labour. The limit of ex-
change is the timit at which the unit of labour is the com-
mon denomi-nator.

Section XVII., The Redemption Plan.

The Theory of Vatuation.

Labour, the Standard of Value.

Illustrations.

R.P.

r. lrlan anrl Equalitl

z. Wages, Exchange, Investrnent.

.3. Money is Wages.

4. Equal Pay for Ec1ual Work.
5. A Xlattel ol Prolrorliun.

6. The Profit oI the Earth.

7. The Wages of Labour.

8. The Circulation of Wages.

9. Wealth of Nations.

6,
t
t
t:

r.tk

{
ri.

R,P.

ro. Rich Recl Veins.

rr. \,Ien, \.tr. omen ancl Childr-en

rz. Wealth increases r,vith Fair

i3. Adam Smith quotecl.

r,1. Aclam Smith, continued.
i Aclam

Gold?"
ancl "Labour or

r6. Real Price, true \raluation.



R.P. r.
Man

the standard of Value.
trc1 uality of
opportunitY

of service
of person
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The only means of using natural
resources in the Progress of the
race is hr-tman effort-labour'.

Equatity of oltqortunitY is Pre'
served. by the maintaining of equal

rights in nature's gifts. Resources"

made available to any Person/,

group, community, or country, are entrusted to such for the'

fulfilment of the common rights of humanity' Only so can

peaceful exploitation of natural resotlrces become a common

incentive. Equatity of serui,ce is enforced by the limits of

exchange imposed by economic pressure' Exchange is at
par. Systems which ignore such a self-evident truth bear'

the seeds of their own destruction. All necessary work isr

eligible for equal credit in exchange. Equality of person is

the only assurance of effective distribution of labour' Nat-

ural supply and demand arise from the movements of popu-

lation. They necessitate the proper distribution of rewards,

won from nature to maintain division of labour necessary

for providing personal and common needs. Defects in sys*

tems of political economy are evidence of failure to recog-

nize the enforcement of equality by the natural rnovements

of man. Man'knows no standard of value but his olvn effolt

-labour.

R.P.z. Work is the only means of

.|' :

Wages are Currency" using natural supply for the ful*
Exchange is circulation. fillins of man,s development. The

issue Curren.v o, proao.tiorr' basis of equality of person neces-

cancel Circulation sitates as currency a wage issued
at Consumption to each person, which will enable

clecrease Capitalisation effective demand to be made fOr
by EfiEciency. personal needs. This will deter-

mine the division of labour necessary to provide supply for
those needs. The basis of equality of seroi,ce necessitates
as circulation a price level which will enable each person

to procure or share in an equal quota of the products of,

::'r

' E.R. & R.C. Part IV. xvii Page 4BT

Labour. This is determined by the division of labour in
rn{ustry, including all necessary work. The basis of equalitg

of bpportuttitu necessitates in capitalisation the cancellation
..r.[..

li^ of circulation at consumption by investment, and the dimin-

ffirt1rg of the claims of investors by reason of improved effi-

ciency in replacing consumefs capitalised on former price

, levels.r
l

,;At
't*r.

rrit
'.i,.,

L.
.t ,:

' t_,,r:,:

l-t-;,*

R:P. 3:

,Money is Wages

Th,e basic toage is thus the meas-

ure of the movements of popula-
in the process of exchange. tiOn. AS the only meanS of utili-

ifi"i.i currency-The basic wage' sing natural resorlrces it is the
'Circulation-The Stan,lar,l -.' , : : iimit of currency and the source of

! 1{'a ge.
t$.ic"pit"ti"ation-The effec- credit. Currency is issued not bor-

tiv€:i:waF{e are all, the re- rowed. In a credit economy, cur-
n,aitls of .labour.

';,', rency is issued as evidence of work

,d'one. Politicat economy is charged with a responsibility to
provide for useful work by all persons, hence as a basis all

pef.sons must receive the basic wage. The standard wage

. is the measure of the division of labour, in providing the

j, iiving standard. Political economy is charged rvith estab-
rr lishing a price-leuel proportionate to the issue of currency

.: in industry as the number of consumers is to the number of
1., ,, producers of the liaing stanclard. The effectiae uage is the
1.

measure of efficiency in providing the living standard. A
' 'surplus of products is evidence of more effective work.

Political economy is charged with the proper diffusion of
the surplus as a natural incentive to efficient production.

This is the threefold evidence disclosing the threefold pres-

sure of equality. Threefold accounting units are necessary

for recording same.
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The essential nature of
the work of women andT .

children in homes, schools; 
.:.

and playgrounds, can be re- 
1S

cognized in political 
""oro- [cj

my. They must be given Ir
credit for their work by the

issue of currency dircctl)- #,
for the purpose of making ,1:'f

their work and development ,,i, ,

EQUAL PAY FoR EQUAL W0RK. eligible for credit in ex-

" change with the living stan-'

dard. trquality of person, ;
of se,'uice, and o/ opportunity, make essential a credit .ur'- '

rency issued as a personal wage, on a basis of equal pay for '.
equal lt'olk. The work imposed by nature on women and

children is equal in eligibility for credit to the work of in-
,dustrial producers. This can be achieved only by a personaL,,

one-unit wage issued to each person in place of a family t ''''

multi-unit wage issued only to workers in industry

R.P.4
ALL HAVE THEIR WORK.

RP.5.
MATTET2 OF

PROPORTION
FAMILIES 25 LAROUR UNITS
STNGLE MEN + LABOUR UNITS
SINOLE WOMEN { LABOUR UNITSgt
FAM I L! ES 5 AT FAM!LY WAGE
SINGLE MEN 4 AT FAM'LY WAGE
SINGLEWOMEN 4 AT FAMILY WAGE

E
FAMILIES 25 WAGE UNITS
SINGLE MEN 20 WAGE UNIT9
SINGLEWOMEN IP WAGE UNIiS

TTIE BASIC WACE IS CLEARLY
.ONE WACE UNIT FOR ONE PERSON

In these examples R.P.4 and.

R.P.5, 25l33rds of population de-

pend upon 5/13ths, as breadwin-

ners, and receive only 25/55ths of
the credit issued. The proportiotr

of the living standard proburable

by family consumers under a

family multi-unit wage in the debt

system, is adverse to families to the

extent to which each breuclwinnet'

is required to divide his equal wage

E.R. & R.C. Part IV. xvii Page 489

with depend,ents. Women and children are ouorkers-debt

, ;.qxfpone] makes them dependents. The equality of service,
.ig:turned to inequality by the want of credit being given to

._,r: 'wonl,en and, child,ren as toorkers. Much labour is thereby
fr- diverted from production because women and children have

ffi "o effective part in demand. Workers. in the debt system
are required to make assets for others instead of producing
the living standard for themselves and for women and chil-
dren.

R.p.6: Work is the payment. Money is
,,The profit of the the record. Debt is contrary to

'" Earth is for All. nature, and is not the source of
money. (See Wice Currency Sup-

': Ttlement, pp. 24-25, for the distinction between products,
, eonsumets, and assets.) The profit motive inseparable from
bhe fallacies of debt and assets, is a stumbling block. The

debt system fails to reflect the pressure by which economic

.yiovements enforce equality of opportunitg, of seruice, and,
,taf person Profit arises from improved effective industry
in winning rewards from nature. The delusion that assets

are a "security" for debt blinds the worker to the possibility
of credit being issued reflecting the natural price which is
labour alone. Credit is issuecl on production and. should be

cancellecl at consumption. Debt capitali,ses the labow' a[-

though the currency is cancelled in the prices. Labour di-
verted from producing the living standard by investment and

unearned income is part of the price of production, and

consumes tlr,e profits. Nature enforces diffusion of proflt,

and men may ignore but cannot prevent the movement.

Sound political economy will diffuse the proflt to improve the

living standard, instead of encouraging the making and

accumulation of assets, or the waSting of labour.
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As all progress is the outcome
of work, all rewards must needs
be distributed as wages for worlt ,'

the busic ruageto all persons will .n"L

provide evidence of normal dgi- jfri'

mand and indicate what divisioflQ'.
pf labour will provide normal
supply. Tk'e circulation of pro-
d,ucts at a price-level reflecting iiil
the division of labour will en:.*i . .
sure the equating bf supply and"': :.-

demand. The incentive to work will remain-in tne^gioffi'" ;..-.

surplus from productive labour-the effectiae u;age issied
in the capitalisation of reserues-giving rise to a diffusion
of leisure and new opportunities for further exploitation of:r ::

natural resources. Much ]abour will then be effective in., '

producing the new living standard," instead of in making.
non-productive assets. Labour will live to work. Work wi{t*
be the fulfilment of the development of man's capacity. Mdn :'

will live, not merely make a living.
:l*.

'r
(The threefold symbolism of Wi.ce currency-basenusic$:,.

sto,ndanuice, and freoutice-is explained in the W'ice Cur-
renctt Su p pleme nt pp. 29-32.)

Rpa.
THE CIRCULATION OF WAGES

The essence of political econo-
my is the issue of currency in
the processes of production. The
division of labour necessitates
the issue of currency as a per-
sonal wage to all persoris. All
are workers, all are wage-
earners. All uork is of equaL

ualue, Hence credit is a con-
tinuous issue of currenca to tho
whole population at regular peri-

.t

,i.

t:

t.
rl

i\
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ods-the basenwice to each person each week. This is the

basis of economics and on this basis only, man can conscious-

ly make peaceful progress in subduing nature. As there

are many variables in effective production, and many con-

tingencies and involuntary hazards in social progress, there

must be provision in political economy for exchange of pro-

ducts and services, on wei,ghted auerage output of labour

as standards-the standanwice. Only by the continuous

process of issuing currency on the basic wage can there be

effective maintenance of circulation and rewards for effi-

ciency. Weightei,d, auerclge output sets a price ratio in rela-

tion to wages, which can be maintained through the varying

cycles of different industries, by the issue of reserves for

investment or leisure as a reward for efficiency-the freo-

usi,ce. Regular issue of currency on the basic wage to every

unit of population is the foundation on which price-levels

and progress may be in accord with natural rewards to

labour. Circulati,on is the evidence of the consumption of

the living standard, from stores and reserves, by the labour

working in production and replacement. Capitalisation is

the evidence of more effective industry in replenishing re-

serves and is the means of releasing the surpl us f or a new

d".istributi,on of labour. These factors can be satisfactorily

recorded and recognized by using the three WICE symbols.

Currency (wages ) -tlte b as enw ice. C'ir culation (prices ) -
ttre standanwi,ce. Surylus (margin)-the freowice.

.n*
t

,1:e

is-1lti
",x
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The toealth of nati,ons consis-

teth not in the abundance of
things which nations possess. A
reasonable reserve of products.

for the sustenance of its people

is all that can be provided with-
in the limits of fair exchange.

Nature enforces use or loss. The

wealth of a nation lies in the us-

ing of natural resources by its
people. The first use is for food,

then clothing, fuel, shelter, re-

creation, education, and leisure. The evidence of faithful
use is provision for and the progress of men, women, and

children. The accumulation of THINGS can be made only

at the cost of diverting labour from providing and raising

the living standard. The wealth is used effectively when

rightly diffused throughout the people.

Rp_9
THE WEAI-TH OF NATIONS

ll p_ ro
fiE PICII RED VEINS OF WEALTII

The rich red, ueins of ruealtlL

pulse in the lives of the people.

Opportunity, capacity, respon-

sibility, and authority, are the

rewards of effort. The right-
ful use of natural supply is
but the means to progress in
further exploitation of nature.

A happy and contented people

persistently end.eavours to
subdue nature and to win the
approval of a consciousuess

not in having.that wealth comes in using,
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Using is effort ! Effort is
work ! Work is ]abour ! Atl
necesscLra toork is of equal

'r-alue. Do not confuse equal-

ity with uniformity, or value

u,ith utility. Value fs the

eligibil'ity f ot' credit. Men,

women, and children are all
using natr-rral talents for liv-
ing. The normal period of
Iabour common to all is-live
for a.week to work for a week.
Talents are gifts. They are

fli'r natu::al resources. Using talents is a responsibility which
.* brings its own reward in the growing consciousness of

natural development. For the distribution of the means
'of living, the value of the unit of labour is the unit of value,

,hll utility is free, labour alone is eli,gible f or credit. Men,
. .:;.1.f! women, and children live to work. All are eligible for wages

for their tuot'k.

RPII THE

UNIT OF LABOUR
' t:s coMMoN To

MEN.WOMENTxoCHILDREN

ALL NECESSARY WORK. r50F
EQUAL VALUE

*"j
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i,.r

The hindrances inherent
in the debt system, and in.-,,.:

the valuation of assets in"
stead of labour, interfere so ,i

much with the proccsses of ii.
production, distribution, ac-
counting, and exchanging,
that he would be a seer,
who could tell what
immeasurable rbsources
are awaiting exploitation.

,.;i;,ri
Wealth is that for w1ffi6h

man has found a need., ".To-

*"''' 
wEALTH TNcREASES

WITH FAIR EXCHANGE

THE ONLY COST IS LABOUR ,l

day's great need is social progress. The growing conscious: . *

ness of brotherhood gives the key to meeting that need. Culrli" ,:;'
renca issued to poputation _.the basenusiie, circulation ont-'{
prices related to the d'istri,bution of labour-the stand'an-'q

wice, and. capitati'satiore releasing reserves arising ftorh e6! iki' '
ciency-the freowice, witl maintain exchange, and diyg.t
effort from making things for possession, to producing pi$q

ducts for using, or for rendering service. The full capacitfi.-.-

of the population will be developed in living.

r5.

"Labour, Alone, therefore, never varying in its own value-is alone

the ultimate and real stanclar<l-by which the value of all commodities'

can at all tirnes and placcs-be estimate(l antl compared'"-"lt is their

real price-troney is their nominal price only " '(From "The Wealth

of Nal i,,nt.")

..Nominal Value is a means oi exchange only.,, (..Labour or Goldl'')

Ad.am smith disclosed the principle of natural price under-

Iying the exploitation of nature, it remains for us to legis-

late for a medium of exchange in which nominal 't 21uq is

directly a record of natural price'

r3i

R.P. 16.

'I'he Standard o! Nominal i

Price is Labour.
The Real Price is
True Valuation.

labour, as the real price

gress.

J.Y.

I. is the Essence.
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near as we get to recording

in our system of political economy

the natural price in exchange, so

near do we get to the true valua-

tion of the rewards of nature to

of all the processes of social pro-

E.R. & R.C. Part
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Section XVIII.-The Jubilee Year.

The Theory of Inaestment.

Labour the Basis of Capitalisation.

Illustrations,

J.Y.

Populati on-Supply

mand.

Effi ciency-Capitali sation.

Currency, Production.

Circulation, Exchange.

Investment ls consumption-

Capitalisation vanishes.

Capitalisation is Valuation un-

con sumed.

rz. The Jubiiee Year-The Vanish-

Point.

econoflLic rnoa etnentsr,is

7.

and De- 8.

9.

IO.

The element commom

time.

of Efficiency

Distribution of Labour-dimin-

ishing Returns.

Po pu lat i o n-Curr e ncy.

Distribution of Labour-Circu-

II

5.

6.

to all, three


